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Plastics are materials composed of many long chains of molecules with repeating subunits;
strong interactions between neighboring molecules lead to the material used throughout the world. Plastics are commonly thought to be insulating, in stark contrast to the
conductivity of metals. However, certain polymer structures were discovered to exhibit
semiconducting properties, the subject of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2000. Conducting polymers have a unique molecular structure with an electronically conjugated
backbone, allowing electrons to freely travel both across the chain and in between chains.
This work focuses on controlling the kinetics of the reaction between the vapors of an
aromatic heterocycle pyrrole and aqueous iron(III) containing oxidants. With the methods
introduced in this dissertation, the conducting polymer polypyrrole is formed with great
control of molecular structure, allowing for the fine-tuning of properties like conductivity.
Unique interactions during synthesis lead to the controlled deposition of polypyrrole
nano- and microstructures, including fibers, tubes, webs, and thin films. These unique
structures of polypyrrole are then analyzed for their performance as usable electronic
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materials, including transparent and flexible conductors as well as electrode materials for
electrochemical energy storage devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation seeks to draw connections between well-studied self-assembly processes in soluble or thermoplastic polymer systems, i.e. block copolymers, breath figures,
spherulite formation, and the poorly understood in situ nano and microstructure formation
mechanisms that present themselves in conducting polymer syntheses. The synthetic
strategies presented herein lead not only to interesting and novel nano- and microstructures of conducting polymers, but a distinct ordering of macromolecular chains that has
significant effects on these polymers’ ability to reversibly store charge via dopant interactions. Were some of the mysteries of conducting polymers to be solved, they could prove a
serious contender as electrochemical energy storage electrode materials.
In this introductory chapter, I will address the neccessity for developing novel and sustainable materials for energy storage. I will then discuss the fundamental mechanisms by
which certain polymers can conduct and store electricity, how these polymers compare to
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other commonly used energy storage materials, and what steps can be taken to improve
their usefulness.
In the chapters following, I describe my own experimental research. I begin by describing
the design of highly stable conducting polymer electrochemical capacitors based on a
well-understood conducting polymer, polyaniline. This design is used throughout following research, setting a standard for testing conducting polymers for energy storage. I
follow this research with the first known synthesis of blankets of nanofibers of polypyrrole,
suggesting that a previously published synthesis involving a different polymer is indeed
universally applicable, and can be carried out at significantly lower temperatures. A
mechanism involving the concurrent hydrolysis of iron containing oxidants during polymerization is more thoroughly investigated by myself and colleagues in other published
articles,1,2 but falls outside of the scope of this dissertation.
My work diverges from a mechanism guided by hydrolysis, focusing more on near roomtemperature reactions at which polymerization guided by hydrolysis is kinetically unfeasible. The polymer structures made through monomer vapor reacting with liquid oxidant at
room temperature are oddly biological, and their morphology is easily controllable through
slight changes in ambient conditions. Chapter 4 describes the formation of polypyrrole
microtubes under certain relative humidities. The mechanism of microtube formation
is related to the condensation of both monomer and water droplets on an evaporatively
cooling surface containing an oxidizing agent. Under certain conditions, tubes will form.
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However, a saturated humid environment will often lead to a patchy web of conducting
polymer—Chapter 5 describes the controllable and large-scale formation of these ‘nanonets’
at vapor-liquid interfaces.
In Chapter 6, I discuss an inexpensive method for quickly determining the conductivity of
conducting polymers after synthesis, an important parameter in predicting their usefulness
as energy storage materials. I then present significant recent advances in conducting
polymer theory and the practical use of conducting polymers as energy storage materials
in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8, I discuss intriguing research topics that can be followed up on.
Finally, I conclude with a summary of the recent advances made in conducting polymers
for energy storage and present a vision for the future of energy storage in Chapter 9.

1.1

A call for energy

The last three decades have seen a significant increase in technological advancements
requiring the use of electricity. World consumption of renewable energy is expected to
increase by 2.6 % every year over a projected period between 2012 and 2040.3 Accordingly,
energy consumption in a standard U.S. home has more than doubled since 1980.4 The
International Energy Agency (IEA) has projected that energy consumption due to computers and personal electronics usage will double again by the year 2022 and triple by 2030,
costing hundreds of billions of household USD and over 200 gigawatts of new energy
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capacity.5 Although alternative energy technologies have improved over the last several
decades, it is imperative that significant advances be made in the areas of energy production and storage as life becomes increasingly integrated with electronics. As renewables
are intermittent sources of power, energy storage and grid stabilization are booming fields
of research. Electrochemical capacitors (ECs), colloquially known as supercapacitors, are a
family of energy storage devices with moderate energy density at high power densities
thus delivering a large amount of charge in a short time. ECs differ from batteries because
relevant charge storing events occur mostly on the surface rather than in the bulk of the
material, leading to a decrease in energy density but an increase in power density.6 Efficient
clean energy harvesting and energy storage technologies are of pressing importance given
that over 66% of electricity generated in the U.S. originates from burning coal and natural
gas.7 The detrimental environmental impact caused by these energy sources as well as
their unsustainability is well documented.8
One of the most significant challenges in the adoption of renewable energy sources is their
inconsistency as a power source—solar power is only available for so many hours a day,
and the intensity of light fluctuates during that time. Improving current energy storage
technologies to allow for regulation and distribution of intermittent sources of power is
essential to the implementation of renewables as a viable and economical alternative to
fossil fuels.9,10 While incredible advancements have been made in battery technology, their
major limitation is a kinetic one: reduction and oxidation processes where ions intercalate
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into the bulk of a material take time. In batteries, unregulated, fast charging leads to heat
generation, breakdown of electrode materials and dangerous levels of overheating. This
results in a relatively low power performance and lifetime, hindering their direct implementation as intermittent energy storing devices. Devices with fewer kinetic limitations
due to differences in their charging mechanism can store less energy overall, but can do
so with rapid cyclability and long lifetime. One such device, electrochemical capacitors,
could precede batteries in an energy storage array to regulate the intermittent power and
increase overall storage efficiency and safety.
The current ubiquitous commercial electrochemical capacitor is the electric double-layer
capacitor (EDLC).11,12 The archetypical EDLC electrode material is activated carbon, which
has high power performance but a limited energy density.13 EDLCs store charge electrostatically, similar to a traditional electrolytic capacitor, in a double Helmholtz layer at
the interface between its electrodes and electrolyte.14 Since 1957 when the first patent
was filed,15 the most common commercially available active material for ECs remains
activated carbon; this inexpensive black powder is commonly produced by the combustion
of coconut shells. Activated carbon is a porous material that provides a high surface area
for ions to adsorb on with applied potential, a mechanism known as electric double layer
capacitance. Fabricating active electrodes from activated carbon generally requires the
addition of a conductive additive (mostly graphitic carbon black nanoparticles) and a
polymer binder. These materials are combined into a slurry, spread on current collectors
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such as aluminum or copper foil, and lead to an electrochemically active electrode. In a
two-electrode geometry device, two of these electrodes are immersed in an electrolyte and
with minimal separation to shorten ion diffusion path lengths and avoid a short circuit.
This device is charged when electrodes are polarized simultaneously under opposing
potentials; as electrolyte ions segregate to the positive and negative electrodes, the charge
is balanced and remains stable. Attaching an electrical load, an LED for example, between these electrodes causes current to flow through the LED as ions desorb from the
polarized active material back into solution. Advantages of using carbon allotropes for
energy storage include low-cost, high electrical conductivity in some and a wide potential
window in organic solvents; moreover, specialized carbons have shown promising energy
densities in aqueous media using smaller potential windows.16 One major limitation of
activated carbon ECs is their relatively low energy density caused by non-capacitive additive materials, low redox activity of activated carbons and low material utilization yield.
Pseudocapacitors, a type of electrochemical capacitor, like batteries, store charge through
reduction and oxidation events, but do so superficially, leading to a high energy density
relative to EDLCs while allowing for better power performance and lifetime relative to
batteries.6,17,18
A promising route to improving the performance and applicability of ECs is to develop
new materials for next-generation devices with improved properties. These materials
must be able to undergo fast charging and discharging with high efficiency and cycling
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stability comparable to activated carbon. Some of these promising materials include metal
oxides,19 MXenes,20,21 small organic molecules22 and conducting polymers. Composites
of these will not be discussed here, though many examples of positive results exist from
combining these materials together to improve performance.23–25 We will focus on the
application of conducting polymers for storing electrochemical energy and aim to provide
the reader with an accurate depiction of progress made in the last decade. There are many
reasons to look at conducting polymers for energy storage; for example, their synthesis
is typically inexpensive resulting in nano- and microstructures through self-assembly.
Stable conducting polymers have high conductivity, up to 8797 S cm−1 for PEDOT,26
with a surprisingly high energy storage density due to a unique redox/doping charge
storage mechanism that can also be controlled from the vapor phase, in solution, or via
electrochemistry. Advanced polymeric materials synthesized with a focus on molecular
structure, engineered into devices that fully consider both the chemical and material
limitations of conducting polymers, have been shown to perform with extraordinarily
high cycling stabilities rivaling that of commercialized activated carbons and with a high
energy density as well.
Among conducting polymers, polypyrrole is inexpensive, owing to pyrrole’s abundance
and prevalence as a synthetic reagent,27,28 making it competitive with rare transition
metal-based inorganic semiconductors. Furthermore, pyrrole’s low oxidation potential
relative to other monomers leads to facile polymerization at ambient conditions. As such,
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many self-assembled morphologies of polypyrrole, including microtubes29–35 have been
reported through various syntheses. Specifically, polymerization from the vapor-phase
has been shown to afford highly conductive and crystalline polypyrrole36–40 with a wide
variety of morphologies, including forests of nanofibers.41

1.2

A brief history of conducting polymers

The 2000 Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded for the halogen-induced conductivity
of the polymer polyacetylene, work which was completed in 1977.42 Though the initial
discovery of conducting polymers is commonly misattributed to that date, the successful
synthesis of air-stable and conductive polypyrrole has been reported as early as 1963,
as is discussed by Seth C. Rasmussen.43 A later article on the history of polyaniline by
Rasmussen explores the rich history of its uses through the 19th and 20th centuries.44 I
will provide a short summary of Rasmussen’s work, but I recommend reading the articles
in their entirety for an interesting story. Aniline black, or nigraniline, was particularly well
known dyestuff. Patents from that era describe processes which dyed cotton a deep black
or blue color, and how to prevent the color from fouling to green.45 This discoloration we
now know to be a product of the different accessible oxidation and protonation states of
polyaniline. It is likely that these materials were indeed somewhat conductive, yet their
electrical properties were simply not measured. Friedlieb Ferdinand Runge is cited as the
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first to separate and polymerize kyanol, now known as aniline, from coal-tar. He observed
that under heating conditions in the presence of gold oxide in hydrochloric acid, a blue
spot of solid formed. Using copper oxide in hydrochloric acid (0.34 V), a green or black
spot was formed.46 Both of these solids we now know to have been polyaniline. In fact,
Rasmussen and others propose that polyaniline may have been the first synthetic organic
polymer, predating polystyrene47 by five years, though macromolecular theory was not
widely accepted until the 1920’s.
As the first reported conducting polymer,43 polypyrrole also has an interesting history.
In a 2015 article,43 Rasmussen awards the discovery of pyrrole black to Italian chemist
Angelo Angeli (1864–1931), who coined the term nero di pirrolo after exposing pyrrole to
mixtures of hydrogen peroxide and acetic acid beginning in 1915.48 Angeli proposed that
C C bonds formed directly between adjacent pyrrole units, an accurate description of the
beginnings of polymerization. Rasmussen then describes work carried out by Sardinian
Riccardo Ciusa (1877–1965), which would be instrumental in the later work carried out in
1963 by Weiss et al.. Ciusa heated tetraiodopyrrole in a vacuum, synthesizing a material
which he described as “graphitic,” and proposed it as an intermediate in the formation of
graphite. He, like Angeli, proposed a direct C C bond between adjacent pyrrole rings.
He also carried out similar polymerizations with thiophene, furan, and benzene, other
fundamental heterocycles that separate categories of conducting polymers to this day. He
also measured the resistivity of a polymerized hexaiodobenzene sample and found it to be
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somewhat conductive. Rasmussen notes that Ciusa was seemingly unaware of Angeli’s
work.
It wasn’t until 1963 that the relevance of Ciusa’s work would be fully appreciated, as Donald E. Weiss (1924–2008) and colleagues reproduced the tetraiodopyrrole polymerization
at lower temperatures in an inert atmosphere, leading to black powders which they coined
polypyrroles.49–51 Weiss also reports “adsorbed molecular iodine” which could be removed
by solvent extraction, leading to a large increase in resistance. They attributed this to
their polypyrrole being a charge-transfer complex, in which conduction changes with the
ratio of electrons to holes, a quite accurate description of what is now known as p-doping.
In 1968, a group of Italian chemists named Chierici, Gardini and Bocchi developed the
electropolymerization of pyrrole onto platinum electrodes, giving a high conductivity.52
This work on electropolymerized polypyrrole was followed up on by Arthur F. Diaz after
meeting Gardini at IBM Almaden Research Labratory in San Jose, and a report of improved
conductivity with more carefully constrained reaction conditions was reported in 1979.53
Around this time, Shirakawa and others were studying the vapor phase polymerization of
halogen doped metallic polyacetylene, work which would eventually lead to the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry in 2000.42
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1.3

Charge transport theory in conducting polymers

The discovery that conjugated organic molecules could conduct electricity fascinated
solid-state physicists and chemists alike. A concerted effort was made to understand the
mechanism of charge transport in these novel materials. A large volume of theoretical work
was published before the turn of the millenium, but current literature in the chemistry
of conducting polymers remains ambiguous and often contradictory about the exact
mechanism of charge transport and doping. This section seeks to clarify some of the
theories that have been formulated in the realm of solid state physics but haven’t been
uniformly adopted in the field of applied chemistry. Here I document the similarities and
differences between inorganic and organic semiconductors at a molecular and a bulk scale.
In general, conducting polymers differ in that they are very prone to structural distortions
due to torsional mobility, so certain defect states are made more energetically favorable.
Furthermore, inorganic semiconductors have a rigid periodic crystalline lattice which
extends in all directions. Also, organic semiconductors are confined to intramolecular
conduction in one dimension and consist of many amorphous and crystalline domains,
further discerning them from inorganic semiconductors.
Conducting polymers by nature exhibit high lattice energies due to strong π-π coupling resulting from their aromatic conjugated structure. Furthermore, their conductivity is reliant
on their charge carrier density, leaving them more like macromolecular salts than neutral
polymers. While we consider salts to be soluble, conducting polymer salts are generally
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insoluble due to both their high lattice energies and their tendency to covalently cross-link
during polymerization due to a high concentration of reactive sp2 carbon sites. For these
reasons, conducting polymers exhibit high glass transition temperatures, or melting points,
well above their decomposition temperatures, leaving them difficult to modify after their
initial formation. While a dilute solution of polymer chains can evaporatively nucleate
single crystals in the well known switchboard mechanism, single crystals of conducting
polymers remain elusive. Highly crystalline PEDOT has been formed through constrained
reactions in photolithographically designed troughs, leading to a high conductivity.26
However, crystallinity increases with decreasing molecular weight. Lower molecular
weights result in lower extent of dopability, i.e. a decrease in charge-carrier density.
Because of their one-dimensional nature, conducting polymer chains can be thought of as
quantum confined. Attempts have been made to quantify this effect, but the extraction
and characterization of single polymer chains is limited by experimental technique. The
ramification of only being able to study many polymer chains is that secondary conduction
phenomena like interchain hopping take over, eliminating the possibility of detecting
confinement effects. However, it is possible to synthesize quantum wires of conducting
polymers.54 Though they are actually an aggregate of many polymer chains, they behave
similarly to nanowires of inorganic semiconductors and have applications in organic
electronics.
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1.3.1

Silicon and polyacetylene

Pure bulk silicon has an energy gap between its valence band and conduction band of
approximately 1.11 eV at 302 K55 which arises from the difference in energy between
the 3p and 4s levels in atomic silicon and the electron wavefunctions interacting with
the periodicity of the crystalline lattice. However, a conjugated chain of sp2 hybridized
carbon atoms should theoretically have no bandgap. A common trait among all conducting
polymers is a conjugated backbone of carbon atoms, polyacetylene being the simplest (least
massive single chain unit, or mer). Based solely on molecular orbital theory, polyacetylene
should behave as a one-dimensionally confined metal—i.e. perfect resonance between
forms A and B (Scheme 1), there should be no band gap Figure 1.1. This is akin to an
organic chemist drawing dashed lines along the entire chain rather than alternating single
and double bonds.

A

B

n

n

Scheme 1: Polyacetylene chain resonance forms A and B.

While it may seem that the most energetically favorable conformation for a linear chain of
atoms is for each atom to be equally spaced, Rudolf Peierls suggested that it is unstable for
a linear chain of ions to adopt such a structure. In the case of an infinite chain of H atoms,
there are regions in which the chain distorts, with atom pairs “dimerizing”, or contracting.
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Figure 1.1: Idealized linear chain of carbon atoms, its band structure and density of states.56
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Figure 1.2: Peierls distortion effect on the band structure and density of states of a dimerized
linear chain of H atoms.56

This causes an irregularity in the periodicity, which in turn creates a gap in the density of
states at k = ± π2 α (Figure 1.2).
While the name “synthetic metals” has been used to describe CPs (a peer-reviewed journal
is titled as such) it was clear from the start that they behaved more similarly to semiconductors in that they only achieved conductivity with doping. A chain of cis-polyacetylene
can be thought of as similar to a chain of H atoms, with the identity of the mer unit being
a CH rather than just an H. Instead of the C–C bonds being perfectly evenly spaced, as
would be the case if a perfect resonance existed, every other bond is slightly shorter than its
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neighbor, i.e. double and single bonds are distinguishable. This is akin to a dimerization,
and causes a Peierls gap. Because the gap does not occur between two orbital bands (like
silicon’s 3p and 4s bands), it is not entirely accurate to refer to this gap as a “bandgap,” so
it will be referred to as a “Peierls gap” within this section. The top of the populated band
will be set arbitrarily to 0 eV and the bottom of the unpopulated band will have an energy
of Ep . Polyacetylene exhibits a relatively large Ep of 1.7 eV, equal to around 20 000 K of
thermal energy, making it insulating in nature (it is sometimes called a Peierls insulator by
solid state physicists). It wasn’t until polyacetylene was reacted with p-type dopants like
iodine and n-type dopants like sodium that it was found to be conductive. This is similar
to inorganic semiconductors, but there were also obvious differences between the two.
While inorganic semiconductors are doped in the part per billion to the part per thousand
regimes, organic semiconductors like polyacetylene can incorporate over 20 mol% of
dopant into their structures. Doped conducting polymers can be thought of as composite molecules with a change in formula and structure relative to dopant concentration:
Poly1− x dopantx , where it is generally accepted that inorganic semiconductors like silicon
do not change their molecular formula with increasing dopant concentration. It is therefore
somewhat controversial to call the oxidation and reduction of polymers “doping.” Initial
studies on the electrical properties of conducting polymers were carried out using electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR). EPR is a technique similar to nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), differing in that electronic spin states split in a magnetic field rather than nuclear
spin states. As electrons and holes each are associated with spin, the generation of charge
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Figure 1.3: Change in susceptibility with doping in silicon (left)57 and in polyacetylene
(right).56

carriers in inorganic semiconductors is associated with a linear increase in the EPR signal
and thus the Pauli magnetic susceptibility of the material at room temperature (Figure 1.3,
left). It was determined that as dopant concentration in polyacetylene increases, so does
the conductivity as expected (Figure 1.3, right, left axis). What surprised researchers,
however, was that polyacetylene shows a level susceptibility via EPR until a doping level
of 5%, where there exists a discontinuous jump in susceptibility (Figure 1.3, right, right
axis).
This puzzled researchers, but immediately suggested that the mechanism of conductivity
and doping and conductivity in conducting polymers was more complicated than in
inorganic semiconductors, and perhaps did not involve the formation of conventional
excitons. The theory was expanded to include the concept of stabilized defect states called
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solitons. If an electron is removed from the populated band due to a p-type dopant, the
ionization energy of the polymer can be lowered by some amount. If that amount of
energy is greater in magnitude than the energy required to distort the polymer chain,
the charge remains localized at that site of distortion. Thus, there exists a semi-localized
charge where at a site of distortion or relaxation of the chain itself. This requires strong
electron-phonon coupling,58 which also facilitates charge transport between neighboring
chains as described later in this chapter.

1.3.2

Solitons

A soliton, or a solitary wave, is created at the boundary of two degenerate states with
opposite phase. Chemists may find it helpful to think of neutral solitons as free radicals,
positive solitons as carbocations, and negative solitons as carbanions. If phase A and phase
B from Figure 1.6 met at any point along the polyacetylene chain, a soliton wall would be
produced (Figure 1.4).
The energy gap created in the case of a soliton rests directly at the midpoint of polyacetylene’s Peierls gap. Solitons are mobile—their effective mass is small, and they can appear
at any point along a semi-infinite chain of polyacetylene. As a soliton moves along a
chain of polyacetylene, it slightly alters bond lengths. Electrons are not moving, but being
displaced by the propagation of the defect. From this phenomenon, Su et al. were able to
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Figure 1.4: Phase disconnect at center of polyacetylene chain showing soliton wall.59

determine that the effective mass of a soliton is around 6me .60 Furthermore, they appear to
be delocalized over around 15 – 20 carbon atoms61 —for a metallic chain of polyacetylene;
a charge carrier would be delocalized over all conjugated atoms in the chain. Solitons can
have a neutral (1 electron in the soliton level), positive (0 electrons in the soliton level)
or negative charge (2 electrons in the soliton level). Solitons with a single electron are
considered neutral as they perfectly balance out the charge of the nearby counter-ion left
upon soliton formation. There is an intrinsic concentration of solitons present in a sample
of polyacetylene upon synthesis, equal to around “400 radicals per 106 carbon atoms.”59 It
is acceptable to think of intrinsic solitons as neutral solitons.
In oxidative and reductive doping, charged solitons are generated. There must also exist
an antiparticle known as an antisoliton to which it is bound, much like an electron is
Coulombically bound to a hole. It is possible to photoexcite electrons in the populated
band to create excitons, but as the energy of a soliton is lower than that of an exciton in
polyacetylene, the bonds in the chain will distort to form a soliton and an anti-soliton in the
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place of the electron and hole.62 Solitons have been shown to be the main charge carrier in
polyacetylene through extensive experimental results carried out mostly by Heeger (UCSB)
and MacDiarmid (UPenn). Because doping phenomena are dynamic and reversible, it
is convenient to use analytical techniques coupled with an electrochemical cell that can
apply a voltage bias and force doping of the material of interest. Electrochemical Voltage
Spectroscopy, similar to cyclic voltammetry, allows for determination of voltage vs. charge
for differing doping concentrations. It was used to show that upon charge injection into
polyacetylene, the electrons couple to phonons, relaxing into polarons. When multiple
polarons exist in polyacetylene, they relax to the lower energy soliton/anti-soliton pair.63
It is also useful to combine electrochemistry with spectral analysis in order to view doping
effects on absorbance and emission.
The tail at low energies in curve (7) in Figure 1.5 is attributable to “free carriers,” which
is indicative that the polymer has gone through an insulator-metal transition at high
doping levels. Furthermore, the intensity of the Peierls gap at 2.0 eV begins to disappear,
characteristic of increasing conductivity as new bands are formed to bridge the Peierls
gap. Because neutral solitons contain a single unpaired electron, polyacetylene exhibits a
nonzero paramagnetism at low doping concentration as shown in Figure 1.3. As solitons
are created through oxidation or reduction of the polyacetylene chain, the solitons exhibit a
positive or negative charge, both of which are spin neutral. Thus, the spin susceptibility of
the sample remains constant. It has been experimentally determined that charged solitons
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Figure 1.5: Spectroelectrochemical absorption pattern for polyacetylene. The lowest curve
(1) correlates to a dedoped state at a potential of 2.2 V vs Li/Li+. The highest curve (7)
corresponds to a fully doped state at 3.73 V vs Li/Li+.64
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are lower energy than neutral solitons, which is further proof that charged solitons are
created when charge transfer occurs.65 The large jump in susceptibility at 5% doping
remains to be definitively explained, but suggests that solitons are not the primary charge
carrier above that concentration of dopant. It is commonly accepted that at high doping
levels, soliton energy levels begin to form bands of states. Early theories suggested that
the rise in paramagnetism is due either to charged impurities and disorder66 or relaxation
of solitons to polarons,67 which may be more energetically favorable for high doping
concentrations. It has been suggested that polarons and solitons couple to form “polsons,”
as well.68 A convincing theory posits that solitons rearrange to form a periodic soliton
lattice, a calculated 0.6 eV more stable than a polaron lattice. The upper and lower soliton
bands spread out and become closer down to a minimum band gap of 0.08 eV, which lies
directly at an energy of Ep/2 . At this point, polyacetylene begins to behave metallically, and
exhibits a large Pauli magnetic susceptibility that is fairly stable with increasing doping
level.69

1.3.3

Contemporary applied conducting polymer systems

While polyacetylene is a simple and effective model to begin to understand charge transport in conducting polymers, it is inherently an impractical material. Polyacetylene is
incredibly reactive due to its polyene structure – it is air unstable, rapidly oxidizing and
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losing conjugation when taken out of the glovebox. Therefore, any application of polyacetylene in electronics would have to be completely hermetically sealed under an inert
gas, which is simply not a desirable to engineers when inorganic semiconductors are better
behaved. It is therefore much more common to see conducting polymers with aromatic
rings embedded in their main chain backbone. The inclusion of conjugated rings in the
main chain of conducting polymers inhibits reactions that would break aromaticity during
synthesis and practical use. Looking at the structure of polyaniline (Scheme 2), a crosslinking reaction at any of the non-para sites of polyaniline is made unfavorable as it would
break aromatic conjugation. Furthermore, it is more sterically favorable for polyaniline to
polymerize as a straight chain, para, rather than any other defect orientations. Crosslinking
does still occur in some minute quantities, even for conjugated rings, so direct synthesis
control of electrical properties is made more difficult, especially via chemical synthesis.
The most commonly seen conducting polymer for real world applications is poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene), or PEDOT, a derivative of polythiophene. From the chemical
structure, it becomes clear that any undesirable reaction site of polythiophene is effectively
“protected” by an ethylenedioxy group. Because of this, it is often facile to synthesize
mostly straight, highly conjugated chains of PEDOT in large quantities even under reaction
conditions where most conducting polymer monomers would crosslink. To date, the
highest reported conductivity for an air stable conducting polymer has been reported as
8797 S cm−1 for single crystalline PEDOT nanowires.26 Such high crystallinity can only be
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achieved through very controlled synthetic conditions, but it remains clear from literature
that PEDOT is the most suitable “advanced” organic semiconductor. Its main drawback is
mostly the high cost of its monomer. A liter of reagent grade styrene costs 41 USD, a liter
of aniline costs 164 USD, and a liter of EDOT would run around 9500 USD from the same
vendor (it is often sold in 10-gram quantities due to its high reactivity and undesirable
photopolymerization).
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Scheme 2: Commonly studied conducting polymers in applied research.

PEDOT remains popular not only because of its high conductivity, but also because it can
be easily processed in aqueous solutions using Heraeus’ patented PEDOT-PSS polymer
blend known as “Clevios.” (Scheme 3). PEDOT-PSS remains popular in the field of organic
solar cells, where it can be integrated as an organic substitute for the conductive coating of
indium tin oxide, as well as an effective hole transport layer. Furthermore, PEDOT-PSS is
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the only conducting polymers that can be commercially purchased as a dispersion. It is
therefore facile to spin-coat onto a substrate, allowing for high reproducibility between
non-synthetically oriented research groups.
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Scheme 3: Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) – polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT-PSS) polymer
blend. Every third thiophene ring forms a dative bond with a sulfonate group from PSS.

PEDOT is a relatively recently popularized material and most of the fundamental research
in ring-containing conducting polymer charge transport was modeled after earlier systems
like polyaniline and polythiophene. It is generally accepted that charge transport in all
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conjugated polymers other than polyacetylene follows the same mechanism. A system
like polythiophene can be modeled after a distorted chain of polyacetylene, according to
Heeger (Figure 1.6).
Solitons are stable in polyacetylene due to the fact that its A and B ground states are
completely degenerate. However, the switch between benzoidal and quinoidal forms of
aromatic rings is associated with a certain energy ∆E, the benzoidal phase being more
energetically favorable. The most important ramification of this non-degeneracy is that
the formation and propagation of a soliton requires an input of energy ∆E. Thus, in
almost every conducting polymer studied today, solitons are energetically unfavorable.
In order to reduce the energy associated with formation and propagation, solitons must
couple to form polarons and bipolarons. Polarons can be thought of as radical cations or
radical anions depending on whether they are positively or negatively charged. Bipolarons
can be thought of as carbodications when positive, and carbodianions when negative. A
schematic for the combination of soliton and anti-solitons to form polaronic and bipolaronic
states is shown in Figure 1.7, as well as a table for distinguishing polarons from bipolarons
depending on the quasiparticle’s charge, spin and occupancy.
Experimentally, polarons and bipolarons are visible through UV-vis spectroscopy.70 The
Peierls gap absorbance of polypyrrole shifts from 3.2 to 3.6 eV and becomes less intense
with increasing dopant concentration (Figure 1.8), which is in agreement with calculations.
Three absorptions at the bottom of Figure 1.8 at 0.7, 1.4 and 2.1 eV are characteristic of
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Figure 1.6: Polythiophene’s backbone structure with sulfur omitted showing both semibenzoidal (A) and semi-quinoidal (B) phases. The two phases are no longer degenerate,
and as such, an energy gap exists between the two.65
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Figure 1.7: (top) Two solitons combining to form polarons and bipolarons (bottom) Electron
occupation and spin for polarons and bipolarons.56
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Figure 1.8: Optical absorption spectra as a function of doping level in polypyrrole from
neutral polypyrrole (bottom) to 33% doped polypyrrole (top).58
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polarons. Large peaks begin to develop at 1.0 eV and 2.7 eV for higher doping levels,
which are attributable to bipolaronic bands.
While it has been shown that polyaniline can actually exhibit soliton formation in a
very specialized case where its ground states are actually degenerate at liquid helium
temperatures,71 it is generally accepted that polarons and bipolarons are the dominant
charge carriers in conducting polymers more structurally complicated than polyacetylene.

1.3.4

Bulk properties & interchain hopping

We have only discussed the mechanism of charge transport in conducting polymers as
it relates to a single polymer chain. Realistically, a useful polymer is an extended solid
composed of many chains. As it is extremely uncommon to form a polymer chain without
any structural defects that break the chain’s conjugation, the mechanism of conductivity in
bulk polymers relies heavily on interchain hopping.72 That is, if a soliton is propagating
along a chain of polyacetylene and encounters a break in conjugation (such as a cross-link),
the soliton will hop to the closest chain which allows for further propagation. Interchain
hopping is more feasible in systems where chains are regularly and closely packed, so the
conductivity of a bulk polymer is directly related to its crystallinity.
Chain hopping is the phenomenon of an electron making a “phonon-assisted transition,
or “hop”73,74 from a charged soliton to a neutral soliton on a nearby chain. The nature of
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the environment of the neutral soliton, i.e. if it is near an impurity, reduces the amount
of energy that this process requires. As previously stated, polymer chains are very rarely
“perfect.” Some of those defects, like crosslinks, will disrupt conjugation. But others will
simply disrupt packing and inhibit charge transport. A good example of such a defect
in trans-polyacetylene is a cis- defect, a site where the chain bends, losing its straightness.
Using Raman spectroscopy, it was determined that there is a huge difference in the electronphonon coupling properties of cis- and trans- polyacetylene, suggesting that the mechanism
of conduction changes drastically with conformational defects.75 This is reasonable, as
cis-polyacetylene lacks a degenerate ground state and therefore would not follow a soliton
mechanism. Furthermore, calculations of chain hopping mobility in polyacetylene show
that the mechanism for hopping changes at different levels of doping. When no dopant is
added, the solitons hop isoenergetically. At a concentration of 1 to 5%, the solitons exhibit
variable-range hopping. Nonetheless, the rates for hopping are distributed over a wide
range, so a variety of mechanisms are likely present.76
From a polymer engineer’s point of view, it makes sense that PEDOT is the most conductive
polymer to date (past polyacetylene). By creating a bulky backbone, torsional mobility of
the chain is highly hindered – this means that at room temperature, the PEDOT molecules
are likely found in a rigid, rod-like conformation. When many PEDOT molecules exist
in the same rigid structure, it is more facile for them to form ordered, closely packed
crystals. On the other hand, a torsionally mobile polymer like polystyrene can exhibit
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many conformations at room temperature, leading to the formation of larger amorphous
domains and relatively few crystalline ones. Polyacetylene is highly crystalline15 due to its
small side-chains (H-atoms) and semi-rigid nature caused by double bonds, which allows
for close van der Waals packing, giving it the highest theoretical conductivity.
Because of the rigidity of PEDOT’s structure, its glass transition temperature—the temperature at which several units in a chain begin to move in a concerted fashion—is higher than
the maximum temperature of the polymer itself, meaning that it is completely “glassy,” and
will never “flow” like a typical thermoplastic. This also has solubility implications—most
conducting polymers are also insoluble, which is not ideal from a processing standpoint.
Depending on particle size, however, conducting polymers can still be dispersed. The
crystallinity of the individual particles determines the conductivity of the final composite
material.

1.4

Conducting polymers for energy storage

Pseudocapacitors based on conducting polymers offer low cost, high specific energy and
power, high conductivity, light weight and enhanced flexibility over other pseudocapacitive materials.11,24,77–79 The goal of this work is to elucidate accessible chemistries
that effectively control pseudocapacitive behavior in conducting polymers and therefore
advance electrochemical energy storage technologies. Here, we outline the differences
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between different electrochemical capacitor technologies. We then discuss the interrelationship between doping, bulk polymer structure, conductivity and device performance.
We finally introduce strategies for increasing performance in pseudocapacitors made with
conducting polymers from both a chemical (morphological and polymer structural) and a
device engineering perspective.
Activated carbon is the prototypical material for commercial electric double layer capacitors (EDLCs). Activated carbon relies on superficial double-layer capacitance,80 a
mechanism that unfortunately limits the achievement of a high energy density. Significant
effort has been made in recent years to improve existing supercapacitor technology using materials that store energy through superficial charge-transfer reactions, i.e. through
reduction and oxidation, a mechanism known as pseudocapacitance. Increasing energy
density using pseudocapacitors is catalyzing development of the next generation of energy storage devices. Realization of this impactful vision depends on engineering stable
pseudocapacitors of high cyclability.
Metal oxides and conducting polymers constitute the state-of-the-art in pseudocapacitive
materials. Energy density in metal oxides is high due to redox reactions occurring during
charging and discharging. Covalent or metallic bonding in solids of fixed crystalline
structure facilitates ion and electron transport,81 but potential induced phase changes
can cause cracking, leading to dramatic rises in electrode resistance and a rapid loss of
cycling stability.82 Furthermore, low electrical conductivity and scarcity of some transition
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metals motivates the engineering of devices utilizing organic semiconductors. Conducting
polymers, whose development began in the early 1960s,42,43,51,83 are ideal candidates for
pseudocapacitive energy storage materials due to their low cost, facile nanostructure
synthesis (Figure 1.9), processability, and high energy density at high power density.
Conducting polymer nanofibers are van der Waals bound bundles of rod-like conjugated
chains of carbon atoms84 that, unlike carbon or metal oxides, are viscoelastic, allowing for
structural changes without mechanical breakdown.85
Accessible redox states, controllable physical properties, and facile chemistry make these
conjugated materials ideal candidates for storing energy in devices (Figure 1.10). Other
materials exhibit pseudocapacitance only when engineered to expose very high surface
area.12
The reversible redox reactions, occurring at or near the surface of the active electrode, make
pseudocapacitors a candidate for filling a missing gap in electrochemical energy storage
technology: a device with battery-level energy density and the cycling stability and power
density of an EDLC.6,86 It is important to note that no one material or device manifests a
purely pseudocapacitive or electric double-layer mechanism. In pseudocapacitive electrodes with large surface area, a Helmholtz layer naturally builds up and contributes some
amount of double-layer capacitance. Conversely, EDLC electrodes, depending on their
synthesis, have functional groups responsible for faradaic charge storage processes that
contribute to total capacitance.87
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Figure 1.9: Scanning electron micrograph of EVPP-PEDOT; inset: X-ray photoelectron
spectrum of EVPP-PEDOT – iron peak is due to reduced oxidant FeCl2 .
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nanostructured CP electrodes

Figure 1.10: (a) Schematic of a pseudocapacitor cell and b) its corresponding equivalent
circuit diagram that models the electrical behavior of the cell.

Pseudocapacitors have high capacitance yet lack power due to faradaic processes that
make ion transport sluggish compared to electrostatic adsorption in EDLCs.86,88,89 High
conductivity of a pseudocapacitive material is crucial for improving charge transfer kinetics
at the electrode.9,89,90 In order for a conducting polymer to have both high conductivity
and electrochemical capacitance, it must possess charge carriers, charge mobility, facile
kinetics, and readily available solvated counter ions. Electron insertion into the conduction
band via n-doping (reduction), and/or removing an electron from the valence band via
p-doping (oxidation) increase charge carrier concentration.77,91
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Equation (1.1) depicts a general n-doping reaction and Equation (1.2) shows p-doping
using an undoped conducting polymer chain (CP), oxidant (Ox), reductant (Red), counter
anion (A− ), and a counter cation (C+ ).13,91

CP + nRed −→ (C+ )n CPn− + nRed+

(1.1)

CP + nOx −→ CPn+ (A− )n + nOx−

(1.2)

When a polymer undergoes ionization, the equilibrium geometry of the ionized state is
lower than that of the ground state.58 This lattice deformation causes the HOMO energy to
shift up and the LUMO energy to shift down, creating new energy bands in the band gap
that are delocalized over the polymer chain and result in a charge “island”.58,92 The more
a polymer chain is ionized (“doped”), the more these islands overlap and delocalize over
the entire material giving rise to the conducting polymer’s ability to conduct electricity.92
As discussed in the previous section, Conducting polymers are comprised of sp2 conjugated carbon; in principle, they should be semimetallic like graphite or graphene. However,
conducting polymer chains’ one-dimensionality allows for an energetically favorable JahnTeller-like relaxation to occur, known as a Peierls distortion, leading to the segregation
between the filled and unfilled portions of the sp2 band.93 Graphene has also been shown
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Figure 1.11: Unlike graphene or graphite, polypyrrole has a distinct band gap leading to
its semiconducting nature. In chemical p-doping, two electrons are removed from the
chain, creating a carbodication, or bipolaron, balanced by dopant counterions.58 As the
polymer is doped to its saturation limit, more and more bipolaronic states are formed.
Their energy bands overlap, creating intermediate band structures which facilitate electronic transport throughout the polymer.92

to exhibit a band gap, but only when subjected to synthetically induced distortions.94
To increase electronic conductivity in polymers, new energy levels must be added to
the gap through doping (Figure 1.11). The formation of a “charge island” is a different
doping mechanism than that of traditional semiconductors, excluding doping limits and
percentages from simple statistical or stoichiometric calculations.92

1.4.1

Synthetic conditions affect device performance

During charging and discharging, CP ECs undergo two major processes simultaneously:
ions diffuse through the electrolyte into the vicinity of CP backbones and electrons are
either added or removed. Thus, more accommodation of electrolyte ions and lower
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resistance of ion and electron migration in the system lead to both high energy density
and power density. The former requires ionically porous CP electrodes with large ion
accessible areas, invoking ideas of nano/microstructural design, while the latter calls for
highly conductive, crystalline CP electrodes in which all active material is utilized and
connected to the same conjugated network. In the past decade, significant progress has
been made via improved synthetic techniques and advances in electrode processing.
Synthesis controls the molecular structure of CPs by manipulation of reaction kinetics.
When polymerization is carried out too quickly, uncontrollable reactions deteriorate the
conjugation length and packing of CP chains by introducing defects and side reactions,
rendering CP electrodes with low conductivity. On a larger scale, poor polymerization
conditions result in dense and non-porous CP films, blocking accessible surface area and
hindering ion diffusion, both of which are critical for advancing energy storage. Not
accounting for expansion in these electrodes leads to mechanical delamination during
charging and discharging and thus low cycling stability.95,96 Researchers have developed
a myriad of ways to mitigate these issues. In general, the synthesis of any conducting
polymer needs only monomer and oxidant. Creatively introducing these two components
has been a large contributor to the progress in polymer science over the past decade.
The most common method is chemical (solution phase) polymerization, where monomer
and oxidant are both in liquid form. Electrochemical polymerization of CPs is also a
universal strategy, where a potentiostat is used in lieu of a chemical oxidant. CPs retain
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their conjugation network and conductivity during synthesis, whereas electropolymerization of non-conjugated polymers leads to a huge drop in current and slowing of the
polymerization process as the conductive electrode is coated with an insulator. A variety
of strategies have also been developed where oxidant and/or monomer are reacted in
the vapor phase; moreover, interfacial synthesis and templating routes have led to many
exquisite CP morphologies. Advances in synthesis seek to confine the reaction rate and
selectivity of polymerization to generate highly conductive CP electrodes characterized by
high crystallinity, long conjugation length, high conductivity and well-ordered nano/micro
architectures.

1.4.2

Energy storage figures of merit

There are two fundamental figures of merit that must be considered when comparing
energy storing devices, specific energy and specific power. Specific energy expresses the
total amount of energy a device can store, normalized for device mass (energy density
is normalized for device volume). Specific power shows how quickly that charge can
be stored and distributed. Both can be described using a single Ragone plot as shown
in Figure 1.12. As specific power increases, i.e. as one increases the charging rate of a
device, the effective maximum amount of energy that can be stored is lower. This is
due to the kinetics of ion transport and redox reactions occurring at the electrodes – the
device is simply not given enough time to convert electrical energy into stored charge, and
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excess energy is lost as heat. Likewise, decreasing specific power gives the highest specific
energy values until a flat region occurs, which can be considered the “maximum” specific
energy of the device. For devices with fewer kinetic limitations, like EDLCs and dielectric
capacitors, there is a significant flat region of energy density with increasing power. Device
2 shown in Figure 1.12 has a large specific energy as well as a large specific power, and is
therefore a better device than Device 4, which has the same specific energy but a lower
specific power.
The maximum energy (U) stored in an electrochemical capacitor is U = 12 CV 2 where V is
the maximum voltage window across the cell and C is the capacitance of the cell consisting
of contributions from both pseudocapacitance and EDLC. The maximum power (P) output
is P = V 2 /4RESR where RESR is the equivalent series resistance of the cell. To maximize
the energy density and power density, it is important to maximize the voltage window of
the device, the capacitance of each electrode and minimize the RESR of the cell.87

1.4.3

Types of conducting polymer electrochemical capacitors

Based on the choice of anode and cathode materials, there are four types of pseudocapacitors that utilize conducting polymer as electrodes.97 As shown in Figure 1.13, a Type I
device is comprised of two identical p-dopable polymers. When the cell is charged, the
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Figure 1.12: The performance of an EC can be thought of as a separatory funnel that can
only be charged through the bottom opening. If all devices have the same mass, the total
volume of the funnel is the maximum specific energy (U) – the total amount of charge the
device can store. The size of the hole in the stopcock is the maximum specific power (P),
which dictates the maximum rate of charging and discharging. Power is a function of
time while energy is an absolute metric. Device 1 has lowest energy and power while
Device 2 has highest of both. Device 3 has similar performance to a capacitor, and device
4 to a battery. The performance of electrochemical capacitors depends on the current
density applied during charging and discharging i.e., was enough time given to charge
the funnel completely? At moderate power densities, Device 3 and 4 perform similarly.
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cathode is fully doped while the anode remains neutral and when fully discharged, both
electrodes become half p-doped due to equal charge/discharge rates (Figure 1.13a).
cell is the same as the maximum potential window of one electrode and only
Since Vmax

half of the charge storage capability is exploited, the Type I device has a relatively low
energy density. A Type II device uses two different p-type polymers with distinct potential
windows. One with a higher potential window serves as cathode while the other with
lower potential window is the anode. When the cell is fully charged, the cathode gets
fully doped while the anode stays neutral, and when fully discharged, the difference
in potential window and charge/discharge rates, results in more than half of the stored
cell (Figure 1.13b). Type
charge in the cathode to be transferred to the anode and a higher Vmax

II devices have a higher energy density than Type I devices. A Type III device utilizes two
identical p- and n-dopable polymers as electrodes and when the cell is fully charged, the
cathode is fully p-doped while the anode is fully n-doped. Usually a conducting polymer
has more stable p-dopable states than n-dopable states resulting in a difference between
p-doping and n-doping capability. When fully discharged, both electrodes have a same
charge/discharge rates and become slightly p-doped as illustrated in Figure 1.13c. Since
cell , Type III devices have higher energy
more charges get transferred with a higher Vmax

densities than Type I and Type II devices. A less common Type IV device employs p-type
cathode and n-type anode where both conducting polymers possess different potential
windows; when a cell is fully charged, the cathode gets fully p-doped and the anode
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Figure 1.13: Potential diagrams of fully charged and discharged states of a) Type I, b) Type
II, c) Type III and d) Type IV electrochemical capacitor.
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gets fully n-doped. When potential windows do not overlap, the two electrodes will be
cell as high as the maximum
neutral after full cell discharge. A Type IV device can reach a Vmax
electrolyte

electrolyte stability voltage window, Vmax

(Figure 1.13d), resulting in the highest

energy storage from these four types of devices.
Asymmetric pseudocapacitors are poised as a way to increase energy density. 3-electrode
cyclic voltammetry measures the properties of individual electrode materials. Thermodynamically, given an inert electrode in an aqueous, pH-neutral electrolyte, water will
be split into oxygen at roughly 1 V vs. Ag/AgCl and hydrogen at -0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl.
To combat this, the safe working window for a symmetric, aqueous device is generally
limited to around 0.6 to 0.8 V for maximum device lifetime. Certain electrode materials
can suppress hydrogen or oxygen evolution depending on the polarizing reactions at the
material surface. PANi is often positively polarized and PEDOT negatively polarized versus the reference electrode Ag/AgCl. Figure 1.14a shows PANi, whose electrochemically
stable window in 3-electrode cyclic voltammetry experiments run in neutral electrolytes
is polarized toward higher potentials, and PEDOT, whose stable window is polarized
toward lower potentials. Upon fabrication of a 2-electrode symmetric device (Figure 1.14b)
of either PANi or PEDOT, the stable potential window, V, of the device is limited by
the absolute 3-electrode window. However, combining PEDOT and PANi (Figure 1.14c)
allows for the extension of the voltage window to 1.6 V (Figure 1.14d). The device is
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Figure 1.14: a) 3-electrode cyclic voltammograms of PANi (left) and PEDOT (right) in LiClO4
vs. Ag/AgCl. Note: PANi does not exhibit protonation peaks in neutral electrolytes. b)
2-electrode cyclic voltammograms of electrochemical capacitors using symmetric electrodes
of PANi (left), and PEDOT (right). c) (left) the 3-electrode CVs of PANi and PEDOT
superimposed. (right) PEDOT and PANi cycled with opposite polarity versus Ag/AgCl
show irreversibility and water oxidation/reduction. d) (left) PANi as the positive electrode
and PEDOT as the negative electrode in a 2-electrode device shows an extended reversible
voltage window. (right) PEDOT as the positive electrode and PANi as the negative electrode
gives an irreversible, non-ideal device.
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now asymmetric and polarized – reversing the polarity results in both electrode materials
outside of their stable window, causing the device to quickly fail.

1.4.4

Voltage windows

There are several complementary figures of merit utilized to optimize energy storage
devices. At a base level, the total amount of charge (q) stored by a particular capacitive
material should be increased. This can be estimated through cyclic voltammetry and
Equation (1.3),

q=

Z t
0

I dt

(1.3)

where 0 and t mark the beginning and end of a discharge cycle respectively. Increasing
q while maintaining a constant electrode mass, i.e. by increasing the surface area of a
material, leads to an increase in its specific capacitance (Csp ) as shown in Equation (1.4),

Csp =

q
m ∆V

(1.4)

where m and ∆V represent the mass and absolute voltage window respectively. Specific
capacitance is a reliable metric for comparison between electrodes studied under similar
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electrochemical conditions. However, it is important to normalize for ∆V in order to
determine the applicability of a particular material. An EC with ∆V = 0.1 V, for example,
could have a high Csp , but would not be able to power an LED at 1.5 V unless connected in
series with fifteen other ECs. Specific energy, U, is a measure of the total electrochemical
energy stored by a cell, and is proportional to ∆V 2 Equation (1.5).

1
U = Csp · ∆V 2
2

(1.5)

The total stable voltage window of a device is constrained by a myriad of factors. Aqueous
electrolytes are theoretically limited to a maximum voltage window of 1.23 V due to the
electrolysis of water at the positive and negative electrodes. In practice, symmetric aqueous
ECs are limited to less than 1 V to maximize device lifetime.98 Some organic electrolyte
based devices, including EDLCs, can operate with potentials as high as 3 V. Given two
devices with identical activated carbon electrodes in an organic electrolyte, a device
charged to 3 V will store nine times as much energy as a device at 1 V based on voltage
window alone. However, designing conducting polymer electrochemical capacitors with
organic electrolytes is not simple, and often leads to poor cycling stability with little or no
improvement in energy density.99–101
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1.4.5

Theoretical limits of conducting polymers

In the past decade, it has become clear that many factors hinder conducting polymers from
achieving their true theoretical capacitance figures. Recent studies have shown that conducting polymers are particularly unique in their charge storage mechanism, not relying on
slow redox processes for the bulk of charge storage, but rather on molecular scale doping at
grain boundaries. Thus, the peaks in cyclic voltammetry are not necessarily reduction/oxidation peaks but can be attributed to the complex interactions between electrons and
ions in a polymer network. Work which simulates the experimental CV of PEDOT using
the modified Nernst-Planck-Poisson approach supports this assertion/analysis.102 As our
understanding of the charge storage mechanism in CPs evolves, so does the calculated
theoretical capacitance.103,104 Sometimes, experimental capacitance exceeds the predicted
theoretical capacitance for a conducting polymer. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) has a relatively low theoretical capacitance due to its monomer’s high molecular
weight versus that of polypyrrole or polyaniline. PEDOT’s theorized specific capacitance
value varies between 60 and 130 F g−1 .105 Yet, the highest experimental specific capacitance
is now up to 300 F g−1 .106 In order to calculate the theoretical capacitance of CPs, several
assumptions are made: (1) the entire material of CPs is applied in the charge storage
process, (2) the diffusion of counter-anions has no effect on the faradic reaction of CPs, and
(3) the CPs retain high conductivity throughout the chosen potential window.
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The amount of charge transferred to or from each monomer unit in the polymer is an
important parameter for theoretical capacitance calculation. This parameter, α, or doping
level, is proportional to the specific capacitance ( Csp ) of a conducting polymer.107

Csp = (αF )/(∆EM )

(1.6)

Where F is the Faraday constant, ∆E is the potential range and M is the molecular mass of
the monomer unit in the polymer.108 Generally, analysis of charge-transfer reactions in the
conducting polymer is carried out via cyclic voltammetry (CV). The doping level α can be
quantified using an electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM), by observing the
mass of the CP electrode change with repeated electrochemical doping and dedoping of
electrolyte ions.107
Conducting polymers are semiconductors that undergo conducting/insulating phase
transitions during CV i.e., the doping level α varies with the potential window during CV.
For example, a ferrocenyl substituted bithiophenic CP cycled under potential windows
0 – 0.8 V, 0.2 – 0.55 V, and 0.55 – 0.7 V exhibits α of 0.93, 0.35 and 0.16, respectively.109 The
specific capacitance is calculated by

Csp = Q/(∆Em)
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(1.7)

where m refers to the electrode mass, Q is the total charge transferred in Coulombs,
and Q = αF. Within these potential windows ( ∆E), the theoretical capacitances are
505 F g−1 , 435 F g−1 , and 464 F g−1 thereby illustrating the importance of the potential
range that is applied. Consideration of the potential window matters when comparing
these capacitances, for example, in a 0.8 V window, where 0.0 V represents fully discharged
and 0.8 V fully charged, the total % of charge stored differs significantly from 37.3% (0.2 –
0.55 V) down to 17.5% (0.55 – 0.7 V).
Another clear example of the disparity between experiment and theory is found in polyaniline (PANi), a polymer that exhibits the highest theoretical capacitance among all conducting polymers. The theoretical capacitance of PANi is around 2000 F g−1 while the
experimental capacitance of PANi in 1.0 M H2SO4 is around 400 F g−1 – 600 F g−1 ,105
though some groups have successfully demonstrated capacitances up to 1000 F g−1 .110 The
cyclic voltammogram of PANi is shown in Figure 1.15.
The cyclic voltammogram shows two oxidation peaks (a1, a2) and two reduction peaks (b1,
b2) corresponding to a transition from an insulating to a conducting state; this process is
highly reversible without degradation of a polymer when carried out under a constrained
potential window. PANi is typically synthesized in the emeraldine oxidation state, observed in the cyclic voltammogram between fully oxidized pernigraniline (a2) and fully
reduced leucoemeraldine (b2). Emeraldine is electronically conducting when doped and
an ideal material for electrochemical capacitors; the depth of discharge of a PANi electrode,
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Figure 1.15: Cyclic voltammogram of polyaniline in 1 M aqueous H2SO4 shows two redox couples. The
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E vs. Ag/AgCl

∆E / V

Ccalc / F g−1

% charge

-0.1 – 1.0 V

1.1

825 – 744

100

-0.1 – 0.4 V

0.5

718 – 648

37.4

0.0 – 0.4 V

0.4

743 – 670

31.9

0.1 – 0.4 V

0.3

719 – 649

23.5

0.15 – 0.5 V

0.35

695 – 627

25.6

0.15 – 0.6 V

0.45

738 – 665

35.0

0.15 – 0.7 V

0.55

747 – 673

43.4

Table 1.1: Capacitance versus potential window of PANi electrode.104

doping levels, and theoretical capacitance are related to the potential window utilized
(Section 1.4.5).
At opposite ends of voltage window, conductivity drops off dramatically, visible as a low
current “tail” following a clear redox peak. This also occurs in other conducting polymers,
such as polythiophene, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) and polypyrrole (PPy),
all of which have insulating states at extreme anodic and cathodic potentials.
The mass of conducting polymer deposited as electrode material needs to be quantitatively
determined—an accurate measurement of the mass of activate material is paramount for
determining the correct gravimetric capacitance:
Where Csp is the specific capacitance, I is the current, t refers to the discharge time, ∆E is
the potential range and m is the mass of electrode.111 In general, the total mass of PANi
coated on a current collector serves as the mass of active material. However, in the case
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Figure 1.16: Influence of PANi morphology on charging characteristics. (a) Only the
outer surface of a low surface-area PANi fiber is doped at high rates, leading to a low
gravimetric capacity. (b) The capacitance of a single PANi nanofiber grafted to a current
collector is influenced by the kinetics of oxidation of the polymer.

of the PANi nanofibers depicted in Figure 1.16, the mass of electrically accessible active
material is constantly in flux depending on charging conditions.
Figure 1.16a depicts a model for an electrochemically oxidized PANi fiber with a significantly large diameter. Dopants can only diffuse to the shell, limiting capacitance at high
charging rates. The core does not contribute to charge storage and remains as-synthesized,
in the emeraldine salt doped state. Given that the large core volume of the PANi nanofiber,
the specific capacitance will be relatively low. A possible way to mitigate this issue is to
graft high aspect ratio nanofibers directly on a current collector where the inaccessible core
volume is negligible even at high charging rates (Figure 1.16b). Albeit, the nanofibrillar
area closest to the current collector may be reduced to an insulating state at a faster rate
than the end of the fiber causing break-up of the percolation network and a lower than
expected capacitance.
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It is important that the relationship between theoretical and experimental capacitance
be fully understood before viewing a theoretical capacitance as a “benchmark” or as an
unachievable goal. Materials with high theoretical or experimental specific capacitances do
not necessarily translate to state-of-the-art energy storage electrodes. However, capacitance
can be an incredibly useful metric in the discovery of new materials that may have a lasting
impact in energy storage. The level of agreement between theoretical and experimental
capacitance allows researchers to elucidate the fundamental mechanisms of charge storage
in materials, so that both experimental materials and theoretical models can be improved.
The synthesis of conducting polymers leads to a variety of macromolecular salt structures.
Upon initial electrochemical cycling of a material, a conducting polymer electrode undergoes irreversible processes, including conversion of synthesized salt structures to reversible
ones and removal of intrinsic dopants. Therefore, it is important not to refer to the initial
capacitance loss of a conducting polymer as a loss of reversible charge storage ability. For
instance, condensing vapor phase polymerized polypyrrole microtube electrodes purified
in 6 M HCl show a high first cycle capacitance in 1 M LiClO4 of over 700 F g−1 , but quickly
fade to a stable capacitance of 350 F g−1 .35 Much of the initial charge comes from a large
reduction peak present at the lower extent of the potential window. If this initial drop
in current were to be included in the calculation of capacitance loss, the polymer would
appear to lose 50% of its initial capacitance within the first few cycles.
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1.4.6

Electrolytes, ions and stability

In CPs, the inherent flexibility of the polymer network causes modulation of pore size
during charging and discharging. In rigid materials like activated carbon, electrolyte
ions are chosen based on their size compatibility with the pore size in the carbon.112
Improvement of traditional ECs has involved the production of higher surface area carbon
while maintaining acceptable conductivity, combined with distinct ion size matching for
maximum double-layer capacitance. The electrolyte ions must also be stable under high
potentials and soluble in the chosen solvent.

1.4.6.1

Aqueous electrolytes

Aqueous electrolytes such as H2SO4, HCl, KOH, and Na2SO4 provide a high ionic conductivity compared with other types of electrolyte. Acidic (H2SO4) and alkaline (KOH)
electrolytes have conductivities up to 1 S cm−1 , at least an order of magnitude more
conductive than salts in organic electrolytes. Thus, ECs using aqueous electrolytes will
generally have a higher capacitance and lower internal resistance than ECs based on
organic electrolytes.113 It has been suggested that aqueous acidic electrolytes lead to higher
ionic conductivity based on a charge transfer mechanism in water known as the Grotthus
mechanism, where protons hop via hydrogen-bonding networks of water molecules on
the surface of activated materials, increasing ionic conductivity.114 Given finite scan rates,
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this can lead to higher capacitance.115 While aqueous electrolytes maintain an advantage
of low resistance, they are limited by water decomposition which occurs at a potential of
1.23 V. Voltage window is incredibly important for high energy and power density, shown
by Equations (1.8) and (1.9).
Q∆V
1
E = C∆V 2 =
2
2

P=

1
∆V 2
4Rs

(1.8)

(1.9)

where Q denotes the stored total charge in the ECs, ∆V refers to the EC’s total voltage
window, and Rs stands for the equivalent series resistance of the total packaged EC.9

1.4.6.2

Organic electrolytes

Compared to aqueous electrolytes, organic electrolytes provide a voltage window as high
as 3.5 V. This leads to organic electrolytes being preferred in traditional electrochemical capacitors based on carbon.113 Among organic electrolytes, acetonitrile (AN) and propylene
carbonate (PC) are the most commonly used solvents. Preparation of organic electrolyte
ECs is more complicated than their aqueous counterparts. The water content in organic
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electrolytes must be kept below 3 – 5 ppm or H2 and O2 will be produced by water decomposition at voltages higher than 1.23 V, limiting device lifetime.113 This often requires
solvent distillation, glovebox device fabrication and intricate device sealing mechanisms.
When conducting polymers charge and discharge, in theory, the complete volume of
electrode material should contact the electrolyte solution, resulting in a high effective
surface area. However, the swelling and shrinking of the polymer chains in organic
electrolytes is less pronounced than in aqueous electrolytes, leading to less doping from
counter ions because of the constrained space between polymer chains and resulting in
high ionic resistance.116

1.4.6.3

Ionic liquids as electrolytes

Ionic liquids are solvent-free electrolytes at room temperature; their voltage window
stability is thus only driven by the electrochemical stability of the ions.9 Ionic liquids have
many desirable properties that make them promising candidates for CP EC electrolytes,
such as low vapor phase pressure, high thermal as well as chemical stability,13,117 low
flammability, wide electrochemical stability window ranging from 2 – 6 V (typically about
4.5 V). Moreover, ionic liquids anions and counter ions for CPs are often the same, such
as PF6–, BF4–, CF3SO3– or [(CF3SO2)2N]–.118 In ionic liquids, conducting polymer electrodes
show improved performance and greater lifetimes,119,120 especially in actuators where
doping and de-doping of ions into the polymer is required for large-scale morphological
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changes.121 Compared with carbon electrodes where ion sorption and desorption is facile,
conducting polymers differ by undergoing large volume change in polymer architecture
due to the intercalation of doping anions or cations.13
However, viscosity remains a problem for ionic liquids. As there is no solvent, the kinetics
of ions transfer are low, leading to low ionic conductivity. Ionic liquids can be mixed
with small amounts of organic solvents like acetonitrile, nitrobenzene or chloroform, thus
decreasing viscosity and increasing ionic conductivity from 20 mS cm−1 to 70 mS cm−1 , a
value comparable to organic electrolytes.122,123

1.4.6.4

Solid gel or polymer electrolytes

Compared with using liquid electrolyte in ECs which requires robust encapsulation to
prevent leakage and a separator to avoid electrical contact between the electrodes, polymer
electrolytes124,125 offer dual functionality as they combine the separator and the electrolyte
into a single layer. This avoids potential leakage since the electrolyte is bound within
the polymer matrix and by shortening the distance between two electrodes, the specific
capacitance becomes much larger.125 The performance of gel electrolytes has already been
demonstrated to be comparable to its liquid counterparts.126,127 Flexible devices based
on poly(vinyl alcohol)/H3PO4 as well have been demonstrated by using polyaniline and
polyaniline composite electrodes.128,129
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1.4.6.5

Degradation

Improving the electrochemical cycling stability of CP-based ECs is paramount for their
successful implementation in real-world applications. Typically, the electrochemical performance of a CP-based EC decays sharply after only a few thousand charge-discharge cycles,
far from the well-established carbon-based ECs that can be cycled up to 1 million times.113
Two destructive mechanisms during cycling are considered to be the causes for CPs’
reported low cycling stability: electrochemical and mechanical degradation (Figure 1.17).
Electrochemical degradation of p-dopable CPs during cycling is related to the overcharging/discharging of polymer backbone and the presence of nucleophiles in the electrolyte (Figure 1.17a). At a more positive potential, chemical bonds in CPs are broken
and the polymer chains are irreversibly over-oxidized into fragments; at a more negative
potential, the reduced CPs show poor conductivity, resulting in decreased capacitance.
For example, both reduced and oxidized states of PANi (leucoemeraldine and pernigraniline, separately) are insulating and result in low current at low and high potentials when
charging and discharging.130
It is also demonstrated that nucleophile in the electrolyte (e.g. OH–, Br–) facilitates the
electrochemical degradation of CPs. With OH– in the electrolyte, it is easy for β–C in PPy
to oxidize into C O and form quinone, disrupting conjugation and leading to low electrochemical performance. Polymer chains also crosslink during the degradation process,
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Figure 1.17: A schematic of the electrochemical degradation of CPs. (a) Overoxidation of
polypyrrole (chemical degradation); (b) Expansion and contraction of CPs during cycling
due to doping and de-doping, resulting in mechanical degradation.
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creating rigid islands entrapped by insulating points that hinder ionic exchange, deteriorating the capacitance.131,132 To overcome electrochemical degradation during cycling,
both electrochemical processes (voltage window, scan rate, etc.) and cell components (electrolyte, current collector, etc.) need to be carefully selected.130,133 Large voltage windows
beyond an electrochemically stable range may increase the energy density of a device but
will degrade the CP and lead to reversibility issues.
Mechanical degradation is highly related to the volume change of CPs during cycling.
When charging and discharging, CPs undergo doping and de-doping processes; counter
ions travel toward and away from the polymer backbone, causing repeated expansion
and contraction of the material (Figure 1.17b). Unlike in activated carbon, where ion
intercalation has little effect on pore structure (Figure 1.18a),9 there is no accurate model
for predicting dopant effects on CP pore structure. Since the solvent shell around ions will
undergo partial desolvation when ions penetrate into smaller pores, the effective size of
ions can vary.134 Though the polymer is porous, during the charge and discharge process,
the polymer network will swell and shrink, leading to variable pore size (Figure 1.18b).
This can cause irreversible changes in the percolation network, loss of conductivity and
reversibility.
The correlation between size of electrolyte ion and CP performance is complicated, and
electrolyte/CP compatibility is generally determined heuristically.
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Upon doping with ClO4− , a PPy film shows radial expansion, causing structural breakdown
and decline of electrochemical performance.77,132,135,136 Mechanical degradation of CPs
can be minimized by attaching CPs onto porous materials or synthesizing CP nanostructures,137 allowing more free volume for the material’s shrinkage and swelling, while also
facilitating electrolyte diffusion. Making composites can also increase the overall mass and
volume of the device, decreasing the gravimetric and volumetric capacitance. Moreover,
fast diffusion of electrolytes facilitates the self-discharge rate of conducting polymer (higher
charge loss rate per unit time at certain cell potential values).106 Nanostructured CPs with
soft architectures are ideal for resisting mechanical degradation while retaining energy
density. A homogeneous CP structure and ordered polymer chain alignment help mitigate
stress generated during cycling, prevent crack formation when the CPs are shrinking and
swelling, and result in extended electrochemical stability.138,139 For example, control of
the electropolymerization of PPy results in ordered molecular alignment that uniformly
distributes stress while facilitating charge transfer; the resulting device retains 86% of
capacitance after 100 000 charging/discharging cycles.139 Initial electrochemical cycling
under reduced voltage windows is also shown to increase the cycling stability of a CP EC.
This “priming” step relaxes the molecular structure gradually, so the electrode architecture
experiences less strain after increasing to a larger voltage window. This priming technique
enables a PANi based EC to cycle for more than 10 000 cycles with 93% capacitance retained
in a voltage window of 0.8 V.130
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Chapter 2

Enhancing cycling stability of
conducting polymer electrochemical
capacitors†

2.1

Introduction

As ECs are intended to complement batteries in applications where rapid, stable cyclability at a moderate energy density is a necessity, cycling stability is the foremost metric
determining the success of a fabricated EC. Herein, we report an extraordinarily stable
aqueous electrochemical capacitor based on polyaniline nanofibers (PANi). This device

† Adapted

in part with permission from Santino, L. M. et al. Enhancing Cycling Stability of Aqueous
Polyaniline Electrochemical Capacitors. ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2016, 8, 29452–29460.
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retains 98 % of its initial capacitance after 150 000 charge-discharge cycles at 25 A g−1 , a
vastly improved cycling stability rivalling that of state-of-the-art aqueous carbon-based
EDLCs. This performance enhancement is achieved through a focus on the electrochemical processes occurring in a PANi electrode during charging and discharging, as well as
carefully choosing compatible device components.

2.2

2.2.1

Experimental methods

Preparation of PANi

Polyaniline nanofibers (PANi) is synthesized using a dimer initiated chemical oxidation
technique described in detail by Tran et al.1 Aniline (16 mL, 0.175 mol) is added to 800 mL
of 1 M p-toluenesulfonic acid (p-TSA). Ammonium peroxydisulfate (APS, 10.02 g, 44 mmol)
is dissolved in 800 mL of 1 M p-TSA. N-Phenyl-p-phenylenediamine (0.32 g, 1.2 mmol) is
dissolved in 100 mL of methanol. The methanol solution containing the aniline dimer is
combined with aniline aqueous solution. Next, APS solution is combined with monomer
/ dimer solution, and the entire solution is gently and rapidly mixed and set aside for
12 hours. The polyaniline is purified through vacuum filtration. Transmission electron
micrographs were collected using an FEI Tecnai G2 Spirit TEM, 120 kV accelerating voltage.
The sample was dropcast from a dispersion of PANi in hexafluoroisopropanol onto a
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carbon coated Cu grid. Scanning electron micrographs of PANi cast from an aqueous
dispersion onto aluminum were collected with an FEI Nova 230. UV-vis spectra were
collected with an OceanOptics HL-2000-FHSA light source on an STS Microspectrometer.

2.2.2

Lyophilization of PANi

Wet, filtered PANi is poured into small beaker and submerged in liquid nitrogen until
frozen. The frozen PANi is placed into a vessel with a vacuum seal which is then insulated.
A vacuum is pulled on the round mouthed beaker through a trap containing acetone and
dry ice. Dry ice is periodically resupplied in order to keep the trap at −78 ◦C The vacuum
is held until only dry PANi powder remains in the vessel.

2.2.3

Dispersion of PANi in PLA binder solution

A 2 wt% PLA in benzene is mechanically agitated at room temperature over two days
until fully solubilized. Lyophilized PANi (2 g) is dispersed in 100 mL of 2 wt% PLA in
benzene solution. PLA is also soluble in chloroform, nitromethane, carbon disulfide, benzene, hexafluoroisopropanol, trifluoroethanol, octafluoropentanol and tetrafluoropropanol.
The fluorinated alcohols benefit from low surface tensions for facile drop-casting of homogenous thin films. Among these, trifluoroethanol is the least cost prohibitive. For the
purposes of this work, an inexpensive solvent, benzene, was chosen to demonstrate the
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versatility of this technique. The dispersion is mechanically agitated over 12 hours – no
destructive techniques (such as sonication) were used in order to preserve the integrity of
the nanofibers. In cases where activated carbon is used as a control, a similar process for
dispersion is followed, where activated carbon (Norit DLC Supra, 3 g) is added to 100 mL
of 2 wt% PLA in benzene. Electrode preparation: The solutions described in the previous
section are dropcast onto a piece of hard carbon paper (hcp). The hcp is suspended in
air during this process in order to mitigate wicking of the solution. The droplet is dried
under 2 scfm of N2 bubbled through water at 35 ◦C, forming a mechanically robust web of
PLA/PANi.

2.2.4

Electrochemical characterization

To form the working electrode for three-electrode cyclic voltammetry, platinum foil is
affixed to a polyaniline on hcp electrode using polyimide tape. A platinum mesh current
collector, an Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and the working electrode are submerged in a
10 mL beaker containing 1 M H2SO4. The fabrication process for a two-electrode device is
detailed in Figure 3. In both two- and three-electrode geometries, the leads are connected
to a Bio-Logic VMP3 potentiostat for electrochemical characterization. For open circuit
potential measurements, no current or potential is applied as the potential between the
working and reference electrodes is measured by the potentiostat. All calculations are
made based on the mass of the active material including PLA binder (averaged across both
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electrodes for two-electrode geometry). Resistance values and I–V curves were taken using
a Keithley 2450 SourceMeter with a convertible 2/4 point probe station built in-house,
where two gold probes are held at a 1 mm distance from each other with equal pressure
on a sample (Figure S6). XPS analysis was carried out using an Al Kα X-ray source from
Physical Electronics, 5000 VersaProbe II Scanning Microprobe system.

2.3

Results & discussion

Often, the well-studied “swelling” due to ion intercalation between polymer chains2,3 is
noted as the primary reason for the loss of capacitance and increase in resistivity when
cycling conducting polymer electrodes.4,5 The previous highest reported cycling stability
for a polypyrrole thin film (1 µm active material thickness) EC shows 80 % retention after
130 000 cycles at 3 A g−1 for a 0.6 V window.6 A contributing factor in the stability of this
device is their use of a constrained voltage window. For a material like activated carbon
where capacitance is inherently low, the voltage window must be maximized in order to
increase energy density as in Equation (1.5); in conducting polymers, this is not the case.
Our device exhibits a specific energy of 11.41 W h kg−1 at a specific power of 4000 W kg−1
at 0.5 V, nearly 65 times greater than that of an identically fabricated device based on
activated carbon at 0.8 V (0.177 W h kg−1 at 4600 W kg−1 ). We attribute this performance to
the kinetically facile and highly reversible protonic doping and dedoping processes of the
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emeraldine base and salt states of polyaniline. Thus, a PANi device, even while constrained
to a smaller voltage window, exhibits a moderate specific energy with remarkable power
and cycling characteristics.
It is also possible to expand our EC’s voltage window to 0.8 V, increasing specific energy to
33.39 W h kg−1 at 600 W kg−1 . By first cycling a freshly fabricated device at 0.5 V, a PANibased electrode architecture experiences less of a strain when voltage is increased to 0.8 V.
This initial priming step allows our device to retain 93 % capacitance after 10 000 cycles
under 0.8 V at 10 A g−1 , as opposed to only 87 % without any priming. This improvement
is attributed to the rapid structural changes occurring when a PANi device is cycled to
0.8 V – uncontrolled swelling after electrode fabrication causes the percolation network
to break down, current collector disadhesion and cycling instability.7 Priming relaxes the
molecular structure of the nanofibers gradually – improving their electrochemical stability
under higher voltage windows.
PANi is synthesized through dimer initiated chemical oxidation. The colloidal dispersion
is then filtered and washed with deionized water before being lyophilized while still wet.
Figure 2.1a shows the morphology of lyophilized PANi as cast from a colloidal suspension purified through washing with chloroform and deionized water. When cast from a
solvent like hexafluoroisopropanol, PANi nanofibers appear distinct and not aggregated
(Figure 2.1b). The PANi is then dispersed into a solution containing 2 wt% poly(lactic acid)
in benzene. The biopolymer poly(lactic acid), PLA, aids in the dispersion of PANi in many
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solvents, and doubles as a binding material for stable electrode casting. Figure 2.1c and d
show scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of the electrode active material’s unique microarchitecture. When a PANi / PLA / benzene slurry dries under directed humid airflow,
droplets of water condense on the surface of the rapidly evaporating mixture, resulting in
a PLA web embedded with PANi..8–11 This web covers a nanofibrillar core extending to
the hard carbon paper current collector, leading to an excellent power response without
the addition of carbonaceous conductors like acetylene black or carbon nanotubes. The
active material in this study extends 200 to 300 µm above the surface of the hard carbon
paper, well within the reported range of thickness for a commercial EC electrode.12
Three-electrode cyclic voltammetry aids in determining a stable voltage window for PANi
immersed in electrolyte. Figure 2.2a shows a three-electrode cyclic voltammogram of a
PANi electrode in 1 M H2SO4. An electrode fabricated from pristine PANi cast on hard
carbon paper without PLA exhibits an open circuit potential of 0.37 V vs. Ag/AgCl in 1 M
H2SO4, within range of a partially doped emeraldine salt form of polyaniline.13 When cast
from a benzene solution containing PLA, the open circuit potential is 0.44 V, suggesting
further doping of the PANi by the PLA. Polyaniline has insulating reduced (leucoemeraldine, 0.07 V) and oxidized (pernigraniline, 0.80 V) states that lead to the low current (flat
regions) at both low and high potentials. The insulating state is localized around the
current collector / PANi interface, where the effective current density experienced by the
PANi active material is the greatest. The formation of such an insulating layer, with a
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Figure 2.1: Micrographs of polyaniline nanofibers (a) SEM of pristine purified PANi (b)
TEM of pristine purified PANi (c) SEM of poly(lactic acid) web cast on hard carbon paper
magnified to 7000× and (d) 30 000×
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thickness dependent on the amount of charge transferred i.e. time spent at those potentials, acts as an open “switch” between the current collector and the bulk of the active
material,14 leading to a quick loss of charge density in PANi. An applied potential closes
the switch by oxidizing or reducing the insulating layer back to a conducting state.15
The intensity of the charge-transfer peaks is dependent on reactions occurring outside of
PANi’s fingerprint region i.e. below 0.07 V and above 0.80 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The oxidation
peaks around 0.50 V and 0.57 V appear during cycling past 0.6 V (Figure S1) and continue
to grow with symmetric and closely associated reduction peaks. Previous studies have
attributed these peaks to the degradation of polyaniline to soluble redox pairs such as
benzoquinone and hydroquinone and p-aminophenol and benzoquinoneimine.16–18 Their
current density grows throughout cycling, suggesting an irreversible process which may
be deleterious to cycling stability. The reduction peak at 0.1 V exhibits no change in current
density, suggesting that it is independent of the electrode reduction occurring below 0 V.
Constraining the cycling potential from 0 to 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl leads to a stable and
reversible cyclic voltammogram. The reduction peak at 0.07 V and the oxidation peak at
0.21 V vs. Ag/AgCl are still present, which could be contributions from a highly reversible
leucoemeraldine/emeraldine redox cycle.
In the charging direction, PANi is p-doped to a potential of 0.21 V vs. Ag/AgCl, bringing it
to its emeraldine salt form. Discharging to 0 V vs. Ag/AgCl fully dedopes PANi to emeraldine base (Figure 2.2a,b). This charging-discharging process can repeat reversibly over
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Figure 2.2: Characterization of PANi (a) A three-electrode cyclic voltammogram of PANiPLA on hard carbon paper in 1 M H2SO4 at 25 mV s−1 . (b) Within the window of 0 to 0.5 V
vs. Ag/AgCl in an acid, PANi is doped to emeraldine salt and dedoped to emeraldine
base. (c) UV-vis spectra of a purified colloidal dispersion of PANi in water, as doped with
aqueous HCl and dedoped with aqueous NH3. (d) I–V curves of PANi-PLA films, exposed
to HCl and NH3 vapors respectively. The doped film shows a vastly increased conductivity
over the dedoped film. Inset: Photographs of colloidal dispersions of PANi, doped and
dedoped.
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many cycles with minimal capacitance loss.19–23 UV-vis spectra taken of an as-synthesized
colloidal dispersion of PANi shows that it is in its doped state, with a free-carrier tail
arising at low energies. Adding aqueous hydrochloric acid to the dispersion increases the
magnitude of the free-carrier tail, suggesting further doping. Adding aqueous ammonia
to the dispersion results in a drastic change in color to blue, and a loss of the free-carrier
tail, suggesting dedoping to emeraldine base (Figure 2.2c). As doping should lead to an
increase in conductivity in the solid state, a film of PANi was cast onto glass and exposed
to HCl and NH3 vapors. An I–V curve taken of the films shows that the dedoped film
(blue) is highly resistive when compared to the doped film (green) (Figure 2.2d).
A working electrode that is stable in a specific electrolyte using three-electrode cyclic
voltammetry does not ensure stability when applied to a two-electrode symmetric EC. In
a symmetric PANi EC, both electrodes begin at the same open circuit potential of 0.44 V
vs. Ag/AgCl, leading to a net potential between the two electrodes of 0 V. In practice, the
OCP of our devices is 0.028 ± 0.041 V. This difference stems primarily from non-unity
mass ratios and imperfect area of overlap of the electrodes. Upon charging, the negative
electrode is dedoped from its initial state and the positive is further p-doped. Once the
negative electrode is fully dedoped, further increasing the polarization of the device causes
the electrochemical reduction of the negative electrode to leucoemeraldine, an insulator,24
while the positive electrode remains in its emeraldine salt form. Thus, while a certain
PANi electrode may appear to have a high cycling stability with a 0.8 V window in a
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three-electrode geometry, an EC made with two PANi electrodes often shows a low cycling
stability for similar potential windows.25,26
Scheme 4 details our process of EC fabrication. The stability and energy density of an
EC is highly dependent on the choice of electrolyte and current collector. Sulfuric acid
(1 M) is used as an electrolyte due to its high ionic conductivity and utilization of PANi’s
protonic doping mechanism (Figure S2). Copper and aluminum are the archetypal current
collectors for lithium ion batteries because both metals are abundant and stable within
their respective potential regions in organic electrolytes. Unfortunately, when applied
to aqueous systems, copper is readily oxidized to Cu2+ and aluminum to Al3+. In our
aqueous system, hard carbon paper (Figure S3) serves as a stable current collector. Hard
carbon paper is mostly graphitic and exhibits an insignificant capacitance when cycled in
sulfuric acid (Figure S4). The Pourbaix diagram in Figure 2.3 asserts that graphite degrades
at most potentials and pH into more thermodynamically stable materials like methane
and CO2.27 However, these reactions necessitate a four-electron transfer, presenting an
insurmountable kinetic barrier.28 Graphitic carbon therefore proves to be a suitable, cost
effective current collector for aqueous acidic electrolytes. As such, one attempt to improve
the stability of aqueous lithium ion batteries involves coating electrode materials with
carbon to inhibit corrosion.29 Casting PANi / PLA films onto hard carbon paper also
enhances adhesion of the conducting polymer / binder mixture vs. casting directly onto
untreated metallic substrates like platinum. Increased adhesion helps mitigate the cycling
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stability loss caused by any morphological changes of the polymer network upon charging
and discharging.

Scheme 4: Fabrication process of electrochemical capacitor. (a) A platinum foil lead is
affixed to a piece of polyimide tape. (b) Hard carbon paper current collector coated with
drop-cast active material is placed on platinum. (c) Celgard 3501 serves as an ion-permeable
insulator to prevent a short circuit. (d) Opposite electrode is placed with active material
facing the separator. (e) A platinum lead rests on the electrode. (f) The device is sealed
using a piece of polyimide tape. (g) The supercapacitor is coated with 5-minute epoxy for
long-term cycling ability.

Platinum serves as a lead to the electrode, allowing for a well-sealed device, reducing
the contribution of electrolyte evaporation during long cycling stability tests. The entire
EC is encased in an epoxy resin to further obstruct evaporative processes. Celgard 3501
is chosen as the separator as it is wettable by 1 M H2SO4 and only 25 µm thick, whereas
glass fiber paper and filter paper are ≈ 300 µm and 200 µm thick respectively. The use of a
thinner separator can lead to a lower equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the packaged
device. The resistance of the separator, Rs = $s δs S−1 , increases with separator thickness.
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Figure 2.3: Pourbaix diagrams of common current collectors. These pH potential diagrams
show (a) stability of water with different pH under applied potentials vs. SHE. Note: To
convert to E vs. Ag/AgCl, subtract 0.209 V at 25 ◦C. (b) Stability windows for platinum,
graphite, aluminum and copper in water.

In this equation, $s refers to the permeability of the separator to ions, δs is the separator
thickness and S is the area of the separator.30
Careful mass-balancing of electrodes leads to extended cycling stability31 and allows for
more accurate measurements in large scale devices.32 For the purposes of this work, when
ME− /ME+ < 1, the positive electrode, E+ , is more massive than the negative electrode,
E− . When ME− /ME+ > 1, E− is more massive than E+ . In Figure 2.4, the mass of E− is
greater than the mass of E+ by 25 % ( ME− /ME+ = 1.25). The potentials reported describe
the potential of the positive electrode with respect to the negative electrode. When this
device is cycled between 0 V and 0.5 V, its cyclic voltammogram remains stable over the
first 25 cycles (Figure 2.4a, black). Another EC with the same mass balancing is cycled
between 0 V and 0.8 V; its cyclic voltammogram changes from one large truncated peak at
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0.8 V to two pairs of peaks centered around 0.3 V over only 25 cycles (Figure 2.4a, red). To
rationalize this, we must consider the electrochemical processes occurring at each electrode.
As previously stated, the two electrodes begin at the same open circuit potential (0.44 V vs.
Ag/AgCl) when freshly fabricated; the device’s total OCP is ≈ 0 V.33 Initial cycling causes
simultaneous dedoping of the negative electrode and p-doping of the positive electrode;
throughout this process, each electrode reaches a stable resting potential. Unfortunately, it
is difficult to directly correlate the peaks in a two-electrode cyclic voltammogram to those
of a three-electrode cyclic voltammogram as in Figure 2.2, as the peaks of the negative and
positive electrodes are superimposed.
A powerful tool known as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) allows us to
distinguish whether the processes occurring are kinetically limited by charge-transfer
events or behave capacitively.34 Newly packaged devices are cycled 100 times within
voltage windows of 0.5 V and 0.8 V respectively. The fully charged potential is then held
for 30 minutes to achieve a steady state, at which point an AC signal of 10 mV is applied
and the AC response recorded over frequencies ranging from 200 000 Hz to 0.015 Hz. A
Nyquist plot (Figure 2.4b) shows the imaginary impedance − Z 00 plotted against the real
impedance Z 0 . By examining the x-intercept of the Nyquist plot, the equivalent series
resistance (ESR) of the packaged device is found to be 1.500 Ω when charged to 0.8 V and
0.972 Ω when charged to 0.5 V. The characteristic semi-circular region apparent at high
frequencies for the 0.8 V device suggests a large charge-transfer resistance brought on by
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Figure 2.4: Electrochemical properties of ECs where ME− /ME+ = 1.25 (a) Cyclic voltammograms recorded at 25 mV s−1 . Red cycles are for a 0.8 V window, black cycles are for a
0.5 V window. Solid lines represent the 2nd cycle of the cyclic voltammogram and dashed
lines the 25th. (b) A Nyquist plot shows that devices charged to 0.5 V exhibit less chargetransfer resistance than devices charged to 0.8 V. (c) When a symmetric supercapacitor
is cycled to 0.8 V at 5 A g−1 , it drops to 20% of its initial capacitance over 10000 cycles. A
similar device constrained to 0.5 V is stable for 20 000 cycles when sealed in epoxy. The
0.5 V supercapacitor is stable for >150 000 cycles at 25 A g−1 when sealed in epoxy.
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kinetically slow redox events. This is in contrast to the 0.5 V device, which shows no such
semi-circle, appearing capacitive in nature. We attribute this phenomenon to the enhanced
kinetics of protonically doping and dedoping polyaniline from its emeraldine salt to
emeraldine base form over the arduous redox events (leucoemeraldine ← emeraldine →
pernigraniline) occurring at extended voltage windows.
The stability of the EC over many charge-discharge cycles is determined by plotting
capacitance retention vs. number of cycles (Figure 2.4c). The specific capacitance of
an EC is most realistically estimated from galvanostatic charge-discharge experiments.
Specifically, the applied current is divided by the slope of the discharge curve and mean
electrode mass m Equation (2.1),35

Csp = I (

dV −1 −1
) m
dt

(2.1)

The discharge curve is utilized rather than the charge curve, as some charge is lost due
to Coulombic inefficiency i.e., calculation based on the charging curve overestimates the
capacitance. The 0.5 V device is stable for >150 000 cycles at a high rate of 25 A g−1 with
98 % capacitance retention. This is comparable to the cycling stability of EDLCs in aqueous
electrolytes, albeit under a slightly constrained voltage window. When the device is cycled
to 0.8 V, capacitance drops rapidly. Cycling stability is often defined as the number of
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charge/discharge cycles it takes for a device to lose 20 % of its initial capacitance,36 which
is around 2,200 cycles for an EC with a more massive negative electrode cycled to 0.8 V.
There is a clear discrepancy in cycling stability between devices cycled to 0.8 V and 0.5 V.
When M( E− )/M( E+ ) = 1.25, the increased mass ratio of the negative electrode over the
positive electrode shifts the overall cell polarization to more negative potentials. When
the device is cycled to only 0.5 V, the shift in polarization is not large enough to form an
insulating state at either electrode. In a window spanning 0.8 V, the negative electrode
experiences a low enough potential to be reduced from emeraldine to leucoemeraldine.
This dramatically increases the resistance at the current collector / PANi interface, leading
to loss of device power capability, and a significant loss of device stability.
There are many reported methods of increasing conducting polymer EC cycling stability.
By employing oppositely polarized materials for the positive and negative electrodes, the
voltage window of an electrochemical capacitor can be extended. This configuration is
known as a Type II conducting polymer EC, or an asymmetric supercapacitor (ASC).37
Much of the recent success of ASCs comes from increased focus on the stable potential
range of electrode materials; interestingly, there are many similarities between symmetric
and asymmetric ECs. Both electrodes in an EC cell experience different potential ranges
during charging and discharging, regardless of whether or not they are made from the
same active material; the kinetics of doping and dedoping do not mirror each other. It
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is thus imperative to understand the range of stability of a material, even for symmetric
devices, otherwise cycling stability will be adversely affected.
One limitation of ASCs is that they are often fabricated with neutral electrolytes to ensure
reasonable cycling stability. A 1 M H2SO4 solution with a low pH has a high concentration
of H+, reducing the overpotential for hydrogen evolution, making the negative electrode
unstable in a device (see Figure 2.3). Gel electrolytes may help mitigate this effect, as
an asymmetric (-) PEDOT / PANi (+) electrochemical capacitor cycled in an acidic gel
electrolyte with a total potential window of 1.6 V shows around 80 % capacitance retention
over 10 000 cycles.38 Instability associated with gas evolution often outweighs any increased energy density afforded by a wider voltage window, apart from devices comprised
of high surface area carbon electrodes. The strong adsorption of hydrogen in the pores of
activated carbon, for example, creates a sizeable overpotential for H2 evolution that allows
activated carbon electrodes to be cycled down to −1 V vs. Ag/AgCl in 1 M H2SO4.39 This
trait makes activated carbon popular as a negative electrode material for ASCs cycled in
acidic electrolytes. However, simply using an activated carbon negative electrode with a
conducting polymer or metal oxide positive electrode is not an effective solution to the
cycling stability issues associated with pseudocapacitive materials. A recent example
shows an (-) activated carbon / PANi (+) ASC cycled to a high voltage window of 1.4 V
in 1 M H2SO4. While this device appears stable over 2000 cycles,22 its specific energy is
only 14.1 W h kg−1 at a specific power of 70 W kg−1 . At only 0.8 V, the all-PANi symmetric
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device presented in our work gives a much higher specific energy of 33.39 W h kg−1 at a
specific power of 600 W kg−1 .
To determine the effect of mass loading on the electrical properties of each electrode,
two-point probe resistance values were collected on multiple samples after cycling to
0.8 V. The control χ, a PANi film cast on a hard carbon paper substrate soaked in 1 M
H2SO4 for 1 week, shows a resistance of 164.8 ± 23.7 Ω (Figure 2.5a). A device i was
fabricated where ME− /ME+ = 0.5, and cycled to 0.8 V 5000 times at 10 A g−1 . The lack
of discernible change in resistance from χ suggests that the positive electrode’s excess
mass kept the negative electrode from experiencing reducing potentials. Device ii, where
ME− /ME+ = 1.45, was also cycled to 0.8 V 5000 times at 10 A g−1 , and shows a dramatic
increase in resistance of the negative electrode to 757.0 ± 60.9 Ω. Figure 2.5b shows the
current-potential (I–V) curve characteristics of both device i and device ii vs. control χ.
The negative electrode of device ii shows a deviation from the normal linear response
associated with an ohmic material, implying reduction to leucoemeraldine. Noticeably, the
positive electrode remains similar in resistance to χ; indicating that the potential window
is not sufficiently anodic to oxidize emeraldine to pernigraniline.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) probes changes in the chemical bonding environment of PANi. Figure 2.5c shows the high resolution C1s spectra of χ, and of the electrodes
in devices i and ii. The C1s spectra is deconvoluted in three components (Figure S5).
These peaks are assigned to C–C or C–H of the aromatic ring at ≈ 283 eV, C–N or C N
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Figure 2.5: I–V and XPS characterization of electrodes after cycling, where i, ME− /ME+ =
0.5 and in ii, ME− /ME+ = 1.45 and χ is an uncycled control. (a) Resistance values for
positive and negative electrodes of three devices. (b) I–V curves for i show electrodes
exhibit a similar curve and ii’s negative electrodes exhibit non-linear behavior after cycling.
(c) High resolution C1s spectra of i, ii, and χ.

at ≈ 284.7 eV and C N+, C N+ or C O at ≈ 287 eV.40 Though the overall shape remains
unchanged throughout the electrodes; there is a small difference in the intensity ratio of the
peak centered at ≈ 284.7 eV. Qualitatively, device i has almost identical peak ratios to χ, indicating retention of the original chemical composition of the active material. However, for
device ii, the peak at 284.7 eV is broadened and of lower intensity, possibly a result of new
bonding interactions under anodic and cathodic cycles. XPS spectra were collected at the
PANi/electrolyte interface and this technique probes the top 10 nm the electrode surface;41
changes in PANi composition are possibly more prevalent at the current PANi/current
collector interface.
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Clearly, the negative electrode’s mass affects the electrochemical stability of the EC in a 0.8 V
window. Figure 2.6a shows the cyclic voltammogram of a device where ME− /ME+ = 0.98.
For a 0.5 V window, two small pairs of peaks are present due to protonic doping or
catalyzed oxygen side-reactions (See Figure 2.6b).42 Initially, the device is cycled to 0.5 V
for 10 000 times at 25 A g−1 via galvanostatic charge-discharge. The voltage window is
then extended to 0.8 V and the device is cycled 25 times at 25 mV s−1 ; notably, the cyclic
voltammogram appears similar to that of Figure 5a. Two differences are an increased
switching rate and the absence of a broad peak at 0.8 V, attributable to the suppression of
reduction processes at the negative electrode. The current density ratios of the peaks at 0.3
and 0.4 V are also switched from that of Figure 2.4a.
Figure 7b shows the cycling stability of an EC initially cycled to 0.5 V for 7,000 cycles,
and then cycled to 0.8 V. A jump in capacitance occurs upon window expansion. The
capacitance then rapidly drops and stabilizes to a value higher than that of the 0.5 V
window. Figure 7c shows two devices where M( E− )/M( E+ ) = 0.8. A device previously
cycled, or “primed,” to 0.5 V for 10 000 times at 25 A g−1 retains 93 % capacitance when
cycled 10 000 times under 0.8 V at 10 A g−1 . Strikingly, a device cycled at 0.8 V with no
previous priming at 0.5 V retains only 87 % capacitance over 10 000 cycles. The difference
in capacitance retention between these two devices is readily apparent over the first few
thousand cycles. Initial cycling at 0.5 V slows the initial capacitance fade of a device by
gently coaxing the electrolyte ions into the bulk of the active material. Cycling directly at
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Figure 2.6: Characterization of devices where ME− /ME+ < 0.98 (a) Cyclic voltammogram
of a device where ME− /ME+ = 0.98 at 25 mV/s, constrained to a ∆ V of 0.5 V for 10,000
cycles at 25 A/g, then cycled to 0.8 V at 25 mV/s. (b) Cycling stability for an EC where
ME− /ME+ = 0.82 encased in resin initially cycled to 0.5 V at 10 A/g, then to 0.8 V after
7,000 cycles. (c) Cycling stability for devices initially primed using 0.5 V for 10,000 cycles at
25 A/g and then switched to a wider window of 0.8 V at 10 A/g, and for a device cycled
solely at 0.8 V using 10 A/g; ME− /ME+ = 0.8 for both devices.
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0.8 V, without priming, leads to fast capacitance loss due to the rapid increase in turgidity
causing structural breaks in the percolation network of the PANi electrodes. To further
compare devices against one another, normalized values of specific energy are plotted
against specific power in what is known as a Ragone plot. Electrochemical capacitors show
a characteristic curve displaying the dependence of specific energy (U) on specific power
(P). A lower P will allow more time for slow electrochemical processes to occur, leading
to a higher U. An electrolytic capacitor tends to show little to no dependence of U on P,
and a battery shows a high U at low P, dropping off rapidly at higher P. Specific power is
calculated using Equation (2.2),

P = 3600/2 · Csp · ∆V 2 · t−1

(2.2)

where t is the total time of discharge for one cycle and Csp is calculated from Equation (1.4)
for multiple applied current densities.
In Figure 2.7a the Ragone plot of four ECs fabricated using identical device architectures
(Scheme 4) shows the similarity between unprimed (i) and primed (ii) devices. While a
primed device shows a higher cycling stability as evidenced by Figure 2.4c, its Ragone
curve is nearly identical to that of an unprimed device; in other words, priming does
not affect the amount of active material involved in charge-storage. Rather, the polymer
nanofibers at each electrode relax in the electrolyte over the course of priming, leading to
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Figure 2.7: Performance metrics for devices studied where (i): a 0.8 V PANi EC, (ii): a
primed 0.8 V PANi EC, (iii): a 0.5 V PANi EC and (iv): a 0.8 V activated carbon EC. (a)
Ragone plot of all devices (b) Superimposed galvanostatic charge-discharge curves for
devices ii and iv at 0.5 A/g and 1 A/g.

less strain when the voltage window is expanded to 0.8 V and swelling occurs. Figure 2.7b
shows the galvanostatic charge-discharge curves at 0.5 A/g and 1 A/g in a 0.8 V window
for a PANi EC versus an activated carbon EC. Because capacitance is proportional to
the length of discharge, Figure 2.7b shows that PANi devices are characterized by a
higher specific capacitance than activated carbon devices (15.66 F g−1 at 0.16 A g−1 versus
100.8 F g−1 at 0.54 A g−1 , respectively).
By comparing curves iii and iv in Figure 2.7a, it is immediately clear that a PANi EC, even
when constrained to 0.5 V, has a vastly increased energy density over that of an activated
carbon device fabricated without conductive additives. Activated carbon accepts ions into
the pores at the surface of rigid grains of active material, forming a double-layer. It has
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a moderate amount of acidic sites on the surface of the particles which also contribute a
certain amount of pseudocapacitance.43 However, in protonically dopable polymers such
as polyaniline, the individual chains themselves can be protonated and deprotonated with
ease and without destruction of the electronic transport pathway, leading to a high energy
density at surprisingly low voltage windows.42,44
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Chapter 3

Low-temperature vapor phase
polymerized polypyrrole nanobrushes
for supercapacitors†

3.1

Introduction

High aspect ratio, conductive and highly capacitive one-dimensional nanostructured
polypyrrole is self-assembled onto a three-dimensional graphitic carbon paper substrate
using a a low-temperature modified vapor-phase synthesis. Nanofibrillar polypyrrole
resembling nanobrushes leads to a high three-electrode specific capacitance of 173.7 F g−1

† Adapted

in part with permission from Santino, L. M. et al. Low-Temperature Vapour Phase Polymerized
Polypyrrole Nanobrushes for Supercapacitors. Journal of Materials Chemistry A 2017, 5, 11772–11780
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over a 1 V window in 1 M lithium perchlorate. Two electrode electrochemical capacitors
fabricated using polypyrrole exhibit a specific energy ranging from 25 to 50 Wh kg−1
with a maximum charging voltage between 0.6 and 1 V. Furthermore, the devices can
undergo 200,000 cycles while retaining 70% of their initial capacitance when charged to
0.6 V. Electrochemical capacitors based on polypyrrole nanobrushes also show excellent
rate capability, with a stable specific energy between 100 W kg−1 and 10 000 W kg−1 .
It is well known that conducting polymers expand and contract during charging and discharging due to the intercalation of ions from solution into the active material.2 The kinetics
of this process is hindered by large scale changes in polymer chain conformation, where
polymer chains change from a reduced and contracted coil chain to an expanded rod-like
morphology upon oxidation.3–5 Once fully oxidized, the macroscale polymer electrode can
be thought of as a gel saturated with electrolyte ions and solvent.6 Nanostructures with
high aspect ratios and highly branched morphologies allow for morphological flexibility
without large volume change owing to their increased free volume, a phenomenon mirrored in nanostructured battery electrodes.7–9 Morphology control of conducting polymers
is also of interest to medical fields because of biocompatibility of texturized polymer
surfaces.10,11
Among a plethora of CPs, polypyrrole (PPy) is an attractive redox electrode material for
energy storage due to facile kinetics that promote efficient charge transfer. Several examples exist of polypyrrole’s chemical and electrochemical oxidation onto templates in order
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to synthesize nanostructures such as nanowires12,13 and nanotubes14–16 as well as other
porous morphologies. For example, solution dispersible nanospheres are self-assembled
through an emulsion supported chemical oxidation,17 polypyrrole can also be electrospun
into nanofibrillar mats.18 PPy shows good retention of electrochemical performance after
stretching, suggesting a possible use in flexible electronics.19,20 PPy is characterized by
high electronic conductivity albeit the highest reported for an air-stable CP is that of a
vapor-phase deposited single crystal of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene).21 Vapor phase
polymerization results in conducting polymer materials with long conjugation length and
exceptional conductivity. Thus, the vapor phase synthesis of an air-stable conducting
polymer active electrode with nanofibrillar morphology is a significant evolution in our
understanding of conducting polymers for energy storage, as well as for other fields which
have found applications for conducting polymers.
No studies to date have shown self-assembled nanostructure synthesis of polypyrrole from
the vapor phase. Vapor phase deposition is increasingly common for high-performance energy storing polypyrrole,22,23 but attempts at greater nanomorphology control are limited
and often lead to no discernible reproducible nanostructures.24 Polypyrrole nanobumps
can be formed through vapor polymerization at an air/liquid interface.25 Unfortunately,
none of these morphologies deliver the high aspect ratio nanostructures desired for increasing device performance.
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More commonly, vapor phase nanostructuring of polypyrrole is accomplished with hard
templates, which results in an amorphous coating of polymer over the templating material,
such as hydrothermally grown ZnO nanosheets26 or various electrospun substrates.27,28
High capacitance materials can also be synthesized by depositing polypyrrole onto nanostructured electroactive templates like MnO2,29 as well as through codeposition of polypyrrole and MnO2 onto carbon substrates.30 Instead, self-assembly of conducting polymer
nanostructures offers a variety of benefits, including ease of synthesis and processing and
material conservation.31
In this work, we present a modified vapor-phase synthesis of polypyrrole nanofibers (PPy)
which can conformally coat 3D fibrillar substrates such as hard carbon paper. While polymerization occurs at 30 ◦ C,32 high aspect ratio nanofibers are produced at 50 ◦ C, whereas
another vapor phase polymerization process for nanofibrillar PEDOT requires heating of
the substrate to 130 ◦ C.33 This simple polymerization process affords the opportunity to
easily deposit nanostructured polypyrrole onto many electrochemically active materials
which may not be stable at high temperatures.
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Scheme 5: (a) A schematic of evaporative vapor phase polymerization. b) An acidcatalyzed chain-growth mechanism of polymerization for pyrrole.

3.2

3.2.1

Experimental

Materials

Pyrrole, anhydrous iron (III) chloride and chlorobenzene were purchased from SigmaAldrich and used without further purification. Hard carbon paper (Spectracarb 2050A1050) was purchased from FuelCellStore (College Station, Texas). The two layers were
separated with a razor blade, cut to size and washed in methanol and air-dried before use.

3.2.2

Synthesis & electrode preparation

Polypyrrole is synthesized using a low-temperature evaporative vapor phase polymerization (EVPP) technique. A 1.6 cm2 square of methanol washed hard carbon paper is
treated with oxygen plasma for 60 seconds using a Diener Femto instrument. The substrate
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is placed on a clean silicon wafer in an aluminium vessel heated to 50 ◦ C. A droplet of
a saturated solution of iron (III) chloride oxidant in nitromethane (15 µL) is carefully
placed at the center of the oxygen plasma treated hard carbon paper. Two glass reservoirs inside the reactor are each charged with 250 µL of an 43 µM solution of pyrrole in
chlorobenzene. The reactor is sealed and kept at 50 ◦ C for 16 hours, at which point the
lid is removed and the film and excess monomer solution is allowed to evaporate for 30
minutes. For electrochemical testing, samples were washed thoroughly in 6 M HCl and
then methanol to remove excess oxidant after synthesis. Glass fiber filter paper can also
be coated with nanofibers (Figure 3.1), suggesting that this polymerization process is not
limited to graphitic carbon substrates.

3.2.3

Supercapacitor fabrication

A polyimide tape pocket is sealed, containing platinum leads and a porous and ionically
conducting polypropylene separator (Celgard 3501) membrane wetted with 1 M LiClO4
electrolyte. For long term cycling stability studies, the entire supercapacitor is sealed in an
epoxy resin.
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Figure 3.1: PPy can also be synthesized on glass fiber filter paper.
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3.2.4

Characterization

Two- and three- electrode characterization was performed with a Bio-Logic VMP3 potentiostat. In a three-electrode setup, an Ag/AgCl reference electrode is submerged in aqueous
LiClO4 (1 M), directed at a polypyrrole-coated hard carbon paper working electrode. This
active electrode contacts a platinum mesh lead covered with polyimide tape. A counter
electrode of bundled Pt mesh connected to a Pt wire is used to complete the circuit. Hard
carbon paper has a negligible areal capacitance as shown in Figure 3.2.
Two electrode characterization is carried out on completely sealed supercapacitors (described above). Two-electrode long term cycling stability studies are carried out using
galvanostatic charge-discharge experiments, where a constant charging current of 5 A g−1
is applied until a set voltage is reached, at which point a constant 5 A g−1 current is applied
until a fully discharged (0 V) state is reached. This process is repeated indefinitely.
The mass used in specific capacitance calculations is the PPy active material mass for
three-electrode experiments; for two-electrode experiments, the average PPy mass from
both electrodes is utilized. Electrochemical impedance measurements are carried out on
both two electrode and three-electrode systems, where a 10 mV sinusoidal disturbance
is applied to the systems at their open circuit potentials and at frequencies varied from
100 kHz to 15 mHz for two-electrode and 25 kHz to 100 mHz for three-electrode.
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Figure 3.2: Three-electrode cyclic voltammetry response of PPy on hard carbon paper
and bare hard carbon paper.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Scanning electron micrographs of unwashed PPy after vapor phase polymerization onto a hard carbon paper substrate. b) High resolution SEM of nanoribbons of
polypyrrole fanning out into nanofibers. c) Droplets of oxidant serve as nucleation sites
during polymerization and lead to radially symmetric rambutan shaped PPy. d) Upon
washing in 6 M HCl and methanol, the fibers relax yet remain separated (Figure 3.4).
e) Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) maps of unwashed PPy. f) EDS maps of PPy
washed in 6 M HCl and methanol showing disappearance of Fe signal and retention of
pyrrole’s N signal.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is performed with an Al Ka source with a PHI
VersaProbe II Scanning XPS Microprobe system. An FEI Company Nova NanoSEM 230
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) is used for imaging and energy
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). FTIR spectroscopy is performed with a Bruker ALPHA
Platinum-ATR.
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Figure 3.4: Purified PPy exhibits a relaxed nanofibrillar structure.
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3.3

Results & Discussion

Polypyrrole is synthesized using a low-temperature evaporative vapor phase polymerization technique. An oxygen plasma treated square of hard carbon paper is introduced
into a heated 50 ◦ C machined aluminium reactor. Liquid oxidant is placed on the surface
of the hard carbon paper, and monomer solution is added to both of two glass reservoirs
inside the reactor chamber (Scheme 5a). The reaction chamber is closed and temperature
maintained at 50 ◦ C. After 16 hours of reaction, the chamber is opened, and a black PPy
film with a mass loading averaging 0.53 mg cm−2 coats the surface of the hard carbon
paper.
The polymerization of pyrrole follows a chain-growth polymerization mechanism (Scheme 5b).
Monomer travels to the air-liquid interface of the oxidant solution and is protonated at
the α or β carbons or, less favorably, at the nitrogen itself,34,35 thereby greatly increasing
pyrrole’s hydrophilicity and its attraction to a wetted substrate. Protonation also destabilizes the pyrrole ring by breaking the aromatic cycle, facilitates oxidation of pyrrole by
the iron (III) species, and promotes radical cation formation. This radical cationic species
is adsorbed at the surface of the air-liquid interface and undergoes further reaction with
monomer inside the chemical vapor deposition reactor. The reaction results in p-doped
polypyrrole by incorporation of oxidant anions (A–) that balance the positive charge on
the backbone.36
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The morphology of deposited PPy, probed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
shows nanofibers and nanoribbons conformally coated on 15 µm diameter carbon fibers
across the substrate (Figure 3.3a). This conformal coating is achieved through oxygen
plasma treatment of the hard carbon paper substrate that aids in distributing the saturated
iron (III) chloride in nitromethane oxidant throughout the hard carbon paper fibers (Figure 3.5). Lack of oxygen plasma treatment results in a “skin” of polymer that obstructs the
underlying carbon fiber structure. Oxygen plasma treatment leads to a conformal coating
of PPy nanofibers throughout the hard carbon paper cross-section.
The pyrrole monomer facilitates the nucleation and growth of the crystals of reduced iron
(III) chloride oxidant; under similar conditions without pyrrole, no discernible crystalline
morphology is seen. The finer structure of the PPy fibers is shown by the high resolution
micrograph in Figure 3.3b. A fanning out of wide nanoribbons to form thin nanofibers is
clearly seen. While the frayed nanoribbons are the most prevalent morphology, certain
areas of the films show nanofibers oriented radially around a hemisphere resembling a
rambutan fruit (Figure 3.3c). The carbon paper itself has no spherical surface features,
suggesting that microdroplets of oxidant solution can serve as templates for nanofiber
nucleation. For electrochemical testing, excess oxidant must be washed away to eliminate
any pseudocapacitance contributions from the reduction and oxidation of iron species.
Washing PPy in 6 M HCl leads to a more relaxed, crumpled and aggregated nanofibrillar
morphology, suggesting that a hard oxidant core supports the soft fibers during and after
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Figure 3.5: SEM shows that nanofibrillar PPy conformally coats the inner architecture of
the hard carbon fiber paper substrate.
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synthesis (Figure 3.3d). To confirm that no iron is present in the sample after washing,
energy dispersive spectroscopy maps for both unwashed and washed samples are collected.
Figure 3.3e and f show a conformal coating of nitrogen, attributed to the imine group
present in PPy, as well as an absence of excess iron after washing.
Three electrode cyclic voltammetry provides fundamental understanding of the electrochemical processes occurring during charging and discharging of a pseudocapacitive
electrode, namely, the relationship between oxidation and reduction and the uptake of solvated electrolyte ions into an active material. Figure 3.6a shows the cyclic voltammogram
of a single polypyrrole electrode immersed in 1 M solutions of various electrolytes. Unlike
polyaniline, where acidic electrolytes like HCl and H2SO4 are by far the best performing
electrolytes, the most rectangular and reversible curve is achieved when using LiClO4 as
an electrolyte. This can be rationalized by assessing the different doping mechanisms of
polyaniline and polypyrrole. Polyaniline’s amine group is readily protonated and deprotonated, as it does not break aromaticity. Polypyrrole’s nitrogen is involved in an extended
aromatic heterocycle, making it far less basic than polyaniline’s amine nitrogen and thus
more difficult to protonate. Literature supports the observation that LiClO4 is a suitable
electrolyte for polypyrrole.37,38 PPy exhibits a specific capacitance of 144.7 F g−1 from
-0.8 V to 0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl in liquid 1 M LiClO4, as measured through cyclic voltammetry
and determined using Equation (3.1)
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U=

where

dI
dt

dI −1
m ∆V −1
dt

(3.1)

is taken of the second discharge cycle.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is used to elucidate the complex mechanisms of charge storage in conducting polymer electrodes. A 10 mV sinusoidal signal is
applied to the PPy working electrode as its real and imaginary impedances are measured
across a range of frequencies from 25 kHz to 100 mHz. PPy shows a very small amount of
charge transfer resistance in the semi-circular high-frequency (low impedance) region of
the Nyquist plot in Figure 3.6b, indicating the high power performance of this material. An
equivalent circuit fitted to the Nyquist plot elucidates a solution resistance Rs of 1.661 Ω.39
The capacitance and resistance induced by the polypyrrole film Rf and Cf are found to
be 0.195 Ω and 0.2633 mF respectively. The constant phase element (CPE) coupled with
coupled with charge transfer resistance Rct models the pseudocapacitance of the active
PPy material, and can be extrapolated using Equation (3.2) to give the total pseudocapacitance of 0.7705 F with Rct equal to 6.07 Ω (Table 3.1). The double layer capacitance Cdl is
91.7 mF.40

1
1
=
1/α
2πRC
2π ( RQ)
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(3.2)

Figure 3.6: (a) Three-electrode cyclic voltammograms of PPy in various common aqueous
electrolytes at 10 mV s−1 . b) Nyquist plot (real impedance vs. imaginary impedance) of
PPy in 1 M LiClO4. Inset shows the expanded high frequency region. c) After cycle 1, PPy
in LiClO4 exhibits a large reduction peak at low potentials, which gradually disappears
by cycle 10. d) A graphic illustrates the impregnation of the solid-state PPy with solvated
electrolyte ions and its final gel state. e) Once fully saturated with solvent, PPy reversibly
cycles between a dedoped (reduced) state at -0.8 V vs Ag/AgCl and a doped (oxidized)
state at 0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl.
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Parameter

Value

Unit

Rs

1.661

Ω

Cf

0.2633

mF

Rf

0.1952

Ω

Q1 a

0.3541

Fs(a−1)

A1 b

0.496

Rct

6.07

Ω

Cdl

0.09166

F

Table 3.1: Nyquist equivalent circuit fitting parameters for a single PPy on hard carbon
paper electrode in 1 M LiClO4.
Equivalent circuit: R1 + C1/R2 + Q1/R3 + C2
Goodness of fit: χ2 /(| Z |) = 9.098 × 10−3
a Calculated

as Cpseudo = 0.7705 F from constant phase element with an equivalent circuit reduced to
R1 + C1/R3 + C1/R2 + C2 using Equation (3.2).
b See Q1.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Deconvolution of the high resolution spectrum of the C1s signal of unwashed PPy samples for syntheses T= 50, 70, 90 ◦ C. b) High resolution X-ray photoelectron spectra of the O1s signal of unwashed PPy samples for syntheses T= 50, 70,
90 ◦ C.
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Figure 3.6c shows the first and 10th cycles of vapor deposited nanofibrillar polypyrrole
on hard carbon paper in 1 M lithium perchlorate. In the first few cycles, an accentuated
cathodic peak is seen at low potentials which gradually disappears, suggesting an irreversible change in the polypyrrole network. A scheme for this process is seen in Figure 3.6d.
A polypyrrole film washed in 6 M H2SO4 replaces much of the chloride dopant with sulfate
anions, as evidenced by EDS. Thus, applied potential is not necessary to induce dopant
ion exchange. Upon cycling in 1 M LiClO4, the sulfur content of the film is diminished as
perchlorate replaces the sulfate ions (Figure 3.8). Similarly, a freshly synthesized, washed
in HCl and dried polypyrrole electrode is a partially oxidized cationic salt balanced by
dopant Cl– ions.41–43 When immersed in a liquid electrolyte, an interface between the
solid film and the liquid electrolyte is created. The nanofibers are comprised of partially
stretched coils of polypyrrole.44 It is important to note that the PPy nanobrush morphology itself causes an intrinsic chain extension over a bulk polypyrrole film,45 this in turn
reduces the morphological stress induced by oxidation and leads to enhanced stability.
Upon oxidation, hydrated ClO4– ions are coaxed into the active material and balance the
positive charge on the oxidized polypyrrole backbone. Intrinsic dopant chloride ions are
solvated by water and increase in mobility, diffusing into the electrolyte solution. The large
cathodic peak in the initial cycles of PPy are attributed to the reduction of PPy from its
initial partially oxidized state to a fully reduced state. During initial cycling, Cl– ions are
replaced by perchlorate ions and after extended cycling, the amount of charge transferred
between reduction and oxidation becomes unity, which is evidenced by the increased
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Figure 3.8: EDS survey spectra showing dopant region for a film on hard carbon paper
after synthesis, after washing in 6 M H2SO4, and after cycling in 1 M LiClO4 (final
potential was the open circuit potential). Spectra normalized for the carbon peak.

reversibility of the CV curve. At this point, while electrolyte ions may exit the polymer
network, polypyrrole is swollen with water, effectively remaining a gel in the reduced
state.46
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) shows that cycling PPy in 1 M LiClO4 ten times
leads to an increase in the oxygen content of the sample (Figure 3.9). To achieve a homogenous nanobrush PPy morphology it is necessary to limit the temperature of the reaction to
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50 ◦ C (Figure 3.10). Electrochemical performance is significantly degraded at a synthesis
temperature of 70 ◦ C, showing an areal capacitance of 98 mF cm−2 vs. 139 mF cm−2 for a
50 ◦ C sample. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) can help to reveal the changes in
the chemical environment of PPy at varied reaction temperatures.
Analysis of the C1s spectra (Figure 3.7a) shows that PPy synthesized at 50 ◦ C exhibits
three distinct carbon bonding states. The peak at ≈ 284 eV corresponds to the lowest
oxidation configuration in pyrrolenes representing the C C H bonding states, possibly
due to smaller fragments of pyrrole rings.47 The peak at ≈ 285.5 eV is indicative of C C H
or C C C bonds, expected to be present in polypyrrole synthesized at all temperature
ranges. The binding energy at ≈ 286.2 eV stems from the crosslinking of pyrrole rings
via C CC N and C CN N states through one C and N atom respectively. This peak
decreases in intensity for reactions at 70 ◦ C and 90 ◦ C due to diminished C N bonding.
The N1s spectra (Figure 3.11) also shows that the samples are comprised of mostly neutral
pyrrolic nitrogen sites owing to the large peak at ≈ 400 eV. The ratio of this peak to the
shoulders decreases for higher temperatures, indicating an increase in imine nitrogens
(below 400 eV) and protonated nitrogens (above 400 eV).48 Figure 3.7b shows that the
O1s peak of the PPy increases sharply at high temperatures. The increased electron count
and gradual appearance of two peaks at 90 ◦ C shows enhanced and distinctive C O
and C O bonding states; the result of increased oxidation at high-temperature synthesis.
XPS survey scans are available in (Figure 3.12). The chemical identity of the product
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Figure 3.9: XPS of the O1s peak before and after cycling ten times at 10 mV s−1 in 1 M
LiClO4 for a 50 ◦ C polymerized PPy sample. Final potential equals the initial open circuit
potential for PPy.
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Figure 3.10: Scanning electron micrographs for syntheses at various temperatures. All
scale bars 10 µm.

deposited on hard carbon paper was further confirmed as polypyrrole via attenuated
total reflectance assisted FTIR spectroscopy (Figure 3.13). Vibrations characteristic for
polypyrrole are seen, including the N H stretching vibration at 3393 cm−149 C C ring
stretching at 1537 cm−1 , and C N stretching at 1148 cm−1 . Peaks at lower energies are
attributed to ring deformation, torsion and N H and C H wagging motions50 The sample
remains doped after washing, as confirmed via EDS (Figure 3.14).
In order to determine the performance of nanofibrillar polypyrrole as an energy storing
material, it is invaluable to measure its performance as a practical two-electrode supercapacitor. Symmetric polypyrrole supercapacitors with a 1 M lithium perchlorate electrolyte
show a rectangular cyclic voltammogram at scan rates from 20 mV s−1 to 500 mV s−1 when
charged to 0.8 V (Figure 3.15a). A rectangular curve at high scan rates indicates a high rate
of charging, allowing the device to be used for power-intensive applications.51
Galvanostatic charge-discharge involves applying a constant current to a device until it
reaches a set maximum charging voltage and then reversing the current to fully discharged
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Figure 3.11: N1s XPS spectra of samples synthesized at various temperatures from 30 to
90 ◦ C.
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Figure 3.12: XPS survey scans of unwashed, washed, washed and cycled samples.
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Figure 3.13: FTIR spectrum of a purified PPy sample.
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Figure 3.14: EDS maps show the Cl1s signal for unwashed (left) and washed (right) PPy
samples.
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Figure 3.15: (a) Cyclic voltammograms for a two-electrode EC carried out at scan rates
from 20 mV s−1 to 500 mV s−1 with a maximum charging voltage of 0.8 V. b) Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves from 0 to 0.8 V at specific current densities ranging between
0.2 A g−1 and 15.5 A g−1 . c) Ragone plot for PPy devices shows increasing specific energy
with increased maximum charging voltage. d) Cycling stability of devices with various
maximum charging voltages carried out by galvanostatic charge-discharge at 5 A g−1 .

voltage of 0 V. Figure 3.15b shows nearly a symmetric triangular curve at a low specific
current of 0.2 A g−1 and low charge-transfer resistance during charging and discharging.
Triangular GCD curves with very little ohmic drop are seen even at high current densities,
indicating excellent rate performance. Figure 3.16 shows the maximum iR drop of 50 mV
for the devices at 10 A g−1 . To further confirm the rate performance of the PPy devices, the
specific energy at each specific current is calculated and plotted against specific power as a
Ragone plot (Figure 3.15c). Specific capacitance (C) is calculated from Equation (3.3),

C = td

I
∆V −1
M
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(3.3)

Figure 3.16: Galvanostatic charge-discharge curve for 1 V PPy supercapacitor at 10 A g−1 .
Inset: Magnification of iR drop.

where td is the total time elapsed during a discharge cycle and is multiplied by the applied
specific current (I/M) and divided by the total voltage window ∆V. Specific energy is
calculated from capacitance using Equation (3.4):

1
U = ∆V 2
2

(3.4)

The Ragone plot confirms that, for all devices tested with a maximum charging voltage
between 0.6 V – 1.0 V the specific energy shows little dependence on the applied specific
current, which corroborates the data presented by the cyclic voltammograms and GCD
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curves in Figure 3.15a and b. When charged to 0.6 V, the supercapacitors exhibit a specific
capacitance of 133 F g−1 and a specific energy of 6.7 Wh kg−1 at a power density of
117 W kg−1 . At 0.8 V, 117 F g−1 and 10.4 Wh kg−1 at 775 W kg−1 . At 1.0 V, 91 F g−1 and
12.6 Wh kg−1 at 160 W kg−1 are obtained.
While the increased specific energy at higher voltages is advantageous, it comes at the
cost of drastically reduced cycling stability (Figure 3.15d). The cycle life is defined as the
number of charge-discharge cycles needed to lose 20% of the device’s initial capacitance.
A 0.6 V device shows the highest cycling stability, maintaining 80% of its capacitance for
30 000 cycles, whereas a 0.8 V device reaches this benchmark at 12 000 cycles, and a 1.0 V
device at 6500 cycles. Higher operating voltages lead to degradation of the electrolyte
and irreversible reduction and oxidation of the polypyrrole network, which leads to the
more rapid loss of capacitance at higher voltages. Interestingly, increasing the maximum
charging voltage appears to mainly affect the rate of capacitance loss for the first 50 000
cycles, after which the rate is fairly similar for each voltage window. While a 0.6 V device
loses 20% capacitance in the first 30 000 cycles, it loses only 10% over the next 170 000
(Figure 3.18). A previous study shows that cycling at a lower charging voltage for several
thousand cycles, “priming,” may lower the rate of this initial decay.52 Further work to
determine the structural effects of priming on conducting polymer electrodes is in progress.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy can also aid in determining the charging and
discharging characteristics of a two-electrode device. The Nyquist plot of a symmetric
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Figure 3.17: (a) A Nyquist plot for a polypyrrole EC shows a low (≈ 1 Ω) equivalent series
resistance and a small charge-transfer resistance at high frequencies (low impedance). At
low frequencies (high impedance), the device behaves capacitively. b) The EIS data is
represented as a Bode plot.
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Figure 3.18: Extended cycling stability at 5 A g−1 shows that a device with a maximum
charging voltage of 0.6 V retains roughly 70% initial capacitance over 200 000 cycles.
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polypyrrole supercapacitor (Figure 3.17a) shows a negligible charge-transfer resistance
at high frequencies (low impedance) and a capacitive performance at low frequencies.
A Bode plot (Figure 3.17b) shows an increasing dependence on ESR at high frequencies
as the phase angle approaches 0◦ . At low frequencies, the phase angle approaches -90◦ ,
indicating capacitive behaviour.

3.4

Conclusions

A continuous network of high aspect ratio nanofibrillar polypyrrole is conformally coated
onto a graphitic hard carbon paper current collector via a modified vapor phase polymerization. PPy’s morphology is advantageous for storing electrochemical energy, as
these nanobrushes increase the electrolyte accessible surface area as well as ease swelling
effects induced by oxidation and solvated counter ions. As an electrode, PPy exhibits high
reversibility in 1 M LiClO4 and a specific capacitance of 144.7 F g−1 over a 1 V window. PPy
serves as both the positive and negative electrode in symmetric electrochemical capacitors
and shows good performance at high rates of discharging. PPy devices exhibit a high
cycling stability, reaching 200 000 cycles while retaining 70% of their initial capacitance
when charged to 0.6 V comparable to other state-of-the-art PPy ECs53 and MnO2 ECs.54 The
self-assembly of nanofibrillar polypyrrole described herein requires no hard templates and
can be deposited directly onto a current collector, reducing the need for arduous and costly
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post-processing and template removal, and represents an advance in our understanding of
the formation of nanostructures from the vapor phase.
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Chapter 4

Condensing vapor phase polymerization
of polypyrrole microtubes†

4.1

Introduction

Significant advances in electrochemical energy storage technologies are driven by nanostructured materials that increase the interfacial surface area and mechanical robustness of
an active electrode; this translates into devices possessing state-of-the-art figures of merit
such as power density, energy density and cycling stability. Among nanoscale morphologies, a one-dimensional (1D) nanostructure, in particular a nanofiber or a nanowire of high
aspect ratio, readily increases the contact surface area between electrode and electrolyte.2

† Adapted

in part with permission from Santino, L. M. et al. Condensing Vapor Phase Polymerization (CVPP)
of Electrochemically Capacitive and Stable Polypyrrole Microtubes. ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces 2017,
9, 41496–41504
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Nanowire structures enhance the cycling stability of the silicon anode in a battery3 and
increase the power density as well as cycling stability of a metal oxide pseudocapacitor.4
Hollow, non-fibrillar silicon structures also show good cycling performance and high
energy density.5 A hollow, open-ended microtubular structure is an attractive morphology
for assembling the architecture of an electrochemical electrode, particularly because a
hollow structure offers even greater surface accessibility than a solid microstructure.6 The
open structure of a tube increases material utilization yield resulting in a high capacitance
and affords a less tortuous ion migration path for attaining a high power density.
Most materials, regardless of their morphology or dimensionality, store energy via two
ubiquitous mechanisms: 1) electric double layer capacitance and 2) reduction/oxidation.7
In the former, two oppositely polarized electrodes, separated by a dielectric medium,
store electrostatically bound solvated ions at their surface.8 In the latter case, electrontransfer occurs between the active material and current collector, with charges stabilized by
electrolyte ions. Pseudocapacitance is a term often used to describe fast, reversible redox
processes.9 Common pseudocapacitive materials include metal oxides such as MnO2 and
RuO2 · nH2O as well as conducting polymers comprised of aniline, pyrrole or thiophene
moieties. As crystalline solids, inorganic oxides are rigid and brittle in nature. Charging
and discharging processes induce ion intercalation, causing expansion and contraction
which can lead to active material breakdown, a loss of conductivity and performance.10
Mitigation of mechanical stresses is paramount for electrochemical stability. In oxides,
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coatings and nanomorphologies have led to great increases in stability.11 Conducting
polymers, unlike metal oxides, are molecular solids whose conjugated chains can reversibly
expand and contract upon charging and discharging, as evidenced by their continued
relevance to artificial muscle and actuator research.12 This compels the study of structures
of conducting polymers that lead allow for swelling without mechanical cracking or
deadhesion from the current collector while maintaining acceptable areal energy density.
A conducting polymer conducts electricity through a conjugated sp2 carbon backbone,
much like graphene; however, Peierls dimerization along the 1D polymer backbone
introduces a band gap, rendering it insulating in the undoped form.13,14 A significant
rise in electronic conductivity occurs when new energy bands are generated in the band
structure of an organic semiconductor; for example, during the oxidation of a p-type
nanostructured conducting polymer, extrinsic dopants become electrostatically bound
to its conjugated backbone. Doping and dedoping is a bidirectional processes that adds
and removes dopants, controls charge carrier concentration and enables electrochemical
polarization of electrodes for developing energy storage applications.15–17 The mobility
of charge carriers is determined by a percolation network of polymer chains and controls
electronic conductivity; this network is held together by non-covalent intermolecular forces
able to withstand mechanical stresses during electrochemical cycling.
The interdependence between conducting polymer morphology and electrochemical performance is well documented for solid one-dimensional structures such as nanofibers,
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nanorods and nanowires. Among conducting polymers, polypyrrole (PPy) is unique
because of its electrochemical tendency to form microtubes or microcontainers. Current
reproducible methods for the production of PPy microtubes are based on electrochemical
generation of templating H2 bubbles on the surface of a working electrode. The magnitude
of the potential as well as the electrochemical technique employed for applying the potential afford extensive control for tailoring of exquisite polymer morphologies.18–22 The
mechanism of electrochemical PPy microtube formation has been investigated thoroughly
via microradiography imaging during three-electrode polymerization. A surfactant in the
electrolyte increases the solubility of the hydrophobic pyrrole monomer. The conductive
working electrode’s (WE) potential is measured against a reference electrode; current is
passed between the WE and the inert counter electrode. A negative potential applied to the
WE decomposes the aqueous electrolyte, forming H2 bubbles adsorbed onto the electrode
surface. When the WE’s potential is switched to an oxidative one, a three phase interface
of aqueous monomer/thin layer of polymerizing pyrrole/gaseous hydrogen is created at
the surface of the WE. Slight distortion at the liquid/gas interface causes compression and
lengthening of a growing microtube.23 Linear arrangements of microtubes are possible
by masking a conductive substrate;24 applications poised for these structures include
electrochemically induced drug delivery,25–27 sensors,28–30 and tubular microbots.31 Onedimensional hollow structures have also been produced by templated salt precipitation
from solution,32–34 by mechanical formation using meniscus-guided polymerization of
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PPy.35 Performance metrics of the electrochemical energy storage properties for a PPy
microtubular structure are limited.
Here, a new vapor phase mechanism is reported for coating electrodes with a high packing
density of PPy microtubes; these hollow architectures are mechanically robust even after
extensive electrochemical cycling. We demonstrate high cycling stability with morphology
retention and no capacitance loss over 5000 cycles for PPy microtubes covalently grafted on
a hard carbon fiber paper (HCP) current collector. Furthermore, the gravimetric capacitance
of PPy microtubes is nearly triple (342 F g−1 ) that of PPy without distinct microstructures
(127 F g−1 ) at 5 mV s−1 . This is a significant improvement over PPy nanofiber active electrodes produced through evaporative vapor phase polymerization, which exhibit a limited
capacitance of 144.7 F g−1 .36 Polypyrrole microtubes are synthesized via condensing vapor
phase polymerization (CVPP) using water droplets, condensed from a humid atmosphere
and serving as structure directing templates. PPy deposits at the monomer/water/oxidant interface tracing the circumference of droplets; these polymer stabilized interfaces
proliferate when condensation and polymerization occur simultaneously resulting in PPy
microtubes.
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4.2

4.2.1

Experimental methods

Preparation of PPy microtubes

Heat pyrrole (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) in chlorobenzene (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) (11 nmol,
250 µL 43 µM) to 115 ◦C in a wide mouth glass 1 dram vial. Place an HCP (Spectracarb
2050A-1050, FuelCellStore) disc (14 mm diameter) over the vial opening and coat with
a saturated solution of iron( III ) chloride (Sigma, 98%) in nitromethane (5 µL, SigmaAldrich, 98%). Apply a moist nitrogen gas bypass over the oxidant-coated carbon disc as
monomer/chlorobenzene evaporates; flow is normal to the disc surface. Purify product by
rinsing thrice in 6 M HCl and finally methanol.

4.2.2

Thermal characterization & mass determination

All calculations are based on the mass of active PPy material as determined through
thermogravimetric analysis (TA Instruments Discovery TGA). Purified PPy on HCP is
ramped to 100 ◦C under N2 and held isothermally for 25 minutes to drive off water and
organics contamination. The sample temperature is then ramped to 600 ◦C and held
isothermally for 60 minutes, after which time the purging gas is exchanged to dry air to
induce the rapid decomposition of PPy. Mass contribution from combustion and oxidation
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of HCP by trace oxygen in the furnace is negligible (≤ 20 µg). All ramp rates are set at
20 ◦C min−1 .

4.2.3

Electrochemical characterization

A BioLogic VMP3 multipotentiostat is used for both three-electrode and two-electrode
characterization. For three-electrode characterization, a platinum mesh lead is affixed to
the back side of the working electrode with polyimide tape, making sure to cover any
exposed platinum. A bundled length of platinum mesh with a platinum wire lead serves
as counter electrode. All working electrodes are cut to a 10 mm diameter disc of PPy coated
HCP. The reference electrode (BASi Ag/AgCl RE-5B) is pointed directly at the working
electrode surface in order to minimize solution resistance. The electrolyte in all cases is
1 M LiClO4 in 18 MΩ water. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is carried out at
the electrodes’ open circuit potential after obtaining a reversible cyclic voltammogram.
Impedance values are recorded with a 10 mV sinusoidal disturbance at frequencies ranging
from 100 kHz to 100 mHz.
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4.2.4

Chemical & morphological characterization

Raman spectra are obtained using a Renishaw inVia confocal Raman spectrometer mounted
on a Leica microscope with a 20× objective and 785 nm wavelength diode laser as an
illumination source. A lower power was necessary to mitigate heating of the PPy.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is carried out with a PHI 5000 Versaprobe II with an
Al 1486.6 eV mono X-ray source at 51.3 W, a beam diameter of 100 to 200 µm and a 1 V
neutralizer at 15 µA. Sputtering source is a 0.21 kV Ar+ ion beam.
X-ray diffraction is carried out on PPy coated HCP mounted on a low profile Si loader
(MTI) with a Bruker d8 Advance. To ensure a homogenously probed surface, the sample
stage is rotated at 60 Hz.
Scanning electron micrographs and energy-dispersive X-ray spectra are collected on unsputtered samples both raw (as synthesized) and purified using FEI’s Nova 230. Transmission electron micrographs are collected with an FEI Tecnai G2 Spirit TEM using 120 kV of
accelerating voltage and a lacy carbon grid. I–V curves are obtained using a Keithley 2450
source meter coupled to our 3D printed probe station.37
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Figure 4.1: Initial analysis and purfication of PPy microtubes. (a) SEM of washed PPy
microtubes on HCP. (b) Optical micrograph of raw (as synthesized) PPy microtubes deposited on HCP. (c) X-ray diffraction patterns of purified and raw PPy microtubes, where ‡
denotes graphitic peaks from HCP substrate. (d) Thermogravimetric analysis of washed
PPy microtubes: (i) 100 ◦C under N2, (ii) temperature is ramped to 600 ◦C and held, and (iii)
dry air is introduced into the heating chamber. (e) EDS maps of raw PPy microtubes. (f)
EDS maps of purified PPy microtubes. (g) Mechanism for vapor-phase acid-catalyzed step
growth polymerization of pyrrole.
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4.3

Results & discussion

For control of tube morphology, dry nitrogen (1550 sccm) is flown through a tube in a
round bottom flask containing water. The distance between the bypass tube and the outlet
tube allows for control of the relative humidity of the nitrogen. The nitrogen flows to a
secondary round bottom flask, where relative humidity and temperature are measured by
a hygrometer. The outlet is a Y-splitter which allows the moist nitrogen to flow through
two tubes to glass funnels which partially cover the oxidant wetted hard carbon paper,
thus making the flow across each substrate 725 sccm. The substrate is suspended over the
monomer solution filled dram vial. Flow is normal to the surface of the hard carbon paper
during the evaporation of the monomer/chlorobenzene solution. Microtubes are formed
at 25 ◦C with a relative humidity of 15-35%. For the 25% RH N2 used in this work, the
setup is as shown in Figure 4.2.
Deposition of PPy microtubes via condensing vapor phase polymerization (CVPP) currently requires a porous substrate; gas diffusion through the substrate leads to polymerization. PPy microtubes are deposited on various porous substrates including hard carbon
fiber paper (HCP), glass fiber paper, as well as tissue paper and paper towels (Figure 4.3).
HCP is a mechanically robust, chemically inert, and electrically conductive substrate that
serves as an ideal working electrode in electrochemical applications. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) shows a high packing density of microtubes on HCP (Figure 4.1a);
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Figure 4.2: Setup for polymerization of microtubes.

Figure 4.3: PPy microtubes deposited on (a) tissue paper, (b) paper towels, (c) carbon cloth
and (d) glass fiber filter paper.
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Figure 4.4: Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDAX) maps of the PPy tube, showing a
high concentration of dopant chloride in the tube and not the carbon grid.

microstructures are easily observed via optical microscopy (Figure 4.1b). A polymer-coated
substrate is purified by washing it three times in alternating baths of 6 M HCl and methanol.
Purification is confirmed through XRD (Figure 4.1c). In order to determine the accurate
total mass of PPy deposited on an HCP substrate, paramount for calculating gravimetric capacitance, thermogravimetric analysis is carried out. Figure 4.1d shows that a precipitous
drop in mass occurs when inert N2 gas is switched to dry air at 600 ◦C, corresponding to the loss of PPy; representative mass loadings for microtubular PPy and granular
PPy are 0.4552 ± 0.0192 mg cm−2 and 0.3774 ± 0.0430 mg cm−2 , respectively. Unlike PPy
nanofibers, that relax upon purification,36 these microtubes remain rigid after removal
of the hard iron( III ) chloride core, as evidenced by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
(Figure 4.1e,f). Transmission electron microscopy EDS analysis is included (Figure 4.4).
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Unwashed microtubular PPy on hard carbon paper (confirmed with optical microscopy) is
sonicated in hexafluoroisopropanol to break off and disperse microtubes. The dispersion
is then cast onto a holey carbon grid for analysis by transmission electron microscopy.
The diameter of the tubes (<1 µm) is much smaller than the diameter of a carbon fiber
from the hard carbon paper (roughly 20 µm). Furthermore, energy dispersive spectroscopy
confirms the presence of nitrogen, oxygen and chloride dopant (Figure 4.4).
PPy films are grown on highly resistive glass fiber filter paper (Sigma) and purified. This
film’s I–V curve is taken using a custom built four-point probe station designed in house37
and a Keithley 2450 Sourcemeter (Figure 4.5). The sheet resistance is found to be 70.2 Ω −1
for tubular samples and 1.7 kΩ −1 for granular samples.
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Figure 4.1g shows a proposed mechanism for polymerization. Pyrrole monomer is protonated at the α, β, or N position and oxidized to a radical cation by iron(III) chloride.
Chloride ions, present from reduction of FeCl3 to FeCl2 by chlorobenzene38 and oxidation of monomer, stabilize the radical cation and promote polymer growth. Common
electropolymerization mechanisms for pyrrole suggests that, initially, two radical cations
combine and lose two protons to form an aromatic dimer.39,40 In chemical polymerization,
a radical cation likely encounters a neutral pyrrole molecule rather than an electrostatically repulsive radical cation, thus forming a dimeric radical cation that stabilizes into a
neutral dimer. This process is cyclical: a dimer is consequently protonated in an acidic
environment, oxidized under these conditions, converted into a trimer which serves as the
substrate for the next step of polymerization. As the conjugated backbone forms, the oxidant anion serves as a dopant resulting in the conductive polaronic form of polypyrrole,41
incorporating Cl– ions every three to four pyrrole units and thus maintaining electrical neutrality. Water serves as a proton scavenger that controls polymerization kinetics, stabilizes
oligomers, promotes step-growth polymerization resulting in a longer conjugation length
and thus higher conductivity.42 This mechanism is supported by the number of electrons
consumed during polymerization, typically 2.2 to 2.33 per pyrrole, for both electrochemical39 and chemical syntheses,41,43 two electrons for backbone assembly and the remaining
for doping. Previous work36 suggests that re-aromatization does not occur, however work
showing the number of electrons consumed for polymerization gives evidence to the
contrary.
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Figure 4.6: A mechanism for the polymerization of PPy microtubes. (1) Washed HCP is
placed upon the opening of a vial on a hotplate containing monomer and chlorobenzene.
Humid N2 is flown at its surface. (2) Saturated oxidant in nitromethane is added to the
substrate. (3) A thin polymer skin forms on the surface of the oxidant. (4) Water droplets
condense from the humid N2. (5) Oxidant diffuses through the polymer skin into the
droplets. (6) A polymer ring forms around the droplets. (7) The polymer ring proliferates
outward with a constant rate of water condensation and polymerization. (8) Monomer
solution is fully evaporated from the vial; water continues to condense, increasing the
droplet diameter. Trace monomer remaining in the vapor phase continues to polymerize
a thin skin around the base of this larger droplet. (9) Stopping the flow humid N2 leads
to evaporation of the water droplets. (10) Reduced iron(II) chloride tetrahydrate remains
inside the tube. (11) Purification leads to hollow microtubes.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Hard carbon fiber paper. (b) Granular PPy deposited onto hard carbon fiber
paper with 0% humid N2. (c) SEM of granular PPy on hard carbon fiber paper.

We propose a mechanism for the formation of PPy microtubes (Figure 4.6) that is controlled by the concentration of reactants present during polymerization, specifically, by
the competing flow of humid N2 gas and vapors of a monomer/chlorobenzene mixture.
Humid airflow results in microtubes, without it, an aggregated granular PPy morphology
forms (Figure 4.7). To initiate synthesis, an HCP disc is washed in methanol, dried, and
coated with a saturated solution of iron(III) chloride in nitromethane. Afterwards, the
oxidant-coated substrate is placed under a stream of humid N2 gas and vapors of a mixture
of monomer and chlorobenzene. The mechanism responsible for the evolution of a microtubular morphology is as follows: when chlorobenzene vapors carrying monomer reach a
solution of FeCl3 dissolved in nitromethane, deposition of a permeable polypyrrole thin
film occurs at the vapor/liquid interface. Evaporation of nitromethane cools the polymer
skin causing water droplets to condense over the nascent polymer surface under the continuous flow of humid N2 gas (25% RH), this is similar to the mechanism of formation for
breath figure arrays.44 Iron(III) chloride is also highly soluble in water and diffuses through
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the wet polypyrrole skin and droplets. A polypyrrole microtube stems out of the interface
between vapors (monomer and chlorobenzene) at the circumference of an oxidant-carrying
aqueous droplet. Throughout CVPP, this droplet remains at the tip of a growing microtube.
As the hollow tubular structure forms, water permeates its inner channel resulting in a
higher concentration of oxidant present at the base. This solutal concentration gradient
leads to directional fluid flow, from the base to the tip of a microtube, thus replenishing the
oxidant concentration at the polymerizing droplet interface. A steady polymerization rate
is controlled by mass transfer of a continuous flow of vapors of water and monomer as well
by the reaction stoichiometry; a low concentration of monomer vapor results in microtube
of constant diameter and wall thickness. If the ratio of water vapor to monomer vapor
increases as polymerization progresses, the diameter of a droplet expands proportionately
resulting in a microtube with a longitudinally tapered wall thickness. After polymerization
is complete, dry reduced oxidant crystals are found inside a microtube’s hollow cavity (see
Figure 4.8).
Polypyrrole grows via a “bottom-up” mechanism, common for conducting polymers,
where oxidant diffusing through the polymer shell45 promotes further polymerization;
the humidity levels in CVPP control the polymer morphology. At 25% RH, preferential
condensation on a preexisting droplet leads to a polymer-stabilized interface that grows as
polymerization continues, forming a straight microtube normal to the surface (Figure 4.9a).
This process is schematized in Figure 4.9b, which also shows that small rings often form on
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Figure 4.8: PPy microtubes before purification are occasionally filled with spent oxidant.

the surface of the microtubes, attributed to condensation of droplets on the microtube itself,
further oxidant diffusion from the inner water column and polymerization. A featureless
PPy film comprised of a granular morphology deposits under a flow of dry N2 gas whereas
90% RH produces a thin coating comprised of a ring-like morphology (Figure 4.9c). Such
high water vapor content results in a water droplet condensing on a heterogeneous surface,
this suppresses a droplet-assisted growth mechanism for microtube formation.
This mechanism enables systematic control of microtubular structure during synthesis,
resulting in the formation of a constant diameter microtube when monomer vapor is expended before water vapor (Figure 4.9a), and in a bulbous microtube tip when water vapor
is expended before monomer vapor (Figure 4.9c). Optimization of droplet condensation
and polymerization conditions enables control of the microtubular diameter, length, wall
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Figure 4.9: SEM study of control of PPy microtube formation. (a) Straight microtubes
are formed by maintaining 25% relative humidity and a constant temperature. (b) A
schematic of straight microtube formation. (c) Polymerization with a relative humidity of
90% stifles microtube growth resulting in a thin PPy coating decorated with ring-shaped
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by turning the flow of 25% RH N2 twice.
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thickness and open structure. Controlling the rate of water condensation and interfacial
vapor polymerization dictate the diameter and the curvature of a microtube.
To rationalize this, we propose that under steady state conditions, a water droplet containing oxidant is always present at the tip of a growing solid-state microtube. This droplet
remains unpolymerized when monomer vapor stops arriving at the polymerizing threephase contact line (monomer vapor/aqueous oxidant/solid polymer), resulting in an open
microtube. Alternatively, if water vapor subsides, water condensation stops and the water
droplet at the tip of a microtube becomes stagnant. As polymerization continues, the
three-phase contact line traces the circumference of this stagnant droplet, moves radially
inward, and results in a PPy bulbous tip. This is markedly evident in Figure 4.9d, a
morphology produced when the flow of humid N2 gas is turned off after 90 minutes and
the reaction is quenched in 6 M HCl after 15 minutes. If the humid N2 is turned back
on instead of quenching the reaction, the tube can continue growing from the spherical
bulb, as a droplet of liquid water is still present (Figure 4.9e). This mechanism is versatile,
e.g. two consecutive vapor on, vapor off cycles leads to a two-fold bulbous microtube
(Figure 4.9f). A constant flow of reactant gases results in a straight microtube (Figure 4.9a)
whereas a pulsating flow leads to a microtube characterized by a periodic ridged surface
(Figure 4.10). Changes in flow rate and humidity over time leads to various nano- and
microstructures. (Figures 4.11 and 4.12).
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Figure 4.10: Irregular PPy microtube morphology caused by fluctuations in ambient humidty during polymerization in open fume hood.

In CVPP, chlorobenzene serves as a carrier solvent for pyrrole and also as a regulator of
oxidative polymerization assisting in the reduction of excess FeCl3 to FeCl2 when forming
dichlorobenzene (Figure 4.13), this may result in a higher quality polymer by preventing
the overoxidation of PPy. A similar aromatic solvent lacking oxidizable functional groups
such as benzene produces a polymer thin film lacking any discernible microstructures
(Figure 4.14). Chlorobenzene, m-dichlorobenzene and p-dichlorobenzene lead to the
proliferation of a microtubular structure.
A hollow microtubular morphology that is electronically conductive as well as chemically
and physically stable is an attractive candidate for electrochemical applications. To investigate this, we carried out extensive three-electrode electrochemical tests on microtubular
PPy (constant flow of 25% RH N2) and granular PPy (0% RH) for comparison. Initial
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Figure 4.11: Nascent morphologies of PPy. (a) PPy microtube with bulb and nearly closed
tip. (b) “Sea-anenome” like PPy microtubes. (c) Microvuvuzelas due to increase of humidity
over time. (d) Tubes occasionally appear alongside PPy nanofibers, appearing to sprout out
of their surface. (e) Closed PPy microtubes with no secondary nucleation sites are very rarely
seen. (f) Microtubes can also grow from spherical nucleation sites. (g) Low resolution SEM
of bowties. (h) An intact bowtie with circular morphology in the background, suggesting
that these structures are formed at high humidity. (i) Secondary view of the thin, flaky PPy
skin coated with bowties.
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Figure 4.12: Nascent morphologies of PPy. (a,b) Geometric patterns are visible, likely
stemming from crystalline morphologies. (c) Microtubes formed by iron chloride crystals.
(d-f) Two tubes grow together after their water droplet tips coalesce. Samples are purified.
(g,h) Micropillars of cauliflower-like PPy. (i) A PPy microtube with a very small opening.
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Figure 4.13: XRD pattern of iron(III) chloride on hard carbon paper reacted with benzene
and chlorobenzene. Peaks for iron(II) chloride are seen in both cases.

cycling of a PPy sample exposes the underlying irreversible processes that occur during
the acclimation of the electrode to electrochemical testing—these processes include partial
swelling of PPy due to solvated electrolyte ions, removal of intrinsic dopant ions remaining from synthesis and purification, and the rapid breakdown of unstable redox species.
Three-electrode cyclic voltammetry is used to characterize the first few electrochemical
charge-discharge cycles of a pristine PPy sample, its initial discharge capacitance exceeds
763 F g−1 at 5 mV s−1 ; however, most of this charge transfer is due to irreversible processes
described by reactions {1} and {2} and therefore cannot be accurately described as charge
storage. Capacitance stabilizes to a reversible process by the 10th cycle (Figure 4.16),
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Figure 4.14: PPy polymerized in the fume hood with (a) p-dichlorobenzene (b) mdichlorobenzene and (c) benzene as carrier solvents.
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Figure 4.15: Electrochemical characterization of PPy microtubes. (a) Cyclic voltammograms
(10th cycle) at 5 mV s−1 for microtubular and granular PPy. (b) Top: Microtubular sample
cycled at varying scan rates from 2 mV s−1 to 250 mV s−1 . Bottom: specific capacitance
from with increasing scan rate. (c) Nyquist plot of impedance response for granular and
microtubular films. Inset shows the high frequency region. (d) Bode plot of impedance
response. (e) Cycling stability at 25 mV s−1 for microtubular and granular samples. (f) SEM
of microtubular PPy after 5000 cycles. (g) SEM of granular PPy after 5000 cycles.
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described by reaction {3}.

PPyCl + e–
PPy
PPyClO4 + e–

PPy

{1}

PPyClO4 + e–

{2}

PPy

{3}

Similarly important to reporting true reversible capacitances is the inclusion of multiple
normalizations of capacitance in order to fully understand the performance of a material.
For example, a submicron thin film of a conducting polymer may have a high gravimetric capacitance, but a low areal capacitance. Microtubular PPy exhibits a reversible
gravimetric capacitance of 342 F g−1 at 5 mV s−1 , corresponding to an areal capacitance of
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156 mF cm−2 . Granular PPy’s specific capacitance 127 F g−1 (48.0 mF cm−2 ) is significantly
lower (calculated via cyclic voltammetry, Figure 4.15a). The PPy microtubes show good
scan rate vs. specific capacitance response and cyclic voltammograms retain a rectangular
shape, even during a scanning speed of 250 mV s−1 (Figure 4.15b).
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) provides valuable information about the
complex charge-transfer response of a PPy electrode. Briefly, the impedance of the working
electrode (PPy on HCP) is measured as the frequency of a 10 mV sinusoidal perturbance
is changed from high (100 kHz) to low (100 mHz). The higher frequencies are related
to the resistance of slow processes, such as pseudocapacitance. A battery electrode,
for example, shows a large semicircular region (high charge storage resistance) at high
frequencies. A capacitive material shows a vertical line with virtually no real impedance
(low charge storage resistance). The lower frequency regions tend to show more capacitive
behavior, as more time is allowed for processes to occur. A Nyquist plot of microtubular
and granular samples (Figure 4.15c) shows a nearly 90◦ angle at low frequencies that
is characteristic of capacitive charge-storage for PPy microtubes. The curve in the low
frequency region for granular PPy deviates from 90◦ indicating a charge storage process
that is limited by ion diffusion;46 the inset shows a magnified view of the high frequency
region. Both granular and microtubular PPy exhibit small semicircular regions at high
frequencies associated with charge transfer resistance, Rct . Notably, the x-axis intercept is
interpreted as the solution resistance, Rs . Given that the electrolyte and electrode spacings
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are kept constant, Rs is regarded as the complex resistance between current collector,
film and electrolyte.47 Since Rs for a microtubular sample is lower, it stands to reason
that the granular morphology has a higher film resistance, which is corroborated by I–V
curves (Figure 4.5). A Bode plot shows EIS data as a function of frequency (Figure 4.15d).
Microtubular PPy clearly approaches a higher phase angle than granular PPy at low
frequencies (82◦ vs. 65◦ ), indicating more capacitive behavior. Furthermore, impedance of
microtubular PPy is much lower than that of granular PPy at all frequencies (22 Ω vs. 110 Ω
at 100 mHz, 1.6 Ω vs. 3.3 Ω at 100 kHz). These enhanced electrochemical properties for
PPy microtubes are supported by long-term cycling stability studies. Capacitance remains
completely stable for a microtubular sample (Figure 4.15e) over 5000 cycles, even increasing
by 11% in capacitance as the electrode architecture relaxes. Granular PPy, however, drops to
42% of its initial capacitance after 4600 cycles. Post-cycling morphological characterization
shows the superior mechanical robustness of a microtube as it retains its original shape,
even after extended cycling (Figure 4.15f), whereas granular PPy appears aggregated and
‘melted’ (Figure 4.15g).
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is utilized to determine the chemical identity and bonding at the surface and interior of an electrochemically cycled microtubular PPy film.
Figure 4.17a and b show a depth profile analysis of the high resolution Cl2p spectra for
films after 5000 cycles in 1 M LiClO4. A set of high binding energy (BE) chlorine peaks in
the tubular sample at 208.7 eV and 206.8 eV are present due to perchlorate ions. The group
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of peaks at a lower BE is characteristic of Cl– dopant interacting with PPy, incorporated
from FeCl3 oxidant and the following HCl wash.48 The peaks at 201 eV, 199.4 eV, and
196.2 eV of this group are characteristic of Cl 2p3/2 levels interacting with a doped PPy
backbone.49,50 The peak at 201 eV pertains to covalently bonded chlorine species, where
the lower energy peak at 196.1 eV corresponds to chloride.51,52 The granular sample (Figure 4.17b) shows a significant shift of the peaks to a lower BE, suggesting more chloride
content. This is backed up by the low intensity of the perchlorate ion peaks relative to the
tubular sample. A valuable experiment used in conjunction with XPS is Ar+ ion sputtering;
this technique provides information on the subsurface chemistry, whereas conventional
XPS only measures the top 10 nm of a material’s surface. Etching exposed approximately
300 nm of the conducting polymer’s subsurface after 20 minutes of ion bombardment.53 A
cycled microtubular PPy electrode shows an incrementally stronger signal for the lowest
BE peak (196.1 eV) as we move deeper into the sample, suggesting increasing chloride
content, while the signal for LiClO4 species decreases concomitantly. This suggests that
the PPy surface has a higher content of the extrinsic dopant ClO–, whereas the subsurface
has increasingly higher Cl– content. Ideal electrochemical active material utilization would
fully replace intrinsic Cl– with ClO–, yet we see that this is relegated to the surface of a
microtubular sample. On the other hand, a granular sample shows little to no replacement
of Cl– with ClO–, whether at the surface or in the bulk of the material. This explains the
lower reversible capacitance for a granular PPy as its structure impedes electrolyte ions
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from intercalating into the electrode architecture. During cycling, this leads to capacitive
contributions mainly from the intrinsic dopant Cl– interacting with the polymer surface.
Figure 4.17c shows the N1s core level spectra for the surface of granular samples before and
after 5000 electrochemical cycles. The highest binding energy peak at 398.7 eV, attributed to
nitrogen with NH structure, grows upon cycling as the concentration of neutral amine
groups increases.51 This leads to a structural breakdown of the conducting conjugated
network and thus lowers electroactivity. Tubular samples’ N1s core level peak ratios
remain similar after cycling (Figure 4.18). Figure 4.17d shows the characteristic Raman
spectrum for microtubular and granular PPy samples. At 1600 cm−1 , a band relating
to the symmetric stretching of aromatic C C ring is visible. Double peaks at 1050 and
1080 cm−1 from C H in-plane deformation and stretching of the pyrrole ring are shown at
1325 and 1380 cm−1 . The bands at 930 cm−1 are due to ring deformation associated with
dications (bipolarons), indicating a doped and conducting state for PPy. Minimal structural
differences between granular and tubular PPy are observed, however, the shoulder at
1600 cm−1 from neutral species in granular PPy is indicative of low doping levels54 and is
corroborated by XPS.
For 0% RH, the flask containing water is bypassed and dry N2 is flown across the surface
of the substrate, producing granular PPy (Figure 4.7).
The deposition of microtubular PPy is not limited to the use of hard carbon paper as a
substrate. The one requirement for this particular deposition strategy is that the substrate
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Figure 4.17: Spectroscopic characterization of PPy microtubes. (a) High resolution X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectrum of the Cl 2p peaks of tubular PPy after 5000
cycles in 1 M LiClO4. (b) XPS Cl 2p spectrum of granular PPy after 5000 cycles in 1 M LiClO4.
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allow for suitable diffusion of gases. It appears as though the chemical nature of the
substrate does not affect the growth mechanism, as glass fiber filter paper allows for
microtube growth (Figure 4.3d) seemingly as well as hard carbon paper. Kimwipes, paper
towels and carbon cloth are also suitable (Figure 4.3a–c).
For 90% RH, the nitrogen is sparged through the water, producing PPy with a high
packing density of burst droplets or wells. PPy on hard carbon paper is then purified
using three washes of 6 M HCl and methanol before characterization. Polymerization
of tubes is possible with certain cosolvents, such as p-dichlorobenzene (Figure 4.14a),
m-dichlorobenzene (Figure 4.14b) but not others like benzene, fluoro- bromo- and iodobenzene or o-dichlorobenzene. Iron(III) chloride reacted with chlorobenzene vapors in the
same manner (without monomer) leads to reduction to iron(II) chloride tetrahydrate (see
X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern, Figure 4.13), a well known inorganic reaction producing
dichlorobenzene. The same reaction with benzene leads to no discernible XRD pattern.
More controlled analysis of the effects of the cosolvent and oxidant on the morphology of
the microtubes should be carried out.

4.4

Nascent morphologies

For the facile production of disordered microtubes, the airflow in a standard chemical
fumehood is sufficient to induce microtube growth, assuming the ambient humidity is
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Figure 4.19: (a) Nucleation of burst water droplets on carbon fibers. (b) High resolution SEM
of burst droplets serving as nucleation points. (c) The droplets constrain polymerization to
the three-phase interface and cause growth of microtubes (d) with a high packing density.
(e) Microtubes vary between microns and millimeters in length. (f) Secondary nucleation of
polymerized water droplets is apparent on the surface of the tubes.
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within range. A hotplate set to 115 ◦C has multiple 1-dram glass vials placed upon it, each
filled with 250 µL of monomer solution and covered with a 14 mm porous substrate coated
in saturated oxidant in nitromethane. However, control over morphologies is difficult with
such a variable flow rate and varying ambient humidity throughout the day. This leads to
many different microtube lengths and morphologies, as will be discussed in the following
section.
With the understanding of the controlled setup outlined in the paper, we can deduce the
nature of the polymerization environment in the fume hood. Fluctuations in humidity and
flow leave a distinct fingerprint on the final tube (Figure 4.10). There are morphologies
that arise in this uncontrolled environment which are difficult to explain, but they have
been included in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 for completeness of this work. Figure 4.11a
and b are tubes which narrow in diameter at their tip. Clearly, Figure 4.11a has a spherical
shape embedded in it, possibly the result of lack of humid airflow for some time. When
humidity and flow rate increase gradually over the course of polymerization, we are left
with microtubes increasing in diameter, reminiscent of vuvuzelas (Figure 4.11c). Tubes can
also sprout out of a bed of nanofibers, suggesting competing structure forming mechanisms
(Figure 4.11d). Tubes, while generally sprouting out normal to the substrate, can also
form from spherical nucleation sites (Figure 4.11f). All of these samples are unpurified
(except Figure 4.12d–f), yet the lack of charging and heightened contrast suggest that all
structures are conductive, i.e. coated with PPy. Pillars appear to be polymer templated,
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whereas some morphologies are clearly crystalline in nature, occasionally appearing as
an aerial view of Machu Picchu (Figure 4.12a,b). Microscale bowtie brushes were seen in
one case, perhaps a result of a twinning phenomenon (Figure 4.11g–i). Clearly, they have
formed on a PPy skin reminiscient of polymerizing at 90% RH under controlled conditions.
Crystalline morphologies are not as present as they are in previous work done in aluminum
reactors heated to 50 ◦C36 likely due to the relatively low temperature of polymerization
stifling nucleation of iron oxides, leading to mostly indistinct blobs of iron(II) chloride,
as evidenced by X-ray diffraction. It is apparent that crystalline oxidant is not a part of
the templating mechanism for microtube growth. Previously seen microtubes formed by
crystalline oxidant appear frayed at the ends and are clearly ridged with no secondary
nucleation sites (Figure 4.12c, synthesized in aluminum reactor at 50 ◦C). Other forms of
smaller, radially symmetric pillars are seen in some cases (Figure 4.12g,h). Some tubes can
appear completely capped, which has not been reproduced in the controlled environment
(Figure 4.11e). In general, microtubes have a small opening at their tip (Figure 4.12i).
Under constant humid airflow, turning off the airflow or lowering the humidity to 0%
always leads to tubes which are still somewhat open at the end.
One fascinating piece of evidence for the droplet based templating mechanism is the
appearance of microtubes whose tips have coalesced and polymerization has continued
(Figure 4.11d–f). It is likely that when two tubes with water droplets at their ends are
growing towards each other, the droplets will coalesce to form one large droplet which
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serves as a template for further polymerization. From Figure 4.11e it is clear that the tubes
are hollow and their openings are separate.

4.5

Conclusions

Postulated mechanisms describing the formation of a microtubular polypyrrole structure
are limited to electrochemical techniques; these are typically based on a templating gas
bubble formed at the working electrode. Here, we demonstrate that a microtubular
morphology is intrinsic to polypyrrole, accessible from the vapor phase, and propose a
condensing vapor phase polymerization strategy for depositing electrochemically stable
microtubular PPy coatings on any porous substrate. In CVPP, a water droplet serves as
template for the formation of a PPy microtube and leads to conformal coatings comprised
of a high packing density of PPy microtubes. The microscale morphology, governed
by polymerization kinetics, is controlled by the mass transfer of reactant vapors, water
condensation, and by the diffusion of oxidant solution to the polymerizing three-phase
contact line. Synthetic control enables deposition of radially symmetric, low resistance
(70.2 Ω −1 ), and mechanically robust microtubular structures as well as in situ deposition
of spherically symmetric PPy bulbs. This is proved by scanning electron micrographs
of hybrid nanostructures comprised of alternating cylindrical and spherical components.
PPy microtubes exhibit a high reversible capacitance of 342 F g−1 stable over 5000 cyclic
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voltammetry cycles retaining their initial morphology. Such high capacitance is explained
by the increased uptake of the extrinsic dopant anion ClO–, as evidenced through XPS. The
microtubes’ open structure increases the contact surface area between electrolyte and PPy
and enables cycling rates of up to 250 mV s−1 without significant loss of charge storage
ability.
Current ongoing experiments are focused on deposition of microtubes on flat substrates
and preliminary results demonstrate promising results that show microtubular growth.
Future work will also focus on finer control of structural parameters such as microtubular
diameter and length, selective patterning and alignment of polymer microtubes, and
microsupercapacitor fabrication. Also, given that the mechanism of condensation is not
unique to water vapor, organic polar solvents and alcohols in which iron(III) chloride is
soluble will also be investigated.
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Chapter 5

Vapor/liquid polymerization of
ultraporous transparent and capacitive
polypyrrole nanonets†

5.1

Introduction

In 2018, the United States consumed 29.7 trillion kWh of energy, an increase of 1.14
trillion kWh from 2016. Of that energy, 38% was used to generate electricity. Over two
thirds of this generated electricity is rejected as heat due to overproduction.2,3 If we are
to significantly reduce the impact of climate change, the efficiency of such systems must

† Adapted

in part with permission from Santino, L. M. et al. Vapor/liquid polymerization of ultraporous
transparent and capacitive polypyrrole nanonets. Nanoscale 2019, 11, 12358–12369
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be improved. One proposed method of reducing energy waste is to use electrochemical
energy storage devices to store excess produced electricity when it is not needed, as well
as distribute it during times of high power consumption.4 In order to achieve this goal, we
require innovative materials which can store large amounts of energy and distribute it at
high power. One such material is the conjugated polymer polypyrrole, which has shown
promise when applied to devices known as electrochemical capacitors.
The successful synthesis of air-stable and conductive polypyrrole has been reported as
early as 1963.5–9 Among conducting polymers, polypyrrole is inexpensive, owing to pyrrole’s abundance and prevalence as a synthetic reagent,10,11 making it competitive with
rare transition metal-based inorganic semiconductors. Many self-assembled morphologies
of polypyrrole, including microtubes12–18 have been reported through various syntheses.
Specifically, polymerization from the vapor-phase has been shown to afford highly conductive and crystalline polypyrrole19–23 with a wide variety of morphologies, including
forests of nanofibers.24
Here, we report a vapor-phase synthesis of freestanding, flexible, transparent, and conductive polypyrrole thin films, which we refer to as “nanonets.” These nets are characterized
by vacancies—a film’s architecture is comprised by as much as 90% void space, while still
retaining electrical conductivity. The porosity and translucency of polypyrrole nanonets
is controlled by reaction time. Furthermore, homogenous and contiguous films can be
deposited over large areas and later removed for processing. This work presents a growth
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mechanism for a vapor/liquid interface constrained polymerization, relating the net morphology to an island nucleation mechanism influenced by Langmuir-Blodgett surface
dynamics.
Throughout this work, we characterize the nanonets’ physical, electrochemical, and chemical properties, with an emphasis on exploring their application to electrochemical energy
storage. Nanonets exhibit a remarkable specific capacitance of 518 F g−1 owing to their
high surface area to volume ratio, and are applied as active materials in electrochemical
capacitors which achieve a high energy density of 37.53 Wh kg−1 at 3001 W kg−1 when
charged to 1.2 V.

5.2

Results and Discussion

A polystyrene petri dish containing 15 mL of an aqueous iron(III) tosylate (200 mM) is
introduced into a reaction chamber saturated with pyrrole vapor at room temperature. A
film forms, visible as a dark coating at the vapor/liquid interface (Figure 5.1a). The first
seconds of the reaction are shown by Figure 5.1b, where the oxidant appears relatively
colorless, and after 15 minutes of exposure to monomer vapor, the solution darkens radially
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Figure 5.1: (a) Nanonet polymerization setup. (b) Top down photograph of petri dish
with oxidant solution at 0 minutes and (c) 15 minutes showing the progress of polymerization. (d) A nanonet floating on water is picked up using forceps. (e) A 10 cm
diameter contiguous film collected after 90 minutes of synthesis on backside of petri dish,
demonstrating translucency. (f) After drying, nanonet adhered to glove exhibits good
adhesion and flexibility upon bending.

inward (Figure 5.1c). A full video of the polymerization process is available on the RSC
Publications website.‡
Halting the polymerization at 90 minutes by removing the petri dish from the monomer
vapor chamber reveals a film trapped at the vapor/liquid interface. The translucent film is
pinned to the edges of the petri dish, where oxidant, monomer, and the wall of the petri
dish, serve as a heterogeneous interface for preferential polymerization. The polymer film
is contiguous and robust; interestingly, the film encapsulates the liquid layer, even upon
inversion of the petri dish. Agitation detaches the film from the edges of the petri dish, and
the film remains floating on the liquid surface. The petri dish is then introduced at a shallow

‡

http://www.rsc.org/suppdata/c9/nr/c9nr02771h/c9nr02771h2.avi
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angle into a large recrystallizing dish filled with deionized water; the film floats on the
surface of the water, and is removed manually (Figure 5.1d). The film is purified in 6 M HCl
to remove residual iron(III) tosylate, and remains translucent (Figure 5.1e). After casting
on a gloved finger, the film adheres upon drying, and bends without cracking (Figure 5.1f).
Four-point resistance measurements carried out on films polymerized for 90 minutes
show 530 ± 96.0 Ω/ sheet resistance, dropping to 423 ± 41.0 Ω/ after purification.
Films polymerized for 18 hours under identical conditions show sheet resistances of
42.0 ± 3.85 Ω/, dropping to 29.1 ± 3.2 Ω/ after purification. The decrease in sheet
resistance is expected for an increase in the area of conductive polypyrrole. To determine
optical transmission, freestanding films are mounted in between two acrylic slides with
circular cavities, allowing light to pass through the films unobstructed. Purified film
transmission values decrease from around 50% to 30% between 90-minute and 18-hour
samples.
Examination of a film with an optical microscope reveals a contiguous net-like structure
(Figure 5.2a). These nets can be draped over a variety of substrates, including hard
carbon paper, where they conform to individual carbon fibers and remain interconnected
(Figure 5.2d). Films are peeled from their supporting substrate for characterization as
flexible freestanding nanonets. The low sheet resistance of the films allows for scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) without charging (Figure 5.2b). Plucking a film from the liquid
surface using tweezers leads to a wet bundle, and twisting densifies the bundle into a
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Figure 5.2: (a) Optical micrograph of polypyrrole net at 10×; inset: 100×. (b) Optical
micrograph of nanonet draped over hard carbon paper, 100×. (c) SEM of purified net, 90
minutes polymerization. (d) 90 minute net twisted into wire. (e) SEM of purified net, 4
hours polymerization. (f) Four hour net twisted into wire.

wire (Figure 5.2e). Increasing polymerization time closes the open pore structure of a
film, resulting in a dense net (Figure 5.2c) that can be twisted into a helical structured
wire (Figure 5.2f). Without intervention, polymerization will continue until all solvent
has evaporated. This results in the formation of polymer at all interfaces present in the
petri dish. The result is an opaque millimeter thick black mat, that is easily removed from
the petri dish. At the air/liquid interface, we form a nanonet with closed pores. At the
polystyrene-liquid interface, we form a thin smooth dense film free of pores. Within the
liquid, a layer of granular particles forms (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: Allowing for full polymerization leads to a thick film with three distinct
morphologies. (a) The vapor facing side of the film is matte. (b) The side facing the petri
dish is shiny. (c) A thin film containing pinholes is visible at the vapor/liquid interface of
(a). This film often detaches during processing. (d) A dense, smooth thin film forms at
the substrate/oxidant interface. Granular particles are also visible at the bottom, where
part of the thin film has torn.
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Scheme 6: Schematic for acid catalyzed polymerization of polypyrrole.

The polymerization is described by Scheme 6. A solution of iron(III) tosylate is highly
oxidizing and acidic; Fe3+ is a strong Lewis acid owing to its charged core pulling electron
density away from water ligands. As pyrrole vapor meets the acidic oxidant, it becomes
protonated, breaking aromaticity and catalyzing oxidation.25 The Fe3+ ion is subsequently
reduced to the Fe2+ ion as it oxidizes pyrrole into a radical cation. Adjacent radical cations
combine with each other, creating first dimers then trimers in a process known as stepgrowth polymerization. Detailed electron paramagnetic resonance studies suggest that
aromaticity is restored after each step,26 requiring another Fe3+ to oxidize the oligomers
before polymerization continues. As the oxidation potential of the oligomers is lowered
with increasing chain length,27 they are preferentially oxidized over pyrrole monomer. The
polymerization can only proceed if both oxidant and monomer are present, meaning the
reaction is strictly bound to the oxidant surface. FTIR of the resulting solid confirms the
formation of polypyrrole (Section 5.2).
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Figure 5.4: FTIR spectrum of a polypyrrole
nanonet.

5.2.1

Mechanism of nanonet formation

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is employed to characterize the initial stages of
polymerization. A lacey carbon TEM grid is vertically introduced into the oxidant solution
after three minutes of reaction and gently removed in order to pick up a portion of the
film present at the vapor/liquid interface. The film is comprised of 0.5 to 2 µm wide
islands, whose edges pack together to create a contiguous network of polymer. TEM also
reveals tearing between islands which may form during handling of the films. Figure 5.6a
indicates this feature with arrows.
The loose packing of the islands creates voids, leading to a net-like architecture. After
30 minutes of polymerization, a similar architecture is visible albeit at a larger scale with
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Figure 5.5: Scanning electron micrographs showing two sides of the same nanonet,
convex (a) and concave (b).

denser packing (Figure 5.6b). Clear boundaries between distinct islands remain visible
after 30 minutes of polymerization. Atomic force microscopy of a film deposited on
freshly cleaved mica reveals a 150 nm thick polypyrrole net at 90 minutes. Interestingly,
the polymer network possesses a cup-like architecture (Figure 5.6c); SEM confirms the
curvature, with both concave and convex sides visible (Figure 5.5).
The net structure is highly related to Langmuir-Blodgett assembly, a technique often
used for creating ordered arrays of noble metal nanoparticle monolayers.28 LangmuirBlodgett assembly is an interfacial approach where many separate particles of a lowdimensional material are trapped at the interface between air and liquid in a trough; the
liquid surface pressure in mN m−1 is controlled by gradually constraining the size of the
trough. These arrays can then be removed from the liquid surface.29 Without compression
(i.e. at 0 mN m−1 ) the films are comprised of a connected network of densely packed
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Figure 5.6: (a) High resolution transmission electron micrographs of a film after 3 minutes
of reaction and (b) 30 minutes of reaction. Arrows indicate points where islands connect
during reaction. (c) Atomic force micrograph of a net after 90 minutes of polymerization,
purified in HCl, then cast on freshly cleaved mica. Arrow indicates path and direction of
line profile as shown in (d), revealing distinct curvature of 150 nm thick polypyrrole.

particles surrounding void space. Void space is reduced with increasing surface pressure,
leading to a film with a fully close-packed structure.30 The self-ordering of particles into
networks around void spaces is a product of many hydrodynamic phenomena, including
Marangoni convection and subphase entrainment.31 Small sheets of two dimensional
graphene oxide pack edge-to-edge under Langmuir-Blodgett conditions,32 and have been
shown to assemble into net architectures.33 In the case of polypyrrole nanonets, the petri
dish itself serves as a Langmuir-Blodgett trough with an induced surface pressure of 0
mN m−1 .
In Figure 5.6a, polymer islands are comprised of dark spherical particles, possibly due
to secondary nucleation events. We propose a mechanism where pyrrole spontaneously
condenses in scattered sites on the surface of the iron(III) tosylate, initiating polymerization,
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similar to surface-catalyzed graphene CVD growth.34 As soon as the initial nucleation
sites of polypyrrole are present, they serve as favorable three-phase interfaces for further
polymerization, again resembling the growth of graphene on solid and molten catalytic
surfaces.35,36 The pyrrole condenses and subsequently polymerizes at these sites, growing
outward, following the surface of the oxidant. As the reaction proceeds, the boundaries of
the mobile polymer islands become the most favorable polymerization sites. The edges of
islands impact each other and continue to polymerize. Eventually, all islands are in contact
with one another, reducing the effects of surface dynamics, and serving as a templating
skeleton. Polypyrrole is hydrophobic—as polymerization continues, the skeleton begins to
curl to reduce its contact surface area with the aqueous oxidant, leading to a distinct cup
shape. Extended polymerization causes the pores to close, resulting in a pinhole structured
film (Figure 5.3).
Many reports of the formation of polypyrrole thin films at interfaces are present in the
literature, however our ultraporous nanonet structure is unique. Among those works
reporting visible pores, one describes the reaction of pyrrole vapor with aqueous iron(III)
chloride under vacuum, leading to an opaque freestanding film with pores attributed
to the vacuum-induced evaporation of water.37 Pores are also formed in the reaction of
pyrrole vapor with a dried layer of iron(III) chloride cast from chloroform,38 possibly
caused by the hygroscopic nature of iron(III) chloride resulting in a vapor/liquid interface.
Other groups have reported the vapor/liquid reaction of pyrrole with a tetrachloroauric
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acid in toluene solution leading to faint interconnected polypyrrole islands with gold
nanoparticle nucleation sites, however no mechanism of film assembly is presented.39 Oilwater interfacial reactions produce opaque micron-thick films with distinct morphologies
on either side, attributed to evaporation of chloroform during polymerization.40
Other strategies for producing polypyrrole thin films interfacially result in films that lack
an open pore structure. For example, upon addition of an aqueous dilute pyrrole and
a porphyrin derivative solution to an aqueous iron(III) chloride solution, a non-porous
130 nm thick nanosheet of polypyrrole forms at the air-liquid interface.41 Nanosheets as
thin as 4 nm can also be formed in solution with a surfactant-stabilized lamellar liquidliquid interface reaction.42 Rapidly mixing pyrrole with aqueous iron(III) chloride has
been shown to form a granular film at the air-liquid interface.43 Freezing a layer of pyrrole
in cyclohexane on an aqueous ammonium peroxydisulfate and HCl solution leads to the
formation of thin films at the interface, which can be collected after melting.44 A similar
film is afforded when pyrrole is added to a frozen aqueous iron(III) chloride surface,45 or
to the surface of an ionic liquid.46
At the centimeter scale, our films appear patchy, similar to cirrocumulus clouds (Figure 5.7).
We attribute the this appearance to subtle differences in the density of the net caused by
surface dynamics at the vapor/liquid interface.47 Thermal gradients between the center
of the liquid and the solid surface of the petri dish at the air-liquid interface impose
constant convection and motion,48 leading to Rayleigh-Bénard cells. In the presence of a
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Scheme 7: Combined redox/protonation mechanism for polypyrrole.

condensing organic vapor like pyrrole that exhibits partial solubility in acids, this effect is
more pronounced, as pyrrole and water compete for the interface during polymerization.49
To further explore this concept, aqueous oxidant is floated on a dense immiscible organic
solvent, constrained by a 3 cm diameter glass cylinder. Monomer flows at the surface of
the oxidant. Inhomogeneity of the vapor/liquid interface is even more apparent, leading
to a polymer film with a distinct spiral pattern as seen in Figure 5.8.
We also tested the air-liquid interface surface tension by adding fluorinated surfactants to
the aqueous oxidant, leading to a significant change in the porosity of the film (Figure 5.9).
This can be rationalized as an effect of increased solubility of pyrrole at the oxidant
interface, resulting in more homogenous nucleation during polymerization. Furthermore,
the contributions of Marangoni convection are lowered with surfactants.50 Interestingly,
using iron(III) chloride over iron(III) tosylate leads to a more disordered net, a possibly
because of tosylate’s role as a surfactant in water. Increasing the temperature of the oxidant
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Figure 5.7: (a) A film after 90 minutes of polymerization is detached from its petri dish
and floated at the air/water interface. (b) The film is picked up with a supporting glass
substrate.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Aqueous oxidant is floated on a dense immiscible organic solvent, constrained by a vertically oriented 3 cm diameter glass cylinder. Pyrrole vapor is flowed at
its surface. (b) After 90 minutes of polymerization, the oxidant appears black. (c) The
resulting film collected from the air-liquid interface shows a distinct spiral pattern.
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Figure 5.9: Optical micrographs at 10× showing web density as a variable of concentration of fluorinated surfactant in oxidant. (a) 130 ppm, (b) 260 ppm, (c) 400 ppm.

solution to 35 ◦ C with heating tape leads to a more wrinkled nanonet skeleton, whereas
cooling the reaction in an ice bath leads to a flat thin nanonet Section 5.2.1.

5.2.2

Electrochemical study of nanonets

Conducting polymers are electrochemically active, with many oxidation and protonation
states depending on their environment (Scheme 7). To investigate the effects of oxidation
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Figure 5.10: Nanonet morphology for a reaction heated to 35 ◦ C, a reaction cooled in an ice
bath, and a reaction using iron(III) chloride. All reactions 3 hours long.
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and reduction on the polypyrrole nanonets, a three-electrode geometry is used. The
working electrode is a nanonet on a hard carbon paper current collector with a platinum
foil lead. The potential is determined by an Ag/AgCl wire suspended in 3.5 M NaCl
separated by a porous glass frit directed toward the working electrode. A platinum wire
connected to a bundled piece of platinum mesh is used as a counter electrode, providing
sufficient surface area to minimize its effects on the working electrode. All three electrodes
are immersed in degassed aqueous 1 M lithium perchlorate.
Cyclic voltammetry is an electrochemical technique where the current of the working
electrode is measured as its potential is swept linearly at a constant rate. Here, the
direction of the potential sweep (10 mV s−1 ) is switched at 0.4 V and -0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl
in order to avoid oxygen and hydrogen evolution, respectively. The electrode has an
open circuit potential near 0.4 V, indicating that a purified polypyrrole film is in a mostly
oxidized form best described by the bipolaronic (dicationic) structure. There is a clear
redox pair visible in Figure 5.11a; the reduction peak is labeled a, and the oxidation peak
a0 . The reduction peak a represents a gradual addition of electrons to the backbone of the
bipolaronic polypyrrole, leading to a partially oxidized polaronic (radical cationic) state.
Further reduction leads to the formation of neutral polypyrrole responsible for the tail at
-0.8 V and slow current recovery in Figure 5.11a. For the first cycle, a is pronounced, but
drops in current and stabilizes for the following cycles. Peak a0 , on the other hand, remains
fairly stable in current, but begins to creep to higher overpotentials with cycling. While the
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increasing overpotential of a0 could be attributed to purely mechanical disadhesion and
degradation of the polymer, however this does not explain the stable current and potential
of reduction peak a. Bipolaronic (oxidized) polypyrrole can be readily deprotonated by
bases. Covalent addition of Cl or ClO4− to Cβ sites can occur during synthesis, purification,
and electrochemical testing.51–53

Figure 5.11: (a) Three electrode cyclic voltammogram of polypyrrole net adhered to a hard
carbon paper current collector. (b) Nyquist plots for polypyrrole wire bonded to Pt wire
lead after successive cyclic voltammetry cycles. (c) Thermogravimetric analysis of purified
polypyrrole nanonet. Inset: Residual mass after holding at 600 ◦ C.

The structural change of the polypyrrole leads to significant changes in the material’s
impedance response. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy involves applying a lowamplitude (10 mV) sinusoidal perturbance signal with a frequency from 100 kHz to 10 mHz
to the working electrode. The impedance of the electrode is recorded at each frequency.
However, the impedance response of the electrode used for cyclic voltammetry displays
mostly inductive effects, a product of the exposed and highly conductive hard carbon
paper. To avoid such contributions, the working electrode for impedance investigations
is a twisted polypyrrole nanonet wire, connected to the potentiostat by an alligator clip
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separated by piece of platinum foil. The Nyquist plot in Figure 5.11b shows the imaginary
impedance vs. the real impedance of the working electrode for the range of frequencies.
Prior to successive impedance measurements, the electrode is cycled ten times before
returning to the open circuit potential. An equivalent circuit is fitted to the three Nyquist
plots in order to quantify the change in impedance of the working electrode upon cycling.
The intercept with the x-axis (100 kHz) can be attributed to the solution resistance (Rs ),
which remains constant (11.89 Ω). The surface of any conductor immersed in an electrolyte
creates a superficial capacitive ionic double-layer, described by Cdl /Rdl . The Warburg
element (W) describes the kinetics of ionic diffusion into the nanonet, which stifles the
pseudocapacitive contribution, described by constant phase element Q. As the electrode
is cycled, the value of the Warburg element decreases from 1780 Ω s−2 to 829.7 Ω s−2 ,
indicating less resistive ionic diffusion due to electrolyte permeation, which is expected
given the replacement of the bulky tosylate ion with perchlorate. The semicircular hump is
attributed to impedance contributions from the charge-transfer events previously labeled
as a and a0 . The increase in area of this hump with increasing cycles indicates that the
processes of reduction and oxidation are becoming more resistive and less capacitive, seen
as an increase in the value of RW from 28.94 Ω to 34.30 Ω, and a decrease in the capacitance
of the Q from 85.17 mF to 75.11 mF. The subtle decrease in slope at the switching potential
0.4 V (Figure 5.11a) is also indicative of a loss of conductivity and capacitance, possibly
due to irreversible oxidation of the polypyrrole backbone.
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In order to determine the areal density of the polypyrrole nanonets, thermogravimetric
analysis is applied to large (50 cm2 ) purified samples pulled directly from solution (Figure 5.11c). The films are held at 100 ◦ C in air for 10 minutes, allowing excess water to
evaporate. Then, the sample is ramped to 600 ◦ C at 10 ◦ C min−1 and held isothermally
for 10 minutes. The resulting areal density of nanonets polymerized for three hours is
78.4 µg cm−2 . As shown in the inset of Figure 5.11c, the residual mass after burning off the
polypyrrole is less than 10 µg.
A high three electrode specific capacitance ( Csp ) of 518 F g−1 for a 1 cm2 nanonet at
10 mV s−1 is obtained, calculated from Equation (5.1),

Csp =

dI −1
m ∆V −1
dt

(5.1)

where m refers to the mass of the nanonet and ∆V the potential window of 1.2 V. This
specific capacitance greatly exceeds that of our previously reported polypyrrole nanofibers
(145 F g−1 ) and microtubes (342 F g−1 ) tested under the same conditions.18,24 The nanonets’
high specific capacitance is a result of their high surface area to volume ratio, and makes
them an attractive candidate for the active electrode of electrochemical capacitors.
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5.2.3

Nanonets for electrochemical capacitors

In order to fabricate electrochemical capacitors using polypyrrole nanonets as active
material, two 1 cm2 nanonets are picked up from the air-water interface onto separate
pieces of hard carbon paper. A thin platinum foil lead is adhered to a piece of polyimide
tape, used as a casing material, and the nanonet on hard carbon paper electrode is placed
upon the lead. An ionically conductive but electrically insulating polypropylene separator
(Celgard 3501) is wetted with 1 M LiClO4 and placed upon the nanonet. The second
electrode is placed upon the separator, a second platinum lead is laid on the hard carbon
paper, and the device is finally sealed with polyimide tape (Figure 5.12a).

Figure 5.12: (a) Two symmetric nanonets are placed across a separator containing 1 M
LiClO4 electrolyte to form an electrochemical capacitor. (b) A Ragone plot shows the
dependence of energy density and power density for given maximum charging voltages.
(c) Galvanostatic charge-discharge cycles with a maximum charging voltage of 0.8 V at
various current densities. (d) Cycling stability of nanonet electrochemical capacitors with a
maximum charging voltage of 0.8 V.

To test the electrochemical capacitors, we employ galvanostatic charge-discharge experiments, where a constant current I is applied until the device reaches a given maximum
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charging voltage ∆V (Figure 5.12b). To calculate the specific capacitance of the device
( Csp ), the applied current and discharge time td are divided by the maximum charging
voltage and the mass of one nanonet electrode m (Equation (5.2)).54

Csp =

td I
m∆V

(5.2)

The energy density U is calculated from Csp using Equation (5.3),

U=

Csp
∆V 2
2

(5.3)

U
td

(5.4)

and power density P with Equation (5.4),

P=

Electrochemical capacitors based on polypyrrole nets charged to 0.8 V show a specific
capacitance of 376.4 F g−1 . The energy density of the devices at various power densities
is shown in the Ragone plot for maximum charging voltages of 1.2, 1.0 and 0.8 V (Figure 5.12c). Devices charged to 0.8 V show a maximum energy density of 9.86 Wh kg−1 at
1775 W kg−1 , devices charged to 1.0 V show 14.54 Wh kg−1 at 2618 W kg−1 , and devices
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charged to 1.2 V show 37.53 Wh kg−1 at 3001 W kg−1 . At 0.8 V, nanonet electrochemical capacitors retain 80% of their initial capacitance after 2500 charge-discharge cycles
(Figure 5.12d).

5.2.4

XPS investigation of nanonet doping

As a sample is bombarded with monochromatic X-rays, core electrons from within the
first few nanometers of a material are ejected. Each core electron has a specific energy
based on its chemistry.55 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, or XPS, counts the number of
ejected electrons as a function of kinetic energy, thus we can elucidate the chemistry of
materials at the electronic level. In an ideal sample of neutral polypyrrole (C2 H2 C2 NH)x ,
the relative C:N ratio should be 4:1, and no other elements should be present. For a
purified sample of polypyrrole synthesized from iron(III) tosylate, the survey spectrum
(Figure 5.13) indicates the presence of C:N in a nearly 10:1 ratio, due to the combination
of the surface contamination of polypyrrole by hydrocarbons, as well as contributions
from the tosylate (C7 H7 SO3− ) anion dopant. Relative intensities in conducting polymers
can change with age of sample,56 and to rule out such a phenomenon, the samples are
synthesized, purified, and analyzed simultaneously.
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Figure 5.13: XPS survey spectrum of purified polypyrrole nanonet.

Figure 5.14 shows the high resolution N1s and C1s peaks for two polypyrrole nanonets.
Samples in Figure 5.14a,c are purified in 6 M hydrochloric acid. Figure 5.14c,d are electrochemically cycled 10 times in 1 M aqueous lithium perchlorate. In a pure undoped sample
of polypyrrole, the N1s peak should be a sharp singlet, owing to a single bonding state
of heterocyclic N–H.57,58 Curve fitting reveals this pyrrolic N–H peak to be the primary
contributor to the N1s signal, with a binding energy of 399.97 eV (Figure 5.14a).
The two peaks at higher binding energies (401.07 eV, 402.47 eV) describe two states
of oxidized and charged nitrogen. These species, known as polarons and bipolarons,
respectively, are distributed along the doped polypyrrole chain and serve as its primary
charge carriers.59 The low intensity contribution at 397 eV can be attributed to neutral
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Figure 5.14: High resolution N1s and C1s core level spectra for polypyrrole net (a,c) purified in HCl, and
(b,d) purified in HCl and subsequently electrochemically cycled in lithium perchlorate.

heterocyclic =N–, which arises from deprotonation of the polaronic state. It is possible to
have neutral and charged nitrogen in a variety of oxidation states, yet the positive charge
is neccessary for electronic conductivity. Thus, without oxidizing or reducing polypyrrole,
its conductivity will change with various treatments, occasionally irreversibly.51 After
electrochemical cycling, there is very little change in the N1s signal except for a slight
decrease in the contribution of the neutral –N= peak (Figure 5.14b).
The C1s signal for purified samples (Figure 5.14c) is fitted with four singlets. Cα refers to the
C–N carbons, Cβ refers to the C–C carbons. Their separation of 1.1 eV is in good agreement
with literature.60 While the areal ratio Cβ :Cα should be 1:1 in a pure polypyrrole sample,
our samples show a ratio of 2.18:1. The increase of the Cβ contribution is partially caused
by the tosylate dopant (containing six aromatic Cβ -like C–C bonds per anion) embedded
in the polymer. There are two minor contributing peaks that can be attributed to C=O
(288.5 eV) and C–O (287.5 eV) resulting from overoxidation of the polypyrrole during
synthesis. The C–S from the tosylate anion is also a possible contributor. Interestingly,
the Cβ :Cα ratio slightly decreases from 2.18:1 to 2.06:1 after cycling in lithium perchlorate,
likely due to removal of the tosylate anion (Figure 5.14d). This is corroborated by the
data presented in Figure 5.15, where the relative intensities of the core level electrons are
compared, showing a rise in Cl2p contribution over S2p. Replacement of tosylate with
perchlorate during cycling should not change the C–O and C=O signals of the polymer,
yet there is a significant increase from 13% to 20%. We attribute this phenomenon to
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overoxidation of polypyrrole during deep cycling in aqueous lithium perchlorate, leading
to an increase in hydroxyl terminated chains.
By analyzing the high-resolution N1s and S2p peaks, we determine the relative atomic
percentage of tosylate dopant within the polypyrrole structure. The S2p and Cl2p regions
show complex peaks caused by a series of overlapping 2p3/2 :2p1/2 doublets, which exist in
a 2:1 ratio. Each doublet corresponds to a certain chemical interaction. A pristine sample
of polypyrrole contains a sulfur for each pyrrole unit (52% doping), greatly exceeding
the expected maximum doping level for polypyrrole of 33%. This is reasonable given
that this is an unpurified sample containing excess oxidant. A weak Cl2p signal (<0.5
atomic %) is present, possibly caused by oxidant impurities, atmospheric contamination,
or cross-contamination during processing.
Upon purification in 1 M HCl, the S2p:N1s ratio drops to 22% and the Cl2p:N1s signal
increases to 15%, suggesting much of the surface contaminating tosylate salt has been
removed and replaced. After cycling in 1 M lithium perchlorate, the S2p:N1s ratio drops
further to 8.5% and Cl2p:N1s increases to 24%. Cl2p separates into two clear regions
centered around 207 and 199 eV. The higher binding energy Cl2p group is attributed to the
perchlorate anion (Cl+7 ) replacing tosylate.61 The lower binding energy group (Cl− ) does
not see a subsequent loss of area after cycling, suggesting that the tosylate anion is more
readily removed from the polymer. The Cl− feature is fitted with three sets of doublets.
The binding energy of the doublet represents the strength of the interaction between the
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Figure 5.15: High resolution N1s, S2p, and Cl2p core-level spectra for pristine, purified, and cycled
samples. Intensity is normalized to the N1s peak.

Cl− and the polypyrrole. The lowest binding energy doublet is attributed to Cl− that is
not directly interacting with a charged part of the chain, free Cl− , and may also simply
be adsorbed onto the polymer surface.62 The intermediate binding energy doublet is Cl−
which acts as an anionic dopant to balance the charge along the polymer backbone. The
highest binding energy doublet, i.e. Cl− with the strongest interaction with the polymer
chain, is attributed to covalently bonded Cl from purification in concentrated HCl along
the conjugated backbone (Scheme 7e,f).63,64
After cycling there is a significant increase in the amount of covalently bonded chlorine
in the sample, shown by in the doublet at 200.34 eV relative to the doublet at 198.83 eV
(dopant chloride), from 0.48:1 to 1.37:1. Purified and cycled samples contain a similar
amount of free chloride, represented by a doublet at 197.23 eV. This suggests that polypyrrole films are irreversibly modified by chloride during cycling, which, along with C–O
and C=O modification, is a possible contributing factor to the loss of cycling stability for
polypyrrole net and leading to a decrease of the reduction peak a, combined with the
pronounced and shifting of oxidation peak a0 seen in Figure 5.11. This degradation process
is a possible cause of the reported low cycling stability for many conducting polymers.
The effects may be more pronounced in our nanonet films given their high surface to
volume ratio. In thicker freestanding samples, a significant volume of intrinsically doped
conducting polymer does not participate in the largely superficial redox reactions, leaving
behind a stable conductive core. In a nanonet, the majority of the polymer is accessible to
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the electrolyte, these processes may occur throughout the majority of the active material,
enabling a high material utilization.

5.3

Conclusion

Conducting polymers are commonly thought of as rigid materials with high glass transition temperatures, making them less attractive for flexible electronics. We report on
developments in the vapor/liquid interfacial synthesis of large area polypyrrole nanonets
which behave like fabrics. The nanonets float on water due to the surface tension created
by the wetting of their segregated pores, allowing for easy deposition onto substrates from
solution.
Electron microscopy shows the initial nucleation and polymerization of pyrrole vapor
on aqueous oxidant leading to selective polymerization of pyrrole at the vapor/liquid
interface. As the reaction progresses, the nucleation sites grow laterally, confined to the
vapor/liquid interface, thus promoting islands growth and the formation of percolating
homogenous porous nanonets. Nanonets exhibit a high specific capacitance of 518 F g−1 , a
product of their high surface area to volume ratio, serving as ideal electrodes for electrochemical capacitors. Symmetric electrochemical capacitors with polypyrrole nanonets as
active electrodes charged to 0.8 V show a specific capacitance of 376.4 F g−1 and a high
energy density of 9.86 Wh kg−1 at 1775 W kg−1 .
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5.4

5.4.1

Experimental Section

Synthesis of nanonets

Four open vials containing 1 mL of room-temperature pyrrole (Aldrich, 98%) are distributed at the edges of a glass recrystallizing dish reactor. The reactor is then covered
and allowed to equilibrate. The cover is briefly removed in order to introduce a 100 mm
diameter polystyrene petri dish containing 15 mL iron(III) tosylate (99%, BOC Chemicals)
at a concentration of 200 mM in Millipore water). The reactor is then covered, and left
unperturbed for the specified polymerization time.

5.4.2

Purification

The petri dish is removed from the monomer chamber and immediately agitated to remove
the film. The petri dish with the floating film is introduced at a shallow angle to a large
container of deionized water. The film is transferred to the surface of the water and onto
a large piece of float glass via dip coating. The film is purified by dropwise addition of
10 mL 6 M HCl. After one hour, the remaining HCl is decanted. The film is then washed
thrice in Millipore water and allowed to dry on the float glass. The film detaches from the
glass during the drying process, and can be removed manually. To twist a wire, the film is
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completely immersed in water and plucked out of solution with tweezers, leading to a wet
bundle that is twisted by hand.

5.4.3

Electrical characterization

Four-point sheet resistance measurements are carried out on 50 cm2 circular films using a
Keithley 2450 SourceMeter with a Signatone SP4 four-point probe head.

5.4.4

Thermogravimetric analysis

A TA Instruments Discovery TGA is used to measure the average weight of nanonets
polymerized for 3 hours. After purification, a contiguous bundled nanonet is placed
directly from solution into a platinum pan. The sample is heated to 100 ◦ C in air and held
isothermally for 10 minutes to remove excess water. The sample is then ramped to 600 ◦ C
at 10 ◦ C min−1 to burn off polypyrrole.

5.4.5

Electrochemical characterization

A Bio-Logic VMP3 multipotentiostat is used in all electrochemical experiments. A solution
of 1 M lithium perchlorate in Millipore water is used as an electrolyte, and a bundle
of Pt mesh with a Pt wire lead is used as a counter electrode. The reference electrode
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is a Ag/AgCl wire in 3.5 M NaCl. For the 3-electrode cyclic voltammetry, a purified
nanonet is adhered to a piece of hard carbon paper. The potential is repeatedly swept at
10 mV s−1 from the open circuit potential between 0.4 V and -0.8 V as current is measured.
For electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, a twisted net with a clamped Pt foil lead
segregated from the electrolyte is used as the working electrode in order to mitigate
inductive and capacitive contribution of the current collector. Between each impedance
measurement, the wire is cycled between 0.4 V and -0.8 V ten times at 10 mV s−1 , and
brought back to the open circuit potential. The applied sinusoidal signal is 10 mV with
sweeping frequencies from 100 kHz to 10 mHz.

5.4.6

Spectroscopy

Optical transmission values are determined from 400–800 nm using an Ocean Optics STS
Microspectrometer. A single freestanding film is clamped between two lasercut acrylic
slides containing a circular cavity in the path of the light source.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is carried out with a PHI 5000 Versaprobe II with an Al
Kα 1486.6 eV monochromatic X-ray source at 51.3 W, a beam diameter of 100 – 200 µm and
a 1 V neutralizer at 15 µA. All samples are degassed under dynamic vacuum for 24 hours
prior to mounting them on a sample holder with double-sided tape.
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5.4.7

Microscopy

Optical micrographs are prepared with a Nikon LV100 epi/diascopic microscope and a
DS-Ri2 camera.
Scanning electron microscopy is performed with an FEI Nova 230. Film samples are imaged
whole using copper clip mounts to adhere the film to a conductive silicon substrate. In
some cases, a dilute glue solution (1 wt% poly(vinyl alcohol) in 0.1 M HCl) is sprayed with
an airbrush onto the silicon substrate to improve adhesion without the use of clips.
Transmission electron micrographs are collected with an FEI Tecnai G2 Spirit TEM using
120 kV of accelerating voltage and a lacy carbon grid substrate. A Bruker Multimode 8
Atomic Force Microscope is used to measure the films’ surface morphology.
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Chapter 6

Electrical analysis of conducting polymer
films†

6.1

Introduction

Given the rise of access of 3D printers on college campuses and shared public facilities,
the world has seen a huge increase in the sector of prototyping and developing opensource scientific instrumentation. The ubiquity of 3D printing and computer-aided design
software (CAD) offers versatility for inexpensive prototyping of instrumentation,2 and
also provides a platform for sharing designs and information between laboratories for easy
replication and optimization. A prime example of versatility is a 3D printed high power

† Adapted

in part with permission from Lu, Y. et al. Studying Electrical Conductivity Using a 3D Printed
Four-Point Probe Station. Journal of Chemical Education 2017, 94, 950–955
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nuclear spin polarizer that serves as a functional variable temperature probe for integration
of multimodal in situ spectroscopy.3 A 3D printed LED-induced fluorescence detector
costs only 1% of the value of its commercial counterpart while maintaining high accuracy.4
Furthermore, both a 3D printable colorimeter5 and an epiflourescence microscope6 serve
as prime examples of open source instrumentation designed specifically for educational
purposes. Probe stations that make reproducible two-point and collinear four-point
electrical resistance measurements cost a minimum of several thousand dollars, often
making them inaccessible for pedagogical purposes. Measuring electrical properties such
as conductivity is fundamentally necessary for understanding fundamental concepts in
materials science. Understanding charge transfer processes are key educational objectives
in all sectors of science and technology, including band theory, material packing density,
and semiconductor applications.
While metals are electrically conductive and have a linear current versus voltage relationship, semiconductors’ electrical properties are controlled by extrinsic impurities as
well as by intrinsic structure-property relationships that lead to both linear and non-linear
behavior. Pure crystalline silicon, the nominal inorganic semiconductor, has an energy
gap between its valence band and conduction band of approximately 1.11 eV at 302 K
which arises from the difference in energy between the 3p and 4s atomic levels and the
electron wavefunctions interacting with its periodic crystalline lattice.7 Silicon is very
resistive at room temperature in its pure form owing to this band gap. Unlike metals, its
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conductivity increases with temperature due to the thermal excitation of electrons across its
band gap. Temperature however, is not the only way to increase silicon’s conductivity i.e.,
the addition of chemical dopants increases the concentration of charge carriers (electrons
and holes) in the material, leading to the formation of new energy levels within the band
gap and hence lowering the bulk electrical resistance.8 Control of silicon’s conductivity via
a doping mechanism is paramount for the development of modern electronics, making
possible computer processors with millions of transistors with minimal footprint.
Organic semiconductors are soft materials with similar properties to their inorganic counterparts; for example, macrocycle organic electronics such as conducting polymers have a
non-linear current versus voltage relationship. These synthetic metals however, exhibit
anisotropic conductivity in one dimension as a consequence their conjugated backbone
extending in one preferred direction.9 This unique one-dimensional structure results in
atoms not being equally spaced, a structural distortion that opens up an energy gap within
the 2p band, and in conducting polymers behaving as semiconductors as proposed by
Rudolf Peierls.10 Thus, it was not until the realization that conjugated polymers’ electrical
properties could be controlled by doping with halogens like iodine that their potential as
transformational materials was widely accepted by the scientific community.11
There are competing conduction mechanisms, where electrons and holes travel along a
chain (intrachain) or hop between chains (interchain), each having different kinetic limitations.12 Furthermore, freestanding conducting polymers films consist of many amorphous
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and crystalline domains, each with their own conductivity depending on molecular packing density and local dopant concentration. It is of paramount importance to reliably
measure the conductivity across certain regions of a film to better understand the synthetic
conditions that lead to a highly conductive and homogenous conducting polymer film.
Polymers conduct electricity through their conjugated backbone whereby sp2 hybridized
carbon creates vacant aligned p-orbitals and a path for electrons.13
Here we demonstrate a 3D-printed four-point probe station that easily allows students to
make reproducible conductivity measurements. The complete fabrication costs for this
system are less than $100 US. This accessible technology is ideal for group projects of
undergraduate students in a variety of fields including introductory materials science,
solid-state chemistry and physics. Allowing students to build their own instrumentation
is an excellent way to solidify fundamental knowledge of scientific analysis as well as to
develop physical understanding of the measurements being made. Effort has been made
to ensure that all CAD files and designs are provided in the Supplementary Information
so that this instrument can be optimized and adapted to other uses.

6.2

Concepts & operation

Figure 6.1 shows several types of conductivity measurement techniques. A two point
resistivity measurement couples a constant current I between two terminals through
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a material’s cross-sectional area where the voltage drop between the two terminals is
measured (Figure 6.1a) and enables calculation of two-point probe conductivity. By
recording the changing current I as we modulate the potential V across two electrodes, we
can produce what is known as an I–V curve (Figure 6.1b). Materials that behave ohmically
show a linear relationship between I and V and the more conductive a sample is, the
greater the slope of the curve. Semiconductors behave linearly in a confined region around
the origin, where currents and potentials are low. At higher potentials, semiconductors
become more conductive as electrons are promoted across the band gap.
Two point measurements are simple and effective, but four-point probe measurements
enable students to decouple the error introduced by measuring voltage across the same
terminals that carry current (Figure 6.1c). In four-point probe measurements current I is
drawn through the outer two probes while voltage drop V is measured between the inner
pair probes thereby reducing deleterious effects from contact resistance.14 A van der Pauw
measurement carried out on a sample of uniform thickness and arbitrary shape requires
probes at four random points, a geometric factor to calculate accurate resistivity and small
contact pads patterned on the periphery of the sample.15,16 Two sets of I–V measurements
(I, II) are required in order to determine the resistivity of a material (Figure 6.1d). For more
in depth explanation of the mathematical calculation of resistivity from four-point probe
experiments, see Section 6.5.
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Figure 6.1: (a) A resistivity measurement runs constant current I between two terminals
through a material’s cross-sectional area as the voltage drop V between the two terminals is
measured. (b) I–V curves show (A) linear behavior for a material with low resistivity, (B)
linear behavior with smaller slope for a material with higher resistivity, and (C) non-linear
behavior for a rectifying material. (c) Schematic of a collinear 4-point probe measurement.
(d) Van der Pauw 4-point resistivity measurement schematic.
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Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of 3D printed probe station. (a) The probe station includes
a probe head, head support and station base. b) Top-down view showing probe head. c)
Needles are secured once the spring is released. d) Needles make even contact on a sample.
e) The head support is controlled via open-source software (see Appendix A for build
manual).

Commercial four-point probe stations control applied pressure by connecting each probe to
a small spring of low spring constant; an inclined or a large sample step height compresses
these springs in order not to puncture the sample. Our probe station employs gravity to
apply a conformal load pressure as needles drop freely through grooves onto a sample
while remaining connected to a Source Measure Unit (SMU). The SMU is used to measure
and process electrical signals while a desktop computer is used to control the vertical
movement of the probe head. Our probe can apply a range of controlled contact forces
on the sample and a schematic diagram of this 3D printed probe station is shown in
Figure 6.2a along with SMU and computer.
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Typically, a sample is placed on the station base under the probe head. The trigger in
the probe head is pulled (Figure 6.2b, left) which allows four needles to drop between
four equidistant ‘L’ shape grooves. Four pieces of conductive foils (nickel coated copper
tape) serve as contacts inside the grooves (Figure 6.2b, right). The contacts are soldered
to test lead wires connected to the SMU. Once the needles touch the sample, the probe
head’s trigger can be released. A spring loaded mechanism then squeezes and secures the
needles at the interface between compressible rubber and electrical contacts (Figure 6.2c).
This rubber sheet increases friction between trigger and needles, ensuring conformal
contact with the sample (Figure 6.2d) and leading to high electrical stability throughout
the measurement. An evenly distributed pressure between sample and needles is applied
by a stepper motor that provides incremental vertical steps as the probe head is lowered
(Figure 6.2e). A microcontroller board (Arduino UNO), stepper motor, and driver (Easy
Drive) enable conductivity measurements remotely and automatically using open source
software (Arduino 1.6.10). A detailed step-by-step fabrication manual is supplied in the
Supplementary Information.

6.3

Safety guidelines

The nickel electroplating solution is an irritant requiring the use of proper PPE (gloves,
eye protection) should be worn at all time. Electroplating involves the use of electrical
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power sources. Wear electrically insulating rubber gloves during this process and turn off
the power source after electroplating is complete. Soldering involves high temperature
molten metals and can cause burns. Make sure to put the soldering iron back to its holder
after use to avoid risk of fire. The gas produced during soldering is harmful; the soldering
process should be done in a well ventilated area.

6.4

Performance

The probe performance is evaluated by measuring the electrical properties of a gold
film deposited on a polished silicon wafer. Figure 6.3a shows that in our 3D printed
station uncoated steel tapestry needles, serving as contact probes, add slightly to the
overall resistance calculated via two-point probe measurements. The performance of our
instrument is compared against a pair of gold-coated commercial hand-held test leads;
sheet resistances measured between probes (1,3) (2,4) and (1,4), show a positive linear
relationship between resistance and needle separation. Four-point probe measurements
are also collected by connecting the four test lead wires to the SMU. The corresponding
four-point probe I–V curves and sheet resistances are shown in Figure 6.3b. A similar
I–V relationship is seen for both a standard commercial four-point probe station and our
3D printed instrument; the commercial probe station produces sheet resistance readings
differing by less than 5%. Discrepancy in the magnitude of measurements for our probe is
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due to a higher contact resistance at the gold film interface from stainless steel tapestry
needles and nickel oxide formation on the electroplated conductive foil contacts.
Measuring conductivity in nonmetallic samples with nonuniform morphology is of
paramount importance for studying micro and nanostructured surfaces and is also a
more difficult measurement because each needle has a different contact resistance with
the conductive surface. Hard carbon fiber paper is a great example of a 3-dimensional
conductor (Figure 6.4) that is affected greatly by contact resistance. This anisotropic carbon
material is both physically non-uniform and chemically heterogeneous characterized by
an oxidized surface; breaking sp2 conjugation results in areas of lower conductivity. Twopoint probe measurements with uncoated stainless steel needles prove to be noisy and
unreliable, and while these needles may have sufficed for a flat gold coating on Si, they
lead to extreme bias of resistance for non-uniform materials. Reducing contact resistance
by applying a larger contact force between a probe and sample risks damaging certain soft
materials like polymers.17 Therefore, to reduce contact resistance between probes and a
hard carbon fiber paper, the needles are electroplated with dual sequential coats of nickel
and gold; this noble metal resists the formation of insulating oxides at its surface and is
characterized by high conductivity.
Each probe is electroplated with nickel for 15 minutes and then with gold for another 15
minutes (Figure 6.5a). Nickel is electroplated directly on stainless steel serving as buffer
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Figure 6.3: (a) Two-point probe measurements with stainless steel tapestry needles of a
gold-coated silicon wafer versus a pair of commercial test leads of equal probe separation.
(b) Four-point probe I–V characteristics and sheet resistance measurements for a commercial
probe station and our 3D printed probe station using stainless steel tapestry needles.
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Figure 6.4: Optical micrograph of hard carbon fiber paper.
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layer for gold enhancing bond strength and homogeneity of deposition. After each electroplating process, a set of two-point I–V and resistance measurements are carried out with a
different combination of probes (Figure 6.5b). Hard carbon fiber paper is a macroporous
conductor and applying two-point probe measurements with different contact forces results in a wide range of variation in resistance. Therefore, it is difficult to make stable and
reproducible measurements of resistance using handheld test probes. In our 3D printed
probe station, the three I–V curve sets for stainless steel, nickel-coated, and gold-coated
needles show a tight distribution indicating a similar contact force among the four probes
regardless of probe combination. However, slope of the curves increase significantly after
plating with nickel reaching a maximum slope after gold plating (Figure 6.5c). These
resistance data show a drop in the variance of measurements indicating that electroplated
needles make more homogeneous and stable contact than bare stainless steel needles
(Figure 6.5d).
In order to test our 3D printed probe on a state-of-the-art material, electrical characterization measurements are also carried out on nanofibrillar freestanding films of the
semiconducting polymer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene), or PEDOT;18 this polymer is
utilized in solar cells, transparent conductors, and energy storage applications. PEDOT
is an organic semiconductor characterized by high conductivity, chemical and physical
stability as well as by a facile redox doping mechanism that controls its band gap and
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Figure 6.5: (a) A schematic diagram showing the process of electroplating. (b) A schematic
diagram shows measurements carried out on hard fiber carbon paper under equidistant
probe separation. (c) Two-point I–V curves for bare stainless steel tapestry needles, nickelcoated needles, and gold-coated needles. (d) Resistance values are more precise for goldcoated needles.
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conductivity. The ability to make a quick, reproducible, and accurate conductivity measurement of a conducting polymer is paramount for understanding fundamental material
properties and enabling efficient performance of devices.
Four-point and two-point probe measurements on disk-shaped freestanding nanofibrillar
PEDOT films of 1 cm diameter are carried out utilizing our 3D printed probe station
Figure 6.6. Scanning electron micrographs show that this film is comprised by a binary
morphology of one-dimensional high aspect micro-ribbons at the film center, and low
aspect ratio micro-fibers at the film edge (Figure 6.6a). The entire disk-shaped sample surface area is studied utilizing all 4 needles (Figure 6.6b) via two-point probe measurements
collected on three different areas using needle combinations of equal separation. Linear
I–V curves for all measurements (Figure 6.6b) show slope resistances characteristic of a
bimodal electronic conductivity between edge and center of a film; this is the result of an
anisotropic morphology where conductive high aspect ratio nanofibers are present at the
film center and low aspect ratio structures of lower conductivity are localized to at the film
edge (Figure 6.6a). A four-point probe test is also carried out using a commercial probe
station and the 3D printed probe station. The I–V curves collected from our instrument
show a slightly greater slope than those collected from the commercial probe station,
indicating a higher resistance for PEDOT. (Figure 6.6c). The commercial four-point probe
station has a 1 mm probe separation while ours has a 2 mm separation, therefore, we use a
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lower geometric factor value;19 this accounts for the slightly lower sheet resistance in our
probe station compared to the commercial one.

6.5

Mathematical background

The conductivity of a material is measured indirectly by multiplying resistance data
with a geometric factor; the conductivity is the reciprocal of the measured resistivity.
Two common protocols for measuring resistance are the two-point probe and four-point
probe techniques. A two-point probe system applies a constant current I between two
terminals, the potential difference V between these two terminals is measured via two
probes. According to Ohm’s law, the resistance R between the two terminals is given by
Equation (6.1):
R=

V
I

(6.1)

Resistivity (ρ) is calculated by multiplying the cross-sectional area A by the two-point
resistance R and dividing by the probe spacing L as shown in Equation (6.2):

ρ=

RA
L

A graphical representation may be found in Figure 6.1a.
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(6.2)

Figure 6.6: (a) Scanning electron micrographs of PEDOT. (b) Two-point probe I–V curves
from different gold-coated needle combinations of 2 mm separation (c) Four-point probe
measurement I–V curves and sheet resistances conducted by our probe station and a
commercial four-point probe station.
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An I–V curve Figure 6.1b is a plot of a current sweep versus corresponding voltages; the
I–V curve for an ideal conductor is a straight line because the resistance between two
terminals is independent of current or voltage i.e., the resistivity of the material is an
intrinsic property. However, for some semiconductors, the I–V curve is not a straight
line,15 the resistance changes over potential difference and so does the resistivity of the
material. The rise and fall in resistivity indicates that the charge carrier concentration
changes with respect to the amount of current applied. An I–V curve provides valuable
information about the mobility and number of charge carriers in a material.20 One of the
drawbacks of the two-point probe technique is that a significant amount of current flows
through the two probes sensing voltage, causing additional resistance from the leads and
contacts.21
The four-point probe system, as the name suggests, applies four probes to a sample, where
two probes inject current and the other two measure voltage.14 Separating current injection
and voltage measurement eliminates contact resistance because the two probes that sense
voltage, draw little current. Commonly used four-point probes are collinear method where
four probes are arranged equidistantly in a line. When the probes make contact with the
sample, the current I passes between the two outer probes and the resulting voltage V is
measured across the inner two probes (Figure 6.1c). The resistivity is determined from
Equation (6.3) where f is a geometric factor.
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ρ=

V
tf
I

(6.3)

For samples possessing a dimension of much larger size than the probe separation and
a thin cross-sectional area sample, f =

π
ln 2 ;

this geometric factor is calculated based on

sample thickness, sample shape and probe spacing.16 In the van der Pauw technique the
position of the four probes that make contact with a sample are randomly selected as long
as they are small and located on the periphery of the sample. The advantage of the van
der Pauw technique is that the sample geometry does not matter, however it requires a
cross sectional uniform thickness and large spatial sample area.22 Two sets of experiments
lead to resistivity and Figure 6.1d shows current I1,2 applied between contacts 1 and 2,
as voltage is measured between contacts 3 and 4. Subsequently, current I2,3 is injected
between the other two adjacent contacts 2 and 3, and voltage is measured between the
other two contacts 1 and 4. The resistivity of a sample with thickness t is expressed as
Equation (6.4), where R a =

V3,4
I1,2

and Rb =

ρ=

V4,1
I2,3

πt R a + Rb
f
ln 2
2

The geometric factor f is expressed as Equation (6.5) where R f =
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(6.4)

Ra
Rb

for Equation (6.4).

exp
Rf − 1
f
=
arccosh
Rf + 1
ln 2
2

ln 2
f

(6.5)

In order to eliminate errors introduced by finite contact size and finite thickness, it is
recommended that the spacing between the probes be much larger than the contact area
between probe and sample.20

6.6

Student build & measurement time estimates

3D printing parts cost around 32 hours to finish utilizing a MakerGear M2 3D printer with
a 30% rectilinear infill and a printing speed of 3600 mm min-1 . The outline, solid infill and
support structure underspeed are set to be 60%, 80% and 80% respectively. Multiple parts
can be printed at the concurrently depending on printer build plate area. For example, the
front panel, top panel, middle panel and bottom panel were printed together during one
overnight print. If all the 3D printed parts are ready and other parts and tools are in handy,
an undergraduate student takes around 3 to 4 hours to finish the assembly.
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6.6.1

Station assembly

1. Soldering electrical wires on the circuit board and attaching it to the middle panel
takes 30 minutes. It may take a longer time for a student who has never used a
soldering iron;
2. Attaching the stepper motor and acme rods takes 10 minutes;
3. Attaching the rest of the panels takes 20 minutes.
4. Attaching bearings and acme nuts takes 20 minutes.

6.6.2

Probe head assembly

1. Electroplating nickel onto copper foils takes 1 hour from setting up the instrument to
finishing electroplating; (This is an optional step)
2. Attaching (nickel plated) copper foil tape to the probe head takes 15 minutes;
3. Soldering test lead wires on takes 30 minutes; This part needs great care, otherwise if
the grooves are melted, the probe head needs to be reprinted;
4. Attaching rubber foil and spring to trigger takes 5 minutes.
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6.6.3

Probe station assembly

1. Assembling test leads takes 15 minutes;
2. Assembling all three parts takes 15 minutes;
3. Placing tapestry needles in place and test their ability to drop take 5 minutes

6.6.4

Power and software setup

1. This step usually takes less than 15 minutes to load the codes and test the controlling
of probe head movement using the attached the code. However, if self-programming
is wanted, then the time for this step might increase.

6.6.5

Electrical measurements

We asked 5 undergraduate students to do the collinear four-point probe measurements on
different samples. They used around 15 minutes on average to make electrical conductivity
measurements from both the commercial 4-point probe station and this 3D printed 4-point
probe station on one sample. The conductivity measurements and calculations were done
using Table 6.1.
The steps are:
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• Cut a piece of sample into rectangular shape and measure the length a and width d
(or the diameter d if circular shape) in centimeters (see Figure 6.7). Enter these and
all following measurements in to Table 6.2.
• Measure the thickness of the sample (t) in centimeters.
• Put the sample piece on the probe station and make stable contact between probes
(tapestry needles in 3D printed 4-point probe) and the sample.
• Set the appropriate current‡ and get multiple (10 in this experiments) resistance
values using Source Measure Unit.
• Calculate the average resistance value Rmean .
• Measure the probe spacing s of the probe station in centimeters and look up the
geometric correction factor f in Table 6.1.
• Calculate sheet resistance (ρs )

ρs = Rmean × f

• Calculate conductivity (σ)
σ=

‡ Materials

1
ρs × t

with a low resistance (such as gold or aluminum) may require a higher current output. Resistive
materials and semiconductors should use a low current output (sometimes < 1 µA for better resolution.)23
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† d/s

‡

a/d = 1

a/d = 2

a/d = 3

a/d = 4

1.0

0.9988

0.9994

1.25

1.2647

1.2248

1.5

1.4788

1.4893

1.4893

1.75

1.7196

1.7238

1.7238

2.0

1.9454

1.9475

1.9475

2.5

2.3532

2.3541

2.3541

3.0

2.2662

2.4575

2.7000

2.7005

2.7005

4.0

2.9289

3.1137

3.2246

3.2248

3.2248

5.0

3.3625

3.5098

3.5749

3.5750

3.5750

7.5

3.9273

4.0095

4.0361

4.0362

4.0362

10.0

4.1716

4.2209

4.2357

4.2357

4.2357

15.0

4.3646

4.882

4.3947

4.3947

4.3947

20.0

4.4364

4.4516

4.4553

4.4553

4.4553

40.0

4.5076

4.5120

4.5129

4.5129

4.5129

∞

4.5324

4.5324

4.5324

4.5325

4.5324

† For

rectangles, calculate the ratio of d to s (if sample is much larger than probe spacing, then
d/s = ∞.) Then, follow that row to the appropriate ratio of a/d, where d is the length
perpendicular to s. ‡ Correction factors for circular samples. A circle with a diameter 3.0× larger
than probe spacing s has a correction factor f of 2.662.
Table 6.1: Correction value f for different ratios of sample dimension d and probe spacing
s.16
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circular samples
probes

rectangular samples

s

d

s
d

a

Figure 6.7: Geometry of samples and variables to measure for calculation of four-point
conductivity.16

Sample

d [cm]

s [cm]

† Geometric

t [cm]

R [Ω]

Rmean [Ω]

f

†

ρs [Ω −1 ]

σ [S cm−1 ]

correction factor for d/s.16 See Table 6.1 and Figure 6.7.

Table 6.2: Sheet resistance measurement and conductivity calculation table.
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6.7

Synthesis & characterization of PEDOT

Freestanding nanofibrillar PEDOT films are synthesized using an evaporative vapor phase
polymerization technique.18 Polymerization is initiated when vapors of the monomer
2,3-ethylenedioxythiophene react with an aqueous droplet of the oxidant iron (III) chloride
at 130 ◦ C. Controlling the rate of evaporation of this aqueous droplet provides kinetic
control of polymer nucleation, nanostructure formation, and doping levels resulting in
a freestanding nanofibrillar film of PEDOT. The conductivity of a conducting polymer
is useful in determining the doping state of the material, as well as the overall quality
and purity of the polymer network. Figure 6.8 shows three PEDOT samples. Directly
after synthesis (unwashed), the film is conductive but behaves non-Ohmically, owing to
embedded excess oxidant salt crystallites which are resistive. This film can be dedoped by
exposing it with NH3 vapors, which drastically decreases the conductivity. After washing
the film in 6 M HCl, the film behaves ohmically for this potential range due to its high
conductivity.
The morphology of this polymer is characterized by high aspect ratio nanofibers as demonstrated by scanning electron microscopy (Figure 6.9a,b). A low resolution top view image
(Figure 6.9a) reveals a high packing density of the polymer micro and nanofibers. The
observed directional growth of the nanofibers (Figure 6.9b) is due to an underlying iron
scaffold; we confirm the chemical composition of the polymer via energy dispersive spectroscopy maps (Figure 6.9c-f). A polymer freestanding film is rigorously purified using
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-100

Figure 6.8: I–V curves for unwashed, NH3 exposed, and HCl washed PEDOT films.
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alternating washes of aqueous 6 M HCl and methanol in order to remove this underlying
reduced iron scaffold. After removal of the scaffold, the morphology is characterized
by a high packing density of nanofibers as demonstrated by secondary electron image
(Figure 6.9c).
Elemental concentration and atomic environment of carbon, oxygen, and sulfur in assynthesized PEDOT nanofibers (not purified), studied via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, confirms the correct backbone structure (Figure 6.9d-f). A survey scan confirms
the presence of both iron and chlorine as well as a C:O ratio of 6.70, a value that closely
matches with the expected ratio of 6.029; this minor discrepancy is likely due to adventitious surface carbon (Figure 6.9g). High resolution analysis of C1s, O1s and S2p provides
core level spectra and indicates accurate bonding environment of C, O and S in nanofibrillar PEDOT sample (Figure 6.9h-j).24 Analysis was performed using FEI Nova Nano SEM
230 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope, equipped with an EDS detector. The
EDS maps were collected using a 10.5 keV accelerating voltage. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy analysis was carried out using Al Kα X-ray source from Physical Electronics, 5000
VersaProbe II Scanning Microprobe system. Samples were dried inside a desiccator and
stored in air-free environment before characterizations as the PEDOT films are hydrophilic.
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Figure 6.9: Study of morphology, atomic composition and conformation of evaporative
vapor phase deposited PEDOT. (a) Top view scanning electron micrographs show onedimensional morphology characterized by high packing density of high aspect ratio microand nanofibers. (b) High resolution scanning electron micrograph shows stacks of fibers.
(c) A secondary electron micrograph image shows retention of nanofibrillar architecture
after purification washes using 6 M HCl and methanol. This step results in complete
removal of the underlying iron scaffold. (d-f) Energy dispersive spectroscopy elemental
maps show the correct atomic composition. (g) Chemical composition is quantitatively
determined using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of as-synthesized PEDOT nanofibers
(before purification). The high-resolution peaks for (h) O1s, (i) C1s and (j) S2p show the
accurate bonding environment in a PEDOT polymer backbone.
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6.8

Conclusion

The robust and simple design as well as the open source nature of our 3D printed probe
station allows for rapid modifications enabling exploration of fundamental scientific
engineering and charge transport concepts. For example, our design for the needle housing,
if expanded, would enable measuring large sample sizes. Integration of a piezoelectric
sensor under the sample loading area would also allow concurrent measurements of
pressure versus resistance. The z-axis stepper motor, if wired with integrated circuits,
would obviate the need for a computer and increase portability. Lastly, using gold or
platinum foil as well as rectangular needle, would increase contact surface area, lower
internal resistance, and lead to higher accuracy.
Overall, our convertible two and four-point probe station is a versatile and bench top
instrument that is cost accessible and easily built allowing students and researchers make
reliable two and four-point probe resistance measurements to determine the electrical
properties of various materials.
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Chapter 7

Advances in conducting polymers for
energy storage†

7.1

Introduction

This chapter addresses fundamental chemistries responsible for attaining high energy
storage metrics and draws correlations between conducting polymer structure and physical properties deterministic of electrochemical capacitor performance. Energy storage
mechanisms are examined in terms of polymer structure, doping, and the nature of the
electrolyte. Overarching relationships between the chemistry of conducting polymers, their
performance as active electrochemical electrodes, and the structure-property dependencies

† Adapted

in part with permission from Bryan, A. M. et al. Conducting Polymers for Pseudocapacitive
Energy Storage. Chemistry of Materials 2016, 28, 5989–5998 (L.M.S. as equally contributing first author) and
Santino, L. M.; D’Arcy, J. M. In Handbook of conducting polymers, 2018
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that afford extensive control for optimizing devices are elucidated. At the core of this
compendium is the synthesis and processing of soft organic semiconducting nanostructures that, when engineered into electrochemical capacitors, result in devices characterized
by high energy and power densities, electrochemical stability, and extended cyclability.
This work surveys synthetic approaches to nanostructures that increase free volume in
the electrode architecture, enhance crystallinity of low dimensional materials, and abate
detrimental mechanical strains during charging and discharging cycles. Here we address
a diverse and expanding spectrum of nanoscale materials; this abundance of conducting
polymer nanostructures foments development of hierarchical electrodes that enhance
rates of charge transfer. Processing strategies for polymer nanostructures are discussed to
illustrate the evolution and applications of cutting-edge porous electrodes possessing low
tortuosity and robust percolation networks. Intrinsic challenges in conducting polymer
chemistry such as stable deep doping states, metallic conductivity coupled with high ionic
conductivity, and scalable processing of crystalline materials are addressed as important
targets of opportunity for advancing electrochemical capacitors. We conclude with both
an analysis of salient state-of-the-art examples that facilitate fundamental understanding
of complex interactions during the operation of an electrochemical capacitor, as well as a
discussion of the intrinsic advantages of p-type and n-type organic semiconductors serving
as active electrochemical electrodes.
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7.2

Improving polymer-based ECs

Achieving high doping levels requires a strong electron affinity of dopant ions.3 For
example, polypyrrole has a doping range of 20 to 40 mol% depending on the counter ion
and synthetic conditions used.4 Conducting polymer doping levels are typically less than
one dopant per polymer unit, and are dictated by how closely charge islands can be spaced
along the conjugated chain.5 Counter ions have a significant effect on the electrochemical
performance of conducting polymers.6 In PPy nanocomplexes in situ doping is controlled
with binary acid mixtures (HClO4 :HCl). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy shows that a
4:6 ratio leads to a high doping percentage of 32.8% that results in high conductivity. The
high diffusibility of Cl− leads to a less tortuous path while ClO4− acts as a strong surface
dopant. Together, they maximize redox mechanisms and improve capacitance.7
Understanding that a high doping level does not translate into high conductivity regardless of the high carrier density in a material is of central importance for making better
materials.8 Carrier mobility (µ) is an equally important factor; poor charge carrier mobility
leads to insulating behavior that stifles charging and discharging cycles i.e. nullifies the
capacitance of an electrochemical cell. Charges must travel along (intrachain mobility) and
between (interchain mobility) conducting polymer chains. Facile intrachain mobility is
promoted by the conjugated sp2 carbon system that creates a resonance stabilized delocalized π system along the polymer backbone by which the charge carriers freely move along
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the chain.5,9–11 Conjugation also facilitates interchain charge mobility by encouraging π-π*
stacking between chains in the bulk material.12–14
Conducting polymers do have band gaps yet classical doping theory for inorganic semiconductors fails to describe their conductivity accurately.15 The band gap of undoped
PEDOT is 1.64 eV,16 and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy shows that fermi levels for
tosylate doped PEDOT shift into the valence band thereby imparting a metallic behavior.17
These numbers correlate with a 20.6% doping efficiency for the lightly tosylate doped
PEDOT and 41.5% for the heavily doped sample. Crystal structures of PEDOT lead to

≈ 40% maximum doping efficiency.3 The charge density at equilibrium is one extra positive
charge extended over three EDOT monomer units i.e., a 33% doping level.18
Conducting polymers can assemble via either chain-growth polymerization4 or stepgrowth polymerization.19 Three general steps are involved: 1) monomers form radical
cations via reaction with an oxidant, or in the presence of an applied potential,9,16,20 2) the
radical cations dimerize then undergo deprotonation, and 3) subsequent stepwise reactions
with the oxidant and radical cationic monomers propagate the chain.16,20,21 Nanostructure
formation is easily implemented – co-monomers play the role of soft templates that lead to
nanoparticles of poly(pyrrole-co-o-toluidine) during in situ segregation of hydrophobic
monomer cores and hydrophilic –NH2 groups. Nanoparticles exhibit a capacitance of
310 F g−1 at 25 mV s−1 vs. 200 F g−1 for PPy, and 290 F g−1 at 2 A g−1 with energy density
of 40.2 Wh kg−1 and power density of 1196 W kg−1 after 1000 cycles.22
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Scheme 8 shows that pyrrole’s polymerization is catalyzed by acids, which protonate
the ring at either the α, β or N positions, breaking aromaticity and facilitating oxidation
to a radical cation. The radical cation then reacts with monomer molecules through a
chain-growth mechanism. Eventually, as monomer concentration decreases, two radical
cations in solution terminate and halt polymerization.23
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Scheme 8: Chain polymerization mechanism of pyrrole, catalyzed by the presence of an
acid.a
a The

radical cation does not favor termination with another radical cation until all monomer is consumed.24

7.2.1

Kinetics

When charging and discharging a pseudocapacitor, counter ions must be able to intercalate
and deintercalate in order to perform fast redox reactions and counterbalance the charge
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generated on the polymer electrode.25 High conductivity in a conducting polymer and
low internal cell resistance are paramount to fast kinetics. A polymer such as PPy is
characterized by a high energy density (400 – 500 F cm−3 ) and tightly packed polymer
chains in the solid-state;5 albeit, too high of a packing density adversely limits electrolyte
accessibility and reduces capacitance.26 Chain length has a tremendous impact on mobility; the longer the polymer chains, the greater the degree of π-delocalization in the
system and opportunities for π-π* stacking.13,27 Controlling chain length also minimizes
hopping.4,28 Chain alignment leads to enhanced conductivities in crystalline, spun or mechanically stretched materials.8,29 Studies have experimentally determined that chemical
and structural defects such as branching, crosslinking,30 and chain inhomogeneity lead
to poor conductivity and capacitance.4,9,14,31,32 For example, para-directed synthesis that
discourages side reactions in the polymerization of polyaniline, such as ortho-coupling and
Michael reductive addition, leads to superior conductivity.33 Hence, increasing the degree
of crystallinity and chain alignment, and producing a defect free, homogeneous long chain
polymer results in superior pseudocapacitance.8
The crystal structures of doped and undoped PEDOT illustrate the interrelation between
chain alignment and charge mobility. Crystalline undoped PEDOT is monoclinic with
polymer chains extending along the b axis and π-π stacking parallel to the c axis,34 whereas
doped PEDOT crystallizes in the orthorhombic system and forms lamellar structures
along the a axis with dopant ions between the PEDOT stacks. This observation has been
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documented with tosylate,34 PF6− ,35 ClO4− ,36 OTF and other dopant ions37 including PSS.38
Brédas et al. first calculated the orientation of tosylate ions within PEDOT,39 followed by
optimization of both lattice parameters and ionic positions.3 Doping PEDOT decreases
its π-π stacking distance to 3.37 Å from 3.52 Å (undoped) thereby enhancing interchain
charge mobility. Doping also promotes quinoid-like structures in doped PEDOT chains
that prefer more rigid, planar chain orientation.3 Undoped PEDOT is characterized by
folded chains that act as shorts stifling charge carrier mobility,13 and sterically prevent π-π
stacking within and between chains.4
Control of pore structure is a promising area of research for inducing high surface area
and inducing facile kinetics.40 One synthetic strategy introduces thermally decomposing
compounds such as benzoyl peroxide, azoisobutyronitrile, and ammonium bicarbonate
into the conducting polymer as porogens. Heating controls the rate of decomposition
and the pore structure. Porous PANi is more capacitive than solid PANi, exhibits a more
rectangular shaped cyclic voltammogram, and a lower internal resistance.33
Another versatile area for improving kinetics is self-doping via layer-by-layer assembly
of alternating poly(o-methoxyaniline) and poly(3-thiophene acetic acid) films. The rate
of counter ion accessibility is enhanced in this architecture compared to that of cast films
because each bilayer acts as a fully independent active redox polymer unit. Capacitance
increases linearly with number of bilayers (55 F g−1 for 48 bilayers to 140 F g−1 for 112
bilayers) as opposed to the nearly constant capacitance in cast films.25
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7.2.2

Cyclability

The ideal conducting polymer pseudocapacitor is able to undergo hundreds of thousands
of charge/discharge cycles with neither chemical nor physical degradation. There are
several causes for low cycling stability in conducting polymer pseudocapacitors. The
adherence of a polymer to a current collector has been shown to greatly affect cycling
stability. For example, depositing polypyrrole on a functionalized exfoliated graphite
surface increases adherence and leads to 97% capacitance retention after 10 000 cycles at
6 A g−1 .41 Poor cyclability and large leakage current are major obstacles for industry.42
Degradation in device performance after extensive number of charge/discharge cycles is
indicative of possible structural deterioration at the molecular scale (polymer composition,
conformation, and chain alignment) or at the nanoscale (hierarchical architecture and
morphology).5,40
The electrolyte is an important factor in cycling stability. In aqueous electrolytes, the
voltage window is generally limited to less than 1 V due to the evolution of hydrogen
and oxygen at low and high potentials, leading to rapid device breakdown.43 Smaller
electrolyte ions can afford longer lifetimes as demonstrated in PPy by a 92.0% capacitance
retention after 10 000 cycles at 1 A g−1 .44 Cycling leads to the flow of electrolyte counter
ions in and out of the polymer matrix which is necessary for balancing the charge on a
doped backbone.5,45 This repetitive flow of ions results in physical swelling and shrinking
of a material’s lattice, and eventually collapses ion flow channels, breaks apart polymer
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chains, and generally destroys the fundamental mechanisms for conducting and storing
charge.5,33,42,45–48 In batteries, this phenomenon is much more pronounced, as ions intercalate into the bulk of the redox active material, causing cracking and a relatively low
cyclability. Utilizing silicon nanowires versus bulk silicon as a lithium ion battery anode
has been shown to vastly improve cycling stability.49 Similarly, in conducting polymer electrochemical capacitors, focusing on creating nanostructures that allow for higher surface
area can afford longer lifetimes.
A major benefit of conducting polymers is that they can be formed into high surface area
nanostructured electrodes in situ, whereas activated carbon electrodes are often processed
by creating a slurry with a solvent and inert binding material. Thus, nanostructuring
can often be achieved in a single synthetic step with very little processing. Polymerizing
PPy inside of layered titanium carbide can create segregated regions of polypyrrole that
counteract swelling between the chains, resulting in a 92% capacitance retention after 25 000
cycles at 100 mV s−1 .50 Inflexible architectures place added stress on the system by inducing
electrostatic repulsion within the lattice and restricting ion size; these constructs tend to
fracture at high cycling rates.29 Counteracting the detrimental effects of volume expansion
is also overcome using a copolymer such as BEDOT-BT (5.5’-bis(2,3-dihydrothieno[3,4b][1,4]dioxin-5yl)-2,2’-bithiophene). Highly flexible PBEDOT-BT chains contribute to
capacitance retention (71% after 1000 cycles at 7.5 A g−1 ) by counteracting stretching
and deformation.51 Power capability and cyclability can also be increased by altering
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conducting polymer based device geometry, as in the case of microsupercapacitor (MSC)
fabrication. These could replace electrolytic capacitors in high-rate applications such as
AC-line filtering, benefitting from the higher energy density and flexibility of conducting
polymers.52–54
Improving cyclability and electrochemical stability requires mechanically robust electrodes
and flexible architectures; this is achieved in a conductive hybrid hydrogel network with
stability of up to 35 000 cycles at 8 A g−1 current density and 92% capacitance retention.
The redox polymer is embedded in a host phase that imparts remarkable molecular and
structural stability.42
Extended cyclability can also be imparted by depositing a thin carbonaceous shell onto
the conducting polymer electrode; this physical buffer suppresses structural deformation
during cycling and leads to 95% capacitance retention for PANi and 85% for PPy electrodes
after 10 000 cycles.47 Many studies report high gravimetric capacitance utilizing conducting
polymer modified coral-like monolithic carbon55 and chelating dopants (451 F g−1 for
PPy).56 An opposite polarized electrode geometry in an asymmetric device leads to 80%
retention after 10 000 cycles at 2 mA cm−2 .57 Exceptional cycling stability is exhibited in
one-step electropolymerized polypyrrole,45 reaching hundreds of thousands of cycles in an
8-month extended aging test. Electropolymerized PPy doped with p-toluenesulfonic acid
exhibits a >97%, 91%, 86% and 50% capacitance retention at 3 A g−1 after 15 000, 50 000,
100 000 and 250 000 cycles, respectively.
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7.2.3

Morphology

Nanostructures enhance free volume, accessible surface area, and redox chemistry by
promoting ion sorption and desorption at electrode/electrolyte interface.58,59 Low dimensional conducting polymers afford short path lengths for rapid ion transport and are
synthesized via chemistries that control chain alignment and crystallinity.3,9,60
Well-ordered nanowires and nanotube array with uniform structure, high porosity and
large surface area improve capacitance and enhance charge/discharge rates in mesoporous
electrodes due to rapid ion diffusion.29,58,60,61 PPy nanowire arrays improve stability
during charging/discharging cycles and achieve up to 566 F g−1 and 259 F g−1 at 1.1 A g−1
and 13.75 A g−1 , respectively, which is 1.3 – 1.5 times higher non-nanostructured smooth
films.62 Various sized interconnected porous networks also facilitate ion accessibility into
the matrix of the material;58 larger pores for electrolyte diffusion and smaller ones for
exposing redox active sites.29 Porosity is essential for solvent diffusion and has a large
effect on capacitance,63 surface area and nanoscale structures allow for shorter diffusion
length and easy access to redox sites.29
Ion accessibility is maximized using a highly porous, amphiphilic and pH responsive αcyclodextrin polyacrylamide hydrogel that facilitates electrolyte ion diffusion and mitigates
stress from volume changes during charge/discharge cycles. Specific capacitances of the
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stretched (315 F g−1 ), folded (301 F g−1 ) and original states (304 F g−1 ) are based on the dry
weight of active mass PANi and remain capacitive at a high charging density of 8 A g−1 .42
Other complex architectures, such as multi-leveled hierarchical structures, maximize the
free volume of an electrode. For example, unlike nanofibers, the nanotubular morphology
of PPy promotes bidirectional access to the active electrode surface, facilitates electron/ion
kinetics, and enhances transport.64 A high electrode surface area in PANi nanobelt structures leads to a specific capacitance of 873 F g−1 at 10 mV s−1 .65
The concentration of a doping species directs structure whereby a 5:1 pyrrole to phytic
acid ratio leads to crosslinking and hollow nanospheres that exhibit superior rate during
electrochemical cycling.66 Crosslinking phytic acid affords a porous electrode via largescale in situ synthesis of PANi/cellulose microspheres where phytic acid dopes and bridges
cellulose and PANi via hydrogen bonding. Enhanced ion permeability and diffusion
delivers a capacitance of 314 F g−1 at 2 mV s−1 with ≈ 100% capacitance retention over
12 000 cycles; a symmetric device has an energy density of 5.8 Wh kg−1 and a power
density of 130 W kg−1 .67 Doping levels are studied using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS)7,64 while crystallographic data correlates doping and charge carriers at the molecular
level.3
Mixed oxidant and dopant systems can afford interconnected fibers and mesoporous
structures for higher energy and power densities.68 Nanofibrillar PPy nanocomplexes form
during in situ polymerization using HCl and HClO4 acids. The greater charge density
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of HClO4 leads to nanostructures that avoid agglomeration due to Brownian motion.7
Doping ratio leads to PANi nanotubes when a 1:4 malic acid to aniline ratio is utilized; the
two hydrophilic –COOH end groups participate in H-bonding that controls tube diameter
between 130 and 250 nm.69 Mixed dopant systems lead to PANi interconnected fibers and
a capacitance of 350 F g−1 .69 A two-dimensional dopant such as copper phthalocyanine3,4’,4”,4”’-tetrasulfonic acid tetrasodium salt (CuPcTs) dopes PPy, forms interconnected
porous mats of nanofibers, and leads to interchain charge transport and chain alignment
that reduces resistance and results in superior capacitance vs. granular PPy (400 F g−1 at
0.2 A g−1 vs. 232 F g−1 ).70
Our own work with conducting polymers shows that an oxidizing salt such as FeCl3 also
serves as a structure directing agent during nanostructure deposition from the vapor-phase
(Figure 1.9). In evaporative vapor-phase polymerization (EVPP), heating of an aqueous
ferric chloride droplet in the presence of monomer vapors leads to polymerization. This
process is concomitant with droplet evaporation, reduction of ferric chloride to ferrous
chloride, and precipitation of oxidant microcrystals. These oxidant crystallites direct
structure and result in PEDOT nanofibers with a conductivity of 130 S cm−1 . A 20 µm
thick nanofibrillar film of high aspect ratio structures exhibits a specific capacitance of
160 F g−1 at 1 A g−1 current density and 92% capacitance retention after 10 000 cycles.61
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Figure 7.1: Control of polymerization conditions leads to molecular ordering of CP
electrodes. a) In chemical synthesis (solution phase), low concentration of reactants forces
preferential deposition of polymer on the substrate with directional growth, netting a high
aspect ratio architecture beneficial to charge storage. Using too high a concentration of
reactants results in disordered nuclei forming in solution, reducing electrode performance.
(b) If the oxidant and monomer solutions are immiscible, polymerization will be restricted
to their interface, lowering reaction kinetics. CP films synthesized interfacially show a
high crystallinity, conductivity, and capacitance.

7.3

Advances in synthesis & processing of conducting polymers for energy storage

7.3.1

Solution-based chemical polymerization

Solution-based chemical polymerization refers to mixing oxidant and monomer in solution;
this method is simple and results in bulk quantities of solution-processable active material
with minimal effort. A purification step, commonly carried out via filtration, centrifugation or dialysis, is often required to remove excess oxidant, monomer and reaction
side-products. This ensures a stable and reversible charge storage performance during
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electrochemical testing of a conducting polymer electrode. Solid-state polymer powder
samples can also be obtained by filtration or lyophilization protocols; these powders are
processable, similar to activated carbon.
Direct deposition of CPs onto substrates and current collectors remains a challenge in
solution-based chemical polymerization. It has been shown that immersing a substrate in
a dilute mixture of oxidant and monomer solution results in fast nucleation of polymer
on solid surfaces, favoring CP growth on the substrate.71 Lowering reagent concentration
slows down the polymerization speed, resulting in oriented nano and micro-morphologies.
An array of needle-like PANi nanowires is synthesized on graphitized carbon fiber by
immersing the substrate in a mixed solution of ammonium persulfate (oxidant) and
aniline (monomer); the length of a nanowire increases with aniline concentration. The
nanowires become disordered when aniline concentration exceeds 0.3 M, attributed to a
high concentration of PANi nuclei in solution (Figure 7.1a).72 Variability in PANi nanowire
length and degree of alignment affects the charge storage ability i.e., short nanowires
synthesized from 0.1 M aniline possess a capacitance of 546 F g−1 , longer nanowires from
0.3 M aniline reach 976.5 F g−1 , and disordered PANi nanowires (0.5 M aniline) show
a capacitance of 573.5 F g−1 . Aligned high aspect ratio nanowires exhibit the highest
performance due to well-defined ion diffusion channels that result in high capacitance and
high charging rate electrodes for ECs.72
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Figure 7.2: Size controllable CP colloidal synthesis is a promising direction to explore,
as a highly conductive electrode self-assembles with ordered pores that accommodate a
large volume of ions with short diffusion paths, optimum for high energy density and
power density ECs.

Another strategy for coating substrates from solution is to apply reagents directly on a
substrate. For example, alternating coats of immiscible oxidant and monomer solutions
on flexible cellulose paper confine polymerization at the monomer/oxidant interface,
slow the rate of polymer growth, and lead to an ordered CP molecular packing that
enhances the conductivity of the electrode. This interfacially synthesized PEDOT is characterized by high crystallinity and high electrical conductivity (375 S cm−1 ), whereas similar
monophasic solution-based PEDOT exhibits lower conductivity (30 S cm−1 ) (Figure 7.1b).
A capacitance of 115 F g−1 coupled with electrochemical stability even after 4000 bending
cycles, makes this EC an ideal example of a flexible device.73
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Size and shape controllable syntheses create CP nanoparticles that serve as building blocks
for EC electrodes. When particles are of a monodispersed spherical shape, their selfassembly will result in an electrode consisting of close-packed microspheres on a substrate.
The close-packed architecture presents a high electrical conductivity derived from many
contact points between neighboring spheres. Ordered microporous vacancies between the
spheres facilitate ion migration, and lead to high energy, power and rate EC electrodes
(Figure 7.2).74 Theoretically, the smaller the particles are, the higher the surface area should
be, however, a recent study shows that small spherical CP particles lack sufficient charge
carriers to serve as active material in an EC electrode. Moderate sized (80 nm) particles
lead to ECs with the highest specific capacitance.75 Optimized particle size and shape with
refined self-assembly conditions will lead to solution processable, high performance EC
electrodes ready for commercialization.

7.3.2

Electrochemical polymerization

Electrochemical polymerization of CPs, first reported in 1979,76 allows for fine control
of synthetic parameters rather than relying on limited oxidation potentials and chemical
oxidants. Typically, a potentiostat is programmed to pulse current and cycle through
potentials, leading to a broad variety of polymer nano/microstructures and molecular
packing. There are several challenges in the electropolymerization of high performance
CP electrodes for ECs requiring careful optimization of reaction conditions. Uncontrolled
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Figure 7.3: a) In electrochemical synthesis, low current results in aligned CP fibers; high
current leads to a thick, featureless film due to uncontrolled reaction kinetics. The aligned
conformation exhibits higher performance due to its superior structure promoting ion
accommodation. b) Pulsed potential in electrochemical polymerization significantly
reduces the defects on polymer chains due to constrained reaction speed, increasing
conjugation length, and enhancing specific capacitance.

electrochemical polymerization of CPs, as in solution-based chemical polymerization,
commonly leads to dense films that block ion diffusion pathways.77,78 Electrochemical
polymerization is a surface localized process and as the thickness of a deposited conducing
polymer film grows, its molecular structure changes due to increased electrode resistance
and hindered ion migration; unregulated polymer growth also leads to a high concentration of defects, hindering conductivity.79,80 Electrochemical oxidation requires a working
electrode typically coupled to a conducting current collector that pulls electrons away
from a monomer in solution. Deposition of CPs on insulating substrates is also important
for developing flexible and transparent EC electrodes and is carried out electrochemically
by pre-patterning of a substrate with a conductive coating, albeit at a high cost.79
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The nano or microscale morphology of an electropolymerized CP is controlled by polymerization kinetics in situ during synthesis using an applied voltage and/or current; this
method is versatile and enables the synthesis of a plethora of template-free nanoscale morphologies.79 For example, an array of vertically aligned polyaniline (PANi) nanowires of
50 nm in diameter is synthesized galvanostatically using a constant current. Initial polymer
nucleation minimizes interfacial surface energy as monomer radicals nucleate repeatedly
on a surface site resulting in preferential directional growth, whereas uncontrolled reaction
kinetics result in a disordered dense polymer architecture via a branched growth process.71
Aligned nanowires (Figure 7.3a) provide a short ion diffusion path and a large accessible
surface area resulting in ECs with a specific capacitance of 950 F g−1 at 1 A g−1 ; this pure
PANi electrode also exhibits a high rate capability with an 82% capacitance retention at
40 A g−1 .
Direct on/off switching of polymerization with pulses of current further steers polymer
chain alignment and packing, leading to CPs with high conjugation length and low
defects. Decreasing the current pulse time from 50 ms to 5 ms leads to a near doubling of
electrode specific capacitance at 1100 F g−1 . Shorter pulse times lead to CP electrodes with
a low density of backbone defects like carbonyl groups and high electronic conductivity.
Carbonyl bonds are due to oxidation of hydroxyl groups at the β position of pyrrole,
as water molecules react with monomer radicals. Short pulses suppress the kinetics
of this process and minimize defect density in the final molecular structure. A longer
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Figure 7.4: Atomic force microscope (AFM) based electrochemical synthesis. A pulsed
potential is applied to the conductive tip, guiding the polymer formation in an electrolyte.
This method has high resolution in 3-dimensions, ideal for design and fabrication of a
hierarchical EC electrode.

pulse-off interval (∼100 ms) allows the growing polymer chains to relax in the direction
of conjugation before further growth, leading to ordered films with high conjugation
length (Figure 7.3b). ECs made from pulse electropolymerized PPy films demonstrate
a high capacitance of 400 F g−1 with a charging/discharging stability of 10 000 cycles at
5 mA cm−2 .80
Electrochemical polymerization also offers precise deposition and simultaneous patterning of a polymer architecture via Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) using a cantilever tip
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as working electrode and a gold coated-counter electrode.79 Polymer growth at the electrolyte/substrate interface occurs when a substrate is immersed in an electrolyte containing
monomer and a pulse of current is applied to the cantilever. The small dimension of the
tip provides highly localized current for polymerization. An ultrashort pulsing of current
is essential in achieving a well confined morphology because it limits current dispersion
(Figure 7.4). This technique offers excellent patterning in both lateral (353 – 3.37 nm) and
vertical dimensions (2.0 – 88.3 nm) and enables continuous fabrication of CP electrodes
with well controlled nano/micro architectures.81

7.3.3

Vapor-phase polymerization

Several synthetic methods fall under the umbrella of vapor-phase polymerization (VPP),
generally, involving the oxidative polymerization reaction between monomer vapor and
a chemical oxidant resulting in the deposition of a solid-state polymer film. Using a prepatterned oxidant-coated substrate is a particularly successful form of VPP that leads to
PEDOT films of high electrical conductivity when additives such as base inhibiters (pyridine) and triblock copolymers (PEG-PPG-PEG) are added to the oxidant; these species slow
down reaction kinetics and reduce acidic side reactions.82 Ultrahigh electronic conductivity
of 8797 S cm−1 (Figure 7.5a) has been reported for VPP-PEDOT single-crystal nanowires
deposited inside 10 nm deep channels that constrain polymer growth and plausibly slow
down reaction kinetics.8
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In traditional VPP the resulting CP film is typically a thin smooth layer deposited on a
substrate; this flat polymer architecture results in a low areal energy density not favorable
for standard ECs,82 albeit favorable for in-plane microsupercapacitors. To increase areal
energy density, oxidant is commonly applied directly on a porous substrate of high surface
area, this strategy aims to produce a conformal polymer coating that increases material
utilization yield.
Our own efforts in this field have produced one-dimensional nanostructures via evaporative vapor phase polymerization without the use of templates leading to nanofibrillar
electrodes that increase areal and gravimetric energy density.
This strategy is rapid and occurs when monomer vapor reacts with a heated droplet of an
aqueous solution of iron(III) chloride; as the droplet evaporates, a freestanding disc-shaped
PEDOT film deposits. This film is characterized by a nanofibrillar architecture (Figure 7.5b)
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and electrical conductivity of 130 S cm−1 ; deposition of on carbon fiber paper current
collectors enables fabrication of ECs with a capacitance of 160 F g−1 at 1 A g−1 . Increasing
the current density 1000-fold results in 9% loss of capacitance—this minimal loss is due
to a nanofibrillar morphology that maximizes free volume of the electrode architecture
thus enhancing ionic conductivity and resulting in a high rate capability.61 Polypyrrole
nanofibers deposit possessing similar morphology under these conditions.83 Evaporative
vapor phase polymerization also grafts PEDOT nanofibers on aromatic rings present on the
carbon-based current collector’s graphitic surface. This is accomplished via Friedel-Crafts
alkylation during in situ vapor phase polymerization, using nitromethane as a catalyst
activator and FeCl3 Friedel-Crafts as catalyst; grafting imparts outstanding electrochemical
stability and contributes to a capacitance retention of 90% after 350 000 cycles.84

7.3.4

Summary

The electrical conductivity of a CP, controlled via crystal structure, solid-state packing,
conjugation length and doping levels, can be improved during synthesis, generally, by
slowing down polymerization rates. For example, during electrochemical polymerization,
lowering the magnitude of the applied current and concentration of chemical species
increases the packing order due to a polymer structure possessing few number of defects.
Using immiscible solvents and chemical inhibitors in chemical polymerization and vapor
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phase polymerization, respectively, lead to a high degree of crystallinity. This, in turn, facilitates intrachain, interchain and interdomain electronic transport and results in conductive
bulk electrodes.85
Ordered CP architectures with well-defined ion migration channels are ideal for high
energy density and high rate capability electrochemical electrodes. In solution-based
polymerization, a low concentration of monomer leads to a low polymerization rate that
favors ordered polymer nucleation and growth that enables template-free protocols for
producing nanostructured CPs.
These polymer architectures are readily applied in electrochemical capacitors due to their
high conductivity, ordered micro/nano morphologies, accessible surface area and robust
electrochemical stability.
Among various synthetic techniques, vapor phase polymerization is a promising route
for producing PEDOT electrodes for symmetric ECs reaching a 300 F g−1 capacitance.86
Polymerization rate controlled by mass transport of reactant vapors under steady state
kinetics results in high electronic conductivity. Our own investigations in this area are
focused at the interface between a resting oxidant liquid droplet and monomer vapor; we
envision precise deposition of CP hierarchical architectures using oxidant aerosols and a
modified 3D printer (Figure 7.6).
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7.4

Materials & device engineering

PEDOT and PANi based ECs exceed 100 000 cycles and exhibit a high capacitance retention84,87 thus serving as promising soft organic materials for developing stable electrochemical cells possessing extended shelve lives. This high cycling stability is achieved
by innovation in material synthesis and rational engineering. For example, ordered CP
nanostructures characterized by aligned polymer chains are ideal synthetic targets that
when directly grafted onto current collectors, result in efficient charge transport as well as
highly accessible surface area electrodes.

7.4.1

Types of electrochemical capacitors

A CP based electrochemical capacitor typically consists of two electrodes, anode and
cathode,88 that undergo fast redox reactions within a controlled potential window while
immersed in an electrolyte. A CP that attains stability in positively charged oxidized state
is p-dopable, and conversely, n-dopable when stability is gained in a negatively charged
reduced state; most CPs are p-type solid-state organic semiconductors given that a negatively charged carbon backbone is highly reactive toward water and oxygen from ambient
atmosphere and electrolyte.89 Electrodes in CP based ECs are therefore usually categorized
as p-dopable or p/n dopable; based on the symmetry and doping mechanism of the two
electrodes, ECs are commonly segregated as Type I, Type II, Type III or Type IV devices.
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These four types of ECs have theoretical energy densities proportional to the maximum
extractable charge and highest achievable voltage window. A detailed explanation of types
of CP-based ECs can be found in the previous edition of this Handbook90 as well as in a
perspective recently published by our group.1 Briefly, a Type I EC contains two identical
p-dopable CP electrodes and the cell voltage is restricted to one of the electrode’s p-doping
potential window ( ∆V = 0.5 ∼ 0.75 V). Charging creates a neutral negative electrode and a
fully doped positive electrode; discharging brings both electrodes back to a partially doped
state. This releases only half of the total charge stored and thus restricts the energy density
of a Type I device. A Type II device utilizes two different types of p-dopable CP electrodes
e.g., PANi and PEDOT that offer complementary stable potential windows for increasing
both cell voltage ( ∆V = 1 – 1.25 V) and extractable charge resulting in high energy density.
Type III and Type IV ECs utilize ambipolar p/n electrodes where the negative electrode is
negatively doped, and the positive electrode is positively doped, this engineering strategy
expands the maximum charging voltage ( ∆V ∼3 V). Full discharging brings the device’s
electrodes to a neutral state and therefore Type III and IV devices often exhibit significantly
higher energy densities than Type I or Type II devices.91 Unlike a Type III device that uses
two identical p/n dopable CPs, a Type IV device combines two different p/n dopable
CPs. This results in two active materials, each with different stable potential window. In a
Type IV, polymers electrodes are selected that match the maximum voltage window for
an electrolyte; this idealized geometry leads to the highest energy density among all four
devices.90
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Type III and Type IV ECs are rarely reported due to a lack of stable n-dopable CPs. This
challenge, previously brought up in the last edition90 remains today a significant barrier
for advancing conducting polymer ECs.92,93 Many advances in n-doping of CP electrodes
have taken place over the last decade, however, Type III and Type IV ECs remain mostly
unexplored.94 The addition of an electron from a donating dopant leads to instability in
the CP conjugated backbone as this electron is readily lost in the presence of oxygen or
water given that it resides in a dopant band of higher energy level than the LUMOs of
ambient air (O2 and water) (Figure 7.7a).89 In ECs, aqueous electrolytes and air stability are
a major concern. An aqueous electrolyte is often favored over organics because it results
in a device possessing a low equivalent circuit resistance (ESR) originating from higher
ionic conductivity,95 moreover, water leads to a reduced cost in packaging and sealing due
to its non-flammable nature. Surprisingly, no water-stable n-dopable CP ECs have been
reported in the literature.
For a CP electrode to be stable in its n-doped state, electrons injected into the backbone
need to be stabilized by electron accepting groups.96 Some non-conjugated redox polymers have electron accepting groups that stabilize the negatively charged carbanion chain
from donating electrons to water and air by significantly lowering the polymer’s LUMO,
however, the lack of conjugation makes the use of these polymers difficult for high-power
energy storage. These suffer from a poor electronic conductivity that originates from discrete energy levels that localize charge in acceptor sites (Figure 7.7b). Combining the redox
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Figure 7.7: Stability of n-doped CPs. (a) CPs have conjugated backbones that enable
electronic conductivity due to a continuous conduction band arising from delocalized
charge, however, the higher LUMO causes electrons to be easily lost to ambient oxygen or
water, making n-doping unstable. (b) Redox polymers have redox sites that stabilize electrons, but the electron transfer is hindered due to non-conjugated bonding, which leads
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making stable n-dopable CP possible. (d) Alternating chain structure of acceptor and
donor CRPs. (e) Branched structure of acceptor and donor CRPs.
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active moieties with a conjugated backbones forms what is referred to as “conjugated redox
polymers” (Figure 7.7c). Lowering of polymer LUMO stabilizes n-doping and decreases
the band gap by increasing the HOMO due to electron richness, while charge transport
is facilitated by a continuous conduction band in the conjugated backbone.97 In organic
electrolytes, poly[N,N0 -bis(2-octyldodecyl)-1,4,5,8-naphthalenedicarboximide-2,6-diyl]-alt5,50 -(2,20 -bithiophene), shortened to P(NDI2OD-T2), is a polymer that presents stable and
reversible n-dopability at a high doping level while retaining 100% capacitance over 3000
cycles. Its structure is shown in Figure 7.8. Further investigation reveals that electron
accommodation on the redox groups has little effect on backbone electronic transport, suggesting great versatility in the continuous tuning of conjugated redox polymer structure
and performance.96 Alternating acceptor and donor units can also be incorporated in the
conjugated backbone imparting ambipolar character. During charging and discharging
cycles, the donor and acceptor units will stabilize and release charges on the backbone,
contributing to the energy storage and output.
Poly[6,60 -bis(ethylene-3,4-dioxythien-2-yl)]N,N0 -dialkylisoindigo (PBEDOT-iI) (Figure 7.9)
is an ambipolar conjugated redox polymer for a Type III device where if only the pdoping voltage window is utilized (0.5 – 0.75 V), a specific energy of 0.5 Wh kg−1 with 80%
retention over 10 000 cycles is obtained. On the other hand, when the operating voltage
is increased to 2.5 V, both electrodes become fully doped and the specific energy jumps
to 15 Wh kg−1 as both p- and n-doping potential windows are utilized. Electrochemical
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stability, however, is poor with a 50% capacitance loss within 100 cycles and nearly 100%
lost after 200 cycles.98 Another Type III EC based on poly(4Cz-4Cl-PBI) (Figure 7.10)
exhibits an energy density of 22.1 mWh cm−3 .93
Unfortunately, conjugated redox polymer-based ECs suffer from a low cyclability with
poor-reversible n-doping, even in organic electrolytes. During n-doping, these polymers
become less conductive than in their p-doped form, due to more delocalized electrons in
electron accepting groups. Some irreversibly trapped charges remain unreleased during
discharging due to poor electron transfer, this leads to degradation of device performance
in energy retention.92 One effective strategy to address this is by tuning the conformation
of the polymer chain with the spatial distribution of the redox active groups. The performance differences of conjugated redox polymer electrodes based on donor-acceptor-donor
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unbranched structures (Figure 7.7d) and branched structures (Figure 7.7e) are compared.
Branching shows a better cyclability with 8% retention over 2000 cycles (56% for linear
polymer). The branched structure possesses extended conjugation, a more open morphology and attains a high doping level, contributing to a high conductivity when n-doped.
This relieves the charge trapping effect and enhances the device’s reversibility and cyclability. Type III ECs made with alternating linear and branched structures show a maximum
energy density of 29.1 Wh kg−1 and 19.5 Wh kg−1 . The alternating structure has a higher
bandgap than the branched structure, expanding its maximum charging voltage to 2.4 V,
while branched structure Type III devices are limited to 2.0 V.92
The realization of commercial Type III and Type IV ECs is highly dependent on the
development of stable p/n-dopable electrodes. The understanding of n-dopable CPs
for ECs still lags far behind p-dopable CPs. More investigation is needed to increase
substantially the electrode specific energy and cyclability. The structure of conjugated
redox polymers is rather complex compared to p-dopable CPs, and their synthesis is mostly
restricted to electrochemical polymerization. Finding low mass and stable n-dopable CP
structures will increase active material utilization yield96 and enhance energy density in
Type III and Type IV devices.99
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7.4.2

Novel types of polymer electrochemical capacitors

7.4.2.1

Flexible and stretchable polymeric electrochemical capacitors

Recent developments in material science and engineering boost the strong market demand
for flexible electronics including roll-up displays, sensory skins and smart textiles, as
well as flexible power sources with high energy and power density. CPs are the most
promising active material for flexible energy storage due to inherent flexibility brought by
1D polymer chains that bend and slide past each other opposed only by van der Waals’
forces; subsequently, flexible ECs based on CPs are well established.100–102
Apart from flexibility, which refers to bending in most cases, stretchability that requires
extension is another important parameter for future wearable electronics. Desirable properties of stretchable electronics include low modulus and stiffness, high crack-onset strain,
low thickness and high elasticity that is comparable to human skin.103 Serving as an active
layer, thin films of CPs maximize device specific capacitance by minimizing the device
mass and volume, meanwhile facilitating electron and charge transfer. Unfortunately, this
film architecture hardly bears mechanical loads (low crack-onset strain). Furthermore,
CPs are stiffer than other organic polymers (larger forces needed for unit strain) due to
the strong π-π interaction between polymer chains, presenting an intrinsic challenge for
fabrication of stretchable CP based ECs.
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To overcome CPs’ mechanical loading limitation in ECs, several strategies include synthesizing CPs with porous architecture and depositing CPs uniformly onto a substrate. Porous
CP networks accommodate a certain degree of strain and increase the EC’s mechanical
cycling stability. For example, combining a porous PANi nanofiber network with multiwalled carbon nanotubes and poly(dimethylsiloxane), leads to a stretchable electrode. The
device capacitance is 150 F g−1 with volumetric capacitance of 2.0 F cm−3 at 10 mV s−1 scan
rate, which drops to 1.38 F cm−3 when stretched by 50% strain. Dynamically stretching
and releasing the EC to 50% strain for 500 cycles decreases the volumetric capacitance by
only 4.4%, indicating a good mechanical cycling stability.104
A uniform CP coating also shows high electronic and mechanical cycling stability due
to low number of surface defects. For example, when PEDOT is polymerized from 2,5dibromo-3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene onto a polyester fabric substrate using vacuum, the
resulting material shows high areal (0.64 F cm−2 ) and volumetric (5.12 F cm−3 ) capacitance
with good cycling stability. After 50 000 cycles or when stretched by 100% strain, the
capacitance is nearly unchanged.105
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Introduction of interchain hydrogen bonding by grafting functional side groups is an
effective way to enhance the stretchability of CPs, this compensates for stress during
stretching via noncovalent cross-linking (Figure 7.11).106 Incorporation of ionic additives
in PEDOT:PSS improves the conductivity and stretchability by softening the PSS domains,
promoting the connectivity and crystallinity of PEDOT regions and providing dopant.107
Stretchable materials obtained from these strategies are generally applied to fields such
as field-effect transistors and strain sensors instead of flexible ECs, so more investigation is needed to determine if they are useful for energy storage purposes. In terms of
device fabrication, other strategies that improve the stretchability and capacitance include using superelastic substrates,108 stretchable and self-healing electrolytes,48 and other
pseudocapacitive materials.109

7.4.2.2

Transparent electrochemical capacitors

The emergence of transparent electronic devices including speakers,110 diodes,111 and
transistors112 requires the design of transparent power sources, accordingly, transparent
CP based ECs are in development. Thin layers of CPs are semi-transparent. When
designing transparent ECs, a high transmittance always means a low concentration or
low thickness of CP that has decreased capacitance. In this case a balance needs to be
achieved between transmittance and capacitance by controlling the CP layer concentration
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or thickness. Apart from CP layers, the selection of electrode substrate and separator with
high transmittance is also important, affecting the overall transmittance of the device.
The most common CPs used for transparent ECs are PANi, PEDOT and PPy, deposited as
a thin layer on a transparent substrate and then incorporated into a device. Because of the
thin film structure, most of the ECs are both transparent and flexible. The substrate or incorporated material includes single/multi-walled carbon nanotubes,113,114 graphene,115,116
cellulose nanofibers,117,118 PET film,119 RuO2,120 and metal nanowires.121 A high surface
area of the substrate ensures a high capacitance while retaining a thin device for high
transparency. For example, when using 15 nm thick transparent films composed of singlewalled carbon nanotubes (10.0µg cm−2 ) as the substrate for electrochemically depositing
PANi (59 wt%), the transmittance is 70% at 500 nm while the capacitance is 55.0 F g−1 at
a current density of 2.6 A g−1 .114 The capacitance is enhanced to 233 F g−1 when using
aligned multi-walled carbon nanotubes at 1 A g−1 , with PANi loading of 70 wt% and
transmittance of 70% in a wavelength range of 300 – 900 nm; loss of alignment decreases
capacitance when testing randomly dispersed nanotubes under the same condition.113
Graphene and reduced graphene oxide, possessing good transparency, high theoretical
specific area and good electrical conductivity are easily combined with PANi for fabricating
transparent ECs. Through a one-pot liquid-liquid interfacial synthesis, PANi/graphene
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nanocomposite thin film is synthesized from benzene and aniline, and shows 83.7% transmittance at 550 nm with 88 nm in thickness; after supported by PET film, the fabricated
device shows a capacitance of 95.5 F cm−3 .115
Exquisite molecular control is achieved in aqueous solvents via Layer-by-layer assembly
of PANi, graphene oxide and PEDOT:PSS on cellulose nanofibrillar paper for transparent
ECs; cellulose nanofibers have a net negative charge in aqueous solution that facilitates
assembly process. As a result, the device fabricated by PANi and graphene oxide shows
a transmittance of 30.6% at 550 nm, with areal capacitance of 5.86 mF cm−2 at a current
density of 0.0043 mA cm−2 , while the device fabricated by PANi and PEDOT:PSS shows
47.1% transmittance and 4.22 mF cm−2 under the same conditions.115 Aerosol-jet spraying
is used to produce RuO2/PEDOT:PSS hybrid thin films with high transparency, good conductivity and high capacitance. RuO2 is both pseudocapacitive and conductive, resulting
in a thin film with areal capacitance of 1.2 mF cm−2 at a high transmittance of 93%.120
The development of transparent CP based ECs enables engineering new functionalities in
energy storage technologies, for example, an electrochromic EC is a type of smart EC that
indicates the level of stored energy via color or contrast change. This requires incorporation
of two electrochromic materials into one device i.e., PANi as the active electrode under
positive potentials during anodic oxidation and W18O49 as the active electrode under
negative potentials during cathodic reduction. PANi is bleached at -0.2 V and colored at
0.8 V, while W18O49 is bleached at 0 V and colored at -0.6 V; selective deposition of PANi
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Figure 7.12: Schematic representation of a smart electrochromo-EC electrode that shows
different color at different charged states.

and W18O49 results in a device that only shows PANi’s pattern at 0.8 V, and W18O49’s at
-0.5 V.122 PANi itself also has multiple oxidative states that show different colors, among
them yellow, green and blue that can be observed by naked eye, so the transparent ECs
using PANi as the active material also indicate charged states (Figure 7.12).123
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Chapter 8

Future directions

In this chapter, I will present a few promising projects to be followed up on by current and
future members of the D’Arcy Lab. Some are continuations of published work presented in
the previous chapters, but all projects are based around interesting interfacial phenomena.

8.1

Impregnation vapor-phase syntheses of polypyrrole thin
films

As discussed previously in Chapter 5, the reaction between pyrrole vapors and an aqueous
solution of iron(III) chloride leads to three distinct morphologies: a nanonet at the vapor/liquid interface, granular polypyrrole which forms in solution as a result of monomer
diffusing through the oxidant, and a thin transparent film of polypyrrole that forms at
the liquid/solid interface. Thin films of conducting polymers are particularly relevant,
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given their high surface area to volume ratio, conductivity, and transparency.1–4 Currently,
uses of conducting polymer thin films include transparent hole-transport layers for solar
cells, smartphone touchscreens, electrochromic windows, and as antistatic coatings for
photographic films.
To reproducibly form large scale polypyrrole thin films, polystyrene petri dishes are first
treated with static monomer vapor at room temperature for 24 hours in an enclosed
glass reactor. The polystyrene is slightly soluble in pyrrole; as such, a thin layer of
pyrrole monomer impregnates and is constrained to the vapor/solid interface. Upon
removal of the petri dish from the vapor chamber, thin films can be formed by addition
of aqueous oxidant solution to the impregnated petri dish. As monomer is only present
at the liquid/solid interface, no other morphologies form. The film can be detached by
dissolving the polystyrene dish in chloroform, leading to freestanding and transparent
thin films of polypyrrole (Figure 8.1).
The impregnation of pyrrole into polymers holds true for all polymers tested, including
Teflon, Kapton, cellulose acetate, poly(lactic acid), polyester and polycarbonate. An
interesting point of study is the nature of the adhesion between the resulting polypyrrole
thin films and their host substrate. It is possible that non-aromatic polymers, for example
polypropylene, may result in polypyrrole films which are less well adhered.
While the films are quite transparent (Figure 8.2), thin (Figure 8.3), and can even appear
metallic when purified and dry, they exhibit very high sheet resistances, a major hurdle
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Figure 8.1: Detaching polypyrrole thin films using chloroform. (top) Chloroform is added to
the polystyrene dish coated with a polypyrrole thin film, and the dish is agitated. (bottom)
After purification, flakes of thin film in chloroform are transferred to a glass petri dish.
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Figure 8.2: UV-vis transmission of polypyrrole thin films.

ahead of their use in organic electronics. Initial work done to fabricate electrochemical
capacitors from these thin films were unsuccessful due to the devices’ high equivalent
series resistance. More work should be done to improve the conductivity of these films
before they can be engineered into functional devices.

8.2

Oxidant-impregnated substrates

While monomer can impregnate certain plastics as shown in the previous section, it is also
possible to impregnate substrates with iron(III) containing oxidant. Mixing poly(lactic
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Figure 8.3: Atomic force micrographs of polypyrrole thin films after detaching from
polystyrene.

acid) in nitromethane with dry iron(III) chloride results in a brackish solution that can be
left to dry in a petri dish at room temperature. The hygroscopic nature of iron(III) chloride
ensures that this oxidant mixture will not truly dry, even after 48 hours. It is likely that
evaporating nitromethane is replaced by atmospheric water, causing a segregation and
precipitation of PLA. An optical micrograph of the resulting oxidant/PLA composite is
shown in Figure 8.4, where clear spherical “cells” can be seen.
Upon exposure of the oxidant containing dish to a flow of humid air and monomer vapor
for several hours, the oxidant turns black. The most successful of these trials resulted
in a patchy web of polypyrrole as shown in Figure 8.5 after removal of excess oxidant
with hydrochloric acid and removal of excess PLA with chloroform. Further investigation
reveals that the webs are comprised of microtubes (Figure 8.6). Webs exhibit a two-point
resistance of roughly 100 – 500 Ω without much synthetic optimization. It seems like
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Figure 8.4: PLA/iron(III) chloride composite substrate.
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Figure 8.5: A purified web of polypyrrole after dissolving supporting PLA.

PLA, insoluble in water but soluble in nitromethane, segregates to certain regions of the
composite oxidant, leading to iron(III) chloride rich zones which could create the final
web-like structure.

8.3

Polypyrrole Janus films

Lotus leaves are the most immediately recognizable example of what can be called a “Janus
film.” Tightly packed nanostructures and a modified surface chemistry of the sun-facing
side of lotus leaves make them superhydrophobic, while the reverse side is relatively
featureless and easily wetted by water. This gives lotus leaves the incredible ability to
self-right in water, and remain stable at the air/water interface. There are many examples
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Figure 8.6: Microtubes decorate the polypyrrole web.

of synthetic lotus leaves, generally following the blueprint of the lotus leaf with more
exotic materials. One example of this is a film which self assembles in a solution containing
silver (Tollens Reagent) and graphite oxide to form a biphilic reduced graphite oxide /
silver film at the air/liquid interface. One possible application is given, showing surface
enhanced Raman spectroscopic activity.5
During the reaction described in Chapter 5, three distinct polypyrrole morphologies are
formed. The nanonets described form at the air/liquid interface. At the same time,
monomer vapor is diffusing into the oxidant. A polypyrrole thin film begins to form at the
liquid/solid interface of the petri dish, both at the bottom of the dish as well as downward
from the pinning edges of the nanonet. As the polymerization continues, polymer granules
begin to form in solution and precipitate out onto the thin film surface. For an extended
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polymerization, for example over 48 hours, the granules and the thin film become an
100 µm thick film with a matte side and a shiny side, which we describe as a Janus film.
The majority of the mass of the film is from the granular polypyrrole, which is also quite
easily manually rubbed off of the thin film, suggesting they are only electrostatically bound
together. If the Janus film is formed on a glass substrate, the adhesive forces of the thin
film are low enough to allow manual scraping/removal of the Janus film for drying. In
polystyrene petri dishes, it is also possible to remove the film by dissolving the dish in
chloroform and purifying the freestanding Janus film repeatedly in fresh chloroform.
In either case, the resulting film exhibits a biphilic nature, where the granular side is
hydrophilic due to its high surface area, and the smooth thin film is hydrophobic—floating
Janus films can act as semiporous rafts for water droplets, holding many times their weight
in liquid water. This allows the films to be continuously folded on themselves into a small
area, while also being easily spread out again at the surface of water. The films also exhibit
interesting properties when wetted with other solvents. For example, wetting the film
with methanol and dropping it into a petri dish containing water can cause spontaneous
movement and spreading of the film as the low surface tension methanol begins to mix
with the water. Furthermore, immiscible solvents can be floated on water, e.g. toluene, and
the film will always self-orient with the granular side down. This may have applications
in electrochemistry, where a single film could be used as a working electrode for both an
aqueous and an organic solvent based simultaneous reaction. Polypyrrole is also a highly
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thermally absorbent material, meaning these Lotus films could be useful in the field of
steam-generation for water purification, where the films are compact during transport, but
self-right when thrown onto the surface of water. Pieces of films also appear to congregate
side-by-side, making a larger surface.

8.3.1

Interfacially self-propelling activated carbon pellets

While not directly related to polypyrrole, this may prove to be relevant to the movement
mechanism of methanol-wetted Lotus films when introduced to water. It was observed
that wetting of dry Norit activated carbon with small amounts of methanol (for ease
of processing without worry of dust/particle exposure) forms soft beads or pellets of
aggregated activated carbon. When these pellets are introduced into a petri dish containing
water, they spontaneously propel themselves in circles as the methanol diffuses away from
the high surface area pores of the activated carbon and dilutes into the water. The pellets
remain spherical until eventually, they violently disintegrate, appearing to “explode.”
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8.4

8.4.1

Nanonets continued

Surfactant effects

Given that nanonet production requires only the presence of oxidant and a static monomer
vapor, it follows naturally that the surface chemistry of the oxidant plays an important
role in the final morphology of the product. This was explored briefly in Chapter 5 with
the addition of various surfactants to the oxidant solution. It seems as if the nanonet
polymerization results in more homogenous films given an aqueous solution of iron(III)
p-toluenesulfonate over e.g. iron(III) chloride, possibly due to the tosylate anion acting as
a surface stabilizing surfactant. Several trials of heat modulation of the oxidant solution
were run, including a reaction with frozen oxidant, but results remain unclear and should
be further explored.

8.4.2

Vapor-bubble polymerization

The addition of surfactant also gives the oxidant emulsive properties, such that bubbles of
oxidant are easily formed. The effects of monomer vapor upon such bubbles has not been
investigated, but it may prove to be an interesting way to polymerize ultrathin nanonets
in a manner that does not waste excess oxidant. The dynamic surface of a bubble will also
undoubtedly have effects on nanonet morphology.
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One simple method is to shake the iron(III) tosylate solution until a foam is formed, and
then expose the foam to monomer vapor. A thin sheet of surfactant stabilized oxidant
could also be formed with an oxidant-wetted wet cloth, by slowly dragging it over the
surface of a petri dish until a thin film is formed.

8.4.3

Langmuir-Blodgett trough polymerization

Throughout Chapter 5, the mechanism of nanonet formation is related back to Langmuir
surface dynamics, i.e. that a solution of oxidant constrained to a petri dish exhibits a certain
surface pressure. Islands of nucleation are formed, and dynamically move across the surface of the oxidant as they continue to grow radially outwards. If polymerization is halted
too early, the nanonet exists as diffuse islands with little to no connection between adjacent
islands. By using a Langmuir-Blodgett trough, polymerization could be constrained to
short times, perhaps by quenching the reaction with nitrogen after a short introduction of
monomer vapor. The films could then be densified and stabilized through constraining the
trough, such that a thin film can be removed from the surface using the Langmuir-Blodgett
(bottom up) or Langmuir-Schaffer (top down) techniques. Using this technique, it may be
possible to vastly increase the conductivity of transparent thin films of polypyrrole and
other conducting polymers.
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8.5

Toward vertically aligned microtubes

8.5.1

Top down condensing vapor phase polymerization

A major limitation of the microtube synthesis explored in Chapter 4 is that a substrate
must be porous to allow both monomer vapor and water vapor to meet. As humid N2 is
pushed toward the substrate from the top, it diffuses through the liquid oxidant coated
substrate and meets the monomer and chlorobenzene vapor which evaporates from the
bottom of a glass vial. While polymerization occurs throughout the porous substrate,
tubes are relegated to the “bottom” of the substrate, i.e. the monomer facing side.† This
polymerization setup also causes morphological differences between substrates of varying
porosities, i.e. the tubes vary in morphology purely based on the rate of diffusion of
monomer from the bottom and humid N2 from the top. In order to polymerize on dense
substrates, and indeed to homogenize CVPP reactions as a whole, a polymerization setup
in which both reagents meet the oxidant from the same side. This method is known as
top-down CVPP.
The top-down CVPP setup consists of several roundbottom flasks connected together
using 1/4" plastic tubing secured by thermometer adapters. A single line of dry N2 is
split, with each end going to separate flowmeters, the output of which we will call Flow A

† This

side also happens to be in the direction of gravity, a relationship which should be explored further.
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and Flow B. Flow A is split again. One end (A’) is connected to another flowmeter whose
output is immersed in a roundbottom flask containing water, creating a 100% relative
humidity flow of N2. The other flow (A”) is left unregulated and dry. Flows A’ and A”
combine in a dry roundbottom flask where relative humidity is measured with a digital
hygrometer. The relative humidity of the reaction is controlled by the ratio of the 100%
water saturated N2 to the total flow of dry N2. Flow B is bypassed through a roundbottom
flask containing a minimal amount of monomer.‡ Flows A and B meet to produce Flow
C, which is flown at the surface of an oxidant coated substrate.§ Using this method, we
have successfully produced sparse microtubes on the surface of a thin coating of iron(III)
chloride in nitromethane on glass cover slips. Resulting tubes are disordered, tapered, and
localized to the center of the substrate. This is likely a result of the inhomogeneity and
placement of Flow C, requiring further experimentation to optimize.

8.5.2

Tubular microsupercapacitors

By selectively controlling the patterning of the substrate with gold contacts, we will
make 3D microsupercapacitors (MSCs). Eight circular interdigitated gold electrodes will
be deposited on a selectively silanized Si substrate. Two electrodes consisting of four

‡ Sparging is also possible but may not be necessary; naturally, the concentration of monomer in the headspace

of the flask depends on the rate of Flow B and the temperature of the monomer.
resulting Flow C’s humidity is not measured in order to preserve the digital hygrometer.

§ The
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
Figure 8.7: Proposed top-down CVPP tube formation mechanism. (a) A nonporous substrate is used, which is shown here as being flexible. (b) A thin oxidant layer in nitromethane
is applied to the substrate. (c) Water droplets condense on the surface of the oxidant. (d)
Diffusion of oxidant into the water droplets and presence of monomer vapor leads to polymerization and propagation of tubes. (e) After purification, a flexible nonporous substrate
decorated with aligned tubes or rings is visible.
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contacts each will be connected through a narrow gold backchannel, functioning as a twoelectrode device. Because gold is hydrophilic, droplets of oxidant containing water will
selectively nucleate on each gold contact, with the backchannels being too small to induce
nucleation. A controlled flow of water and monomer vapors will lead to proliferation
of the three-phase interface, allowing the formation of interdigitated aligned microtubes
in a two-electrode setup. These can then be connected to more devices in both parallel
and series through photolithography, leading to an ultralow volume, high energy density
device by addition of a small amount of gel electrolyte to stabilize the structures. This
allows us to create a completely in-plane MSC which benefits from a high areal energy
density over conventional thin film MSCs. Applying a selective shear of monomer and
water vapor allows us to induce directionality in the alignment, causing a <90° angle to the
substrate. This could flatten the device without changing the areal density much (lower
height), leading to an increase in volumetric energy density and an increase in mechanical
stability if these MSCs are included in an electronic device.

8.5.3

Goniometer assisted filming of tube growth

While we understand the base factors important in tube morphology, true control of
properties like tube shape, diameter, length and packing density is made difficult by a lack
of in situ imaging capabilities of the droplets as they evolve. Imaging of initial droplet
nucleation and stabilization is key to exercising control over this elusive mechanism. We
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 8.8: Proposed aligned microtube microsupercapacitor. (a) Gold electrodes deposited
on silicon. (b) Water/oxidant selectively condenses on gold. (c) Tubes grow, constrained by
the geometry of the gold pads.
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propose studying the nucleation of water droplets on flat surfaces coated with oxidant
in nitromethane through use of a specialized goniometer. The design of the reaction
chamber for the goniometer is as follows: Two nozzles are aligned perpendicular to each
other, 45 degrees relative to the substrate surface. One nozzle is designated for humid
air; the other nozzle is designated for monomer vapor in a chlorobenzene carrier vapor.
From one nozzle, water vapor will be briefly flown across the surface of this substrate
using dry N2 as a carrier gas and an electronically controlled flowmeter. Humidity and
temperature are monitored by a hygrometer located after the flowmeter. A high-speed
camera will be used to identify a discrete nucleated water droplet. Monomer vapor
will be introduced to the surface, controlled by a separate flowmeter. The effects of the
initiation of polymerization on the contact angle of the droplet will be carefully studied.
We expect to see the creation of a three-phase interfacial distortion of the spherical droplet
as the initial polymer layer begins to form. Then, water vapor flow will be reinitiated
to cause the growth of the nucleated droplet. Finding the correct ratio of water vapor
relative humidity and flow to monomer vapor concentration and flow is essential for
the proliferation of tubes. Too high a flow of water vapor will cause collapse of the
polymer interface. Too high a flow of monomer vapor will cause polymerization of
droplets without proliferation of tubes. Modulation of these variables creates many
different unique structures. Drawing correlations between modulation patterns of the
electronically controlled flowmeters and final polymer morphology is essential in proving
the mechanism of tube growth. Importantly, studying the growth of this interface will
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allow us to determine the mechanism of initial polymer layer formation and nucleation of
water droplets.
A goniometer-based setup allows us to image the three-phase interface between polymer,
monomer vapor and oxidant containing liquid. The distortion of this three-phase interface
has ramifications for the directional growth of PPy microtubes Figure 8.9. Droplets of
different size can be nucleated on flat substrates with areas selectively hydrophilized
through photolithography and chemical treatment, i.e. through the use of silanes. The
initial droplet nucleus diameter and wetting angle will determine the range of possible
tube diameters. A small droplet nucleated on a hydrophobic surface will have an initial
wetting angle <90°, which will cause the three-phase interface to form underneath the
droplet itself at the contact line between substrate and water, leading to a smaller microtube
nucleation site. From previous experiments, we know that tube growth is often normal
to the substrate. In these cases, substrates were porous and fibrillar, leading to tubes
growing in all directions. However, if all droplets are oriented in the same direction on a
flat substrate, the tubes should grow at a 90° angle to the substrate, assuming no shear is
applied. If polymerization and condensation are controlled at the same rate, these tubes
should remain fully straight.
The kinetics between polymerization, i.e. formation of the three-phase line, and proliferation of the droplet through condensation, affects every morphological feature of the
final microtube. As mentioned previously, a constant rate of polymerization and droplet
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Figure 8.9: A proposed precision controlled top down CVPP setup for studying microtube
formation kinetics.

proliferation leads to straight tubes. However, with enhanced in-situ imaging capabilities,
we seek to quantify this relationship between flow, vapor concentration and tube growth.
Once we know exactly how to make straight tubes of different diameters and lengths by
controlling droplet nucleation size, we can move on to more complex shapes. For example,
a droplet exposed to an ever-decreasing flow of water vapor will cause the three-phase interface to travel up the side of the droplet, leading to an overall narrowing of the tube over
the length of the polymerization. Thus, modulating the flow of monomer and water vapor
will allow for the design of complex 3D shapes. Electronically controlled flowmeters will
be used to program sequences ranging from simple ramp-down and ramp-up procedures
(creating volcanoes or cones) to the incredibly complex. Pulsing of monomer vapor and
water vapor will create “ribbed” microtubes. Droplets increase in diameter during a period
of no monomer flow, as the three-phase contact line no longer proliferates and more water
condenses from the atmosphere. When the monomer flow is switched back on, water
vapor is turned off, thus leading to polymerization around the spherical water droplet.
The timing between these steps and the duration of polymerization relative to droplet
diameter will cause ribbed microtubes of different surface roughness and curvature based
on step length. If the final step is water vapor limited, polymer will form a bulb at the
end of the microtube, which may be beneficial for the encapsulation of active materials.
Stacked spheres of PPy may have a higher electrolyte accessible surface area than straight
microtubes. Their shape may be better suited to expansion and contraction, acting like an
accordion, leading to better stability over many charge/discharge cycles.
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The origin of “secondary nucleation sites” is unknown, but if the microtube is truly
filled with water and oxidant during the microtube proliferation, it is possible that water
and oxidant is diffusing through the microtubes’ polymer skin, leading to small oxidant
containing water droplets. Monomer vapor reacts with these droplets in the same manner
as the main tube, causing a high packing density of short “rings” polymerized on the
surface. It is also naturally possible that water condenses on the surface of the tube from
the humid airflow, which then cause a concentration gradient induced oxidant diffusion
between the oxidant/water filled tube and pure water droplet. Selectively proliferating
these secondary nucleation sites as smaller microtubes is a clear way to increase the
energy density of our electrode materials by creating highly branched structures. Branched
structures are common in inorganic materials6,7 as are polymer macromolecular brushes,
however conducting polymer tubes with secondary branched tubes on the nanoscale
growing off of it have not yet been exhibited.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

Over the course of this dissertation we have introduced a variety of concepts for producing
stable conducting polymer electrochemical capacitors with high energy and power densities. It should be reiterated that conducting polymers behave uniquely amongst materials
used for energy storage—they are soft materials that assemble into nanostructures held
together by weak intermolecular electrostatic and van der Waals bonds. In certain electrochemical circumstances, they are accommodating of ion and solvent impregnation without
phase change or structural degradation, leading to a high rate capability. Energy storage
devices can benefit from the unique properties of conducting polymers, including their
flexible nature and electrochromic properties. Conducting polymers are clearly making
a step toward commercial applicability in energy storage with increases in cyclability
and mass nano-/microstructure coating capabilities. Their unique structure also makes
their characterization complex. The current lack of distinct models for the mechanism of
energy storage in conducting polymer systems restricts the accurate calculation of maximal
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theoretical capacitance; many values in the literature may be inflated, as many assumptions are made about an electrochemical electrode. Sometimes, experimental capacitance
can outweigh theoretical capacitance, further proof that current models need significant
improvement.
Conducting polymers are versatile materials, able to store energy in a variety of electrolytes.
Electrolyte choice is important as incompatible electrolytes can degrade device components
and cause unwanted chemical reactions at the active material surface. These organic
semiconductors show the highest rate capability in aqueous acidic electrolytes due to high
ionic conductivity, but the conducting polymer’s potential window in water is constrained
by solvent decomposition to O2 and H2. In organic electrolytes and ionic liquids, their
potential window is constrained by their transition to dedoped insulating states at high
and low potentials respectively. At a molecular level, amorphously packed conjugated
chains will have a low interchain electronic conductivity; a crystalline material will show
the highest conductivity and thus performance in an electrochemical capacitor. The overall
structure of conducting polymers is incredibly important because they undergo swelling
and contraction throughout the charging and discharging process. Too high a packing
density of polymer chains will cause a crack in the electrode conjugation network, leading
to a loss of conductivity and a loss of reversible energy density. Therefore, developing
synthetic techniques to form homogenous and ordered nano and microstructures at a bulk
scale has been a key focus of the field. The main routes of synthesis are solution chemical
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polymerization, electrochemical polymerization and vapor phase polymerization, each
with their respective strengths and weaknesses. In all cases, the molecular properties
and performance of conducting polymer materials are controlled by the kinetics of the
polymerization reaction. Allowing polymerization to proceed without constraints often
results in a low-quality polymer with many defects, disrupting the conjugation network
and leading to a low performance for energy storage. Constraining the reaction rate in
some way, whether by polymerizing at an oil-water, vapor-solid, vapor-liquid or liquidsolid interface, leads to higher performance materials. These methods have the added
benefit of producing ordered structures that accommodate volume changes in the material
during cycling. While not all methods lead to direct deposition on conductive substrates for
use in energy storage devices, solution-processable particles enable casting of an electrode
with a well-interconnected self-assembled percolation network.
The chemistry of conducting polymers provides fundamental understanding of structure
versus property relationships for developing improved energy storage devices. Emergent
physical properties in nanostructured pseudocapacitive materials are controlled in situ.
This makes materials synthesis a direct route for increasing both specific power and specific
energy. Control of the solid-state packing of conducting polymers leads to facile kinetics
and extended cyclability and is therefore of paramount importance for the field. The
versatility in synthetic strategies that lead to high conductivity and high surface area
electrodes as well as porous structures, makes nanostructured conducting polymers ideal
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pseudocapacitor electrodes. Clearly, nanostructured materials of high structural integrity
that catalyze redox events at the electrode/electrolyte interface will make up the landscape
of next-generation electrochemical capacitors.
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Appendix A

3D printed 4-point probe build manual

A.1

Materials

A.1.1

3D printed parts
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A.1.2

Electronic circuit boards
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A.1.3

Screws, nuts, spring and silicone
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A.1.4

Test leads

A.1.5

Adhesive rubber sheet and copper foil tape
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A.1.6

Rods, couplers and bearings

A.1.7

Connectors
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A.1.8

Tools
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A.2

Station Assembly

A.2.1

Circuit board connection and attachment

Use electrical wires and pin header to connect the EasyDriver board with Arduino Uno,
connecting pins are listed below:
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EasyDriver Pins

Arduino Uno Pins

GND

GND(Digital)

STEP

∼3

DIR

2

Enable

7

PWR GND

GND(Power)

M+

Vin

Use M3X8 (X4) screws to secure two circuit boards into the corresponding holes on the
middle panel.
Attention: Soldering is needed in this step. Be careful! A drill will be needed if the holes
on the middle panel are not clear after the print.
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A.2.2

Attach the stepper motor and acme rods

Attach the stepper motor to the middle panel using M3X10 (4X) screws. Please refer to
photo for the direction of the stepper motor.
Attach the rigid shaft coupler onto the shaft of the motor using a set screw. The shaft
should be inserted half way into the coupler.
Attach the acme rod to the coupler using another set screw. The acme rod should touch
the top of the motor shaft.
Wrap stepper motor’s wires around its body and connect motor to the EasyDriver motor
ports.
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A.2.3

Attach rest of panels

Attach middle and bottom panels using the two smooth rods.
Adjust the height of the middle panel with respect to the bottom panel and then attach the
left panel.
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Attach the right, front, bottom and top panels as shown in the picture.
Use 12 pairs of M3X16 screws and M3 nuts to secure the probe station.

A.3

Head support assembly

A.3.1

Attach LM8UU bearings and Delrin acme nuts

Use Zip ties to attach 4 bearings on the head support and cut off extra zip ties (inset shows
the front view).
Use two sets of M3X16 screws and M3 nuts to secure the Delrin acme nuts (inset shows
that screws are secured by the nuts).
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A.3.2

Electroplating copper foils (optional)

Electroplating copper foil with the sticky side covered. The electroplating setup is shown
in the photo. Copper foil tape is the negative electrode while positive electrode is a hard
carbon fiber paper (graphite electrode or pencil lead also works). A 3V voltage is applied
for 20 minutes (a 9V battery also works).
Dry the nickel plated copper foil tape in air. (These two steps are optional. Here we use
nickel coating because it lowers the contact resistance and is more resistant to corrosion.
Without these steps, the probe station still works).
Cut 4 strips of nickel-coated copper foil tape (1 mm x 35 mm).
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A.4

Probe head assembly

A.4.1

Attach nickel plated copper foil tape to the probe head
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Check the holes sizes of each ’L’ shape grooves in the printed probe head. A size 20
tapestry needle should be able to easily drop vertically into each hole. Otherwise use a
drill to expand their diameters or reprint the probe head.
Remove the needles and put the nickel coated copper foil tape strips through the holes.
Attach each strip onto the ’L’ shape grooves the photo, use the same tapestry needle to
make the foils fully stick to the grooves (not move around). Now the needles should still
drop vertically into the holes easily.
Cut off any dangling excess of foil tape.

A.4.2

Solder the test lead wires
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Cut the test leads and get 4 strands of wires out.
Solder each strand onto the nickel coated copper foil in each groove as shown in the picture.
Be very careful and solder each wire with a minimum amount of solder to avoid a short
circuit between wires. Also, keep contact time between solder iron and probe head to a
minimum time in order not to melt the probe head.
Add silicone sheath to each wire for insulation and in order to reduce noise during
measurement.

A.4.3

Attach rubber and spring to trigger

Attach two layers of adhesive rubber foil onto the trigger.
Insert trigger into probe head openings by squeezing the spring. No attachment between
spring and trigger is needed.
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Try pressing and releasing trigger to ensure smooth movement in the probe head.

A.5

Probe station assembly

A.5.1

Assemble test leads

Cut off the front part of each test leads and twist the wires into a bundle.
Insert each wire bundle into a banana plug and secure with screws.
Screw on the plastic protecting shields (comes with the plugs).
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A.5.2

Assemble all three parts together

Attach the probe head onto the head support with four M3X16 screws.
Get 4 test lead wires through the holes on head support and solder the test leads onto each
lead wire. Then use heat-shrink wrap on bare wires.
Align head support with the acme rods and smooth rods.
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A.5.3

Place tapestry needles

Insert tapestry needles into the “L” shaped grooves.
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A.6

Power and software setup

Plug in the power cord and USB cable to the probe station as shown in the picture and
connect them with a power plug and a computer.
Download and Install the Arduino software, which can be accessed at arduino.cc. Open
the software and type in the codes to drive the stepper motor. Codes can be developed
by the user’s preference. The attached codes are used by the authors and these modified
from two sources: schmalzhaus.co/EasyDrive/Example/EasyDriverExamples.html and
norwegiancreations.co/201/1/arduino-tutorial-stepper-motor-with-easydriver.
Open the serial screen as shown in the picture.
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Type in the letter ’q’ and press enter, the probe head will go up by 10 µm; type in ’a’ and
press enter, the probe head will go down by 10 µm. Similarly, ’w’ for moving up 100 µm, ’s’
for moving down 100 µm. Type ’e’ in order to move up 1 mm and ’d’ to move down 1 µm.

A.7

Code for Arduino

Please see github.com/lmsantino/acs.jchemed.7b00119 for a version you can easily copy
and paste.
int smDirectionPin = 2;//Direction pin
int smStepPin = 3;//Stepper pin
int smEnablePin = 7;//Motor enable pin
byte byteRead;
void setup(){
/*Sets all pin to output; the microcontroller will send them (the
,→ pins) bits, it will not expect to receive any bits from
,→ these pins./
pinMode(smDirectionPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(smStepPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(smEnablePin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(smEnablePin, HIGH);//Disables the motor, so it can
,→ rest until it is called upon
Serial.begin(9600);
}
void loop(){
if (Serial.available()) {
/* read the most recent byte /
byteRead = Serial.read();
if (byteRead==101){
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/*Here we are calling the rotate function to rotate the stepper
,→ motor/
rotate(-1008, 1); }//The motor rotates 1008 steps making the
,→ probe head move vertically up 1 mm at a slow speed (pause
,→ 300ms between each step)
/ Attention: the steps depend on the motor and on the acme rods
,→ used
if (byteRead==100){
rotate(1008, 1); //The motor rotates 1008 steps making the probe
,→ head move vertically down 1 mm at the same speed
if (byteRead==119){
rotate(-100, 1); }//The motor rotates 100 steps making the probe
,→ head move vertically up 100um at the same speed
if (byteRead==115){
rotate(100, 1); //The motor rotates 100 steps making the probe
,→ head move vertically down 100um at the same speed
if (byteRead==113){
rotate(-10, 1); //The motor rotates 10 steps making the probe
,→ head move vertically up 10um at the same speed
if (byteRead==97){
rotate(10, 1); //The motor rotates 10 steps making the probe head
,→ move vertically down 10um at the same speed
}}
/*The rotate function rotates the stepper motor. It accepts two
,→ arguments: ’steps’ and ’speed’/
void rotate(int steps, float speed){
digitalWrite(smEnablePin, LOW);//Enabling the motor, so it will
,→ move when asked to
/*This section looks at the ’steps’ argument and stores ’HIGH’ in
,→ the ’direction’ variable if /
/*’steps’ contains a positive number and ’LOW’ if it contains a
,→ negative/
int direction;
if (steps > 0){
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direction = HIGH;
}else{
direction = LOW;
}
speed = /speed *300;//Calculating speed
steps = abs(steps);//Stores the absolute value of the content in
,→ ’steps’ back into the ’steps’ variable
digitalWrite(smDirectionPin, direction);//Writes the direction
,→ (from our if statement above), to the EasyDriver DIR pin
/*Steppin’/
for (int i = 0; i < steps; i++){
digitalWrite(smStepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(speed);
digitalWrite(smStepPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(speed);
}
digitalWrite(smEnablePin, HIGH); //Disables the motor, so it can
,→ rest until the next time when is called upon
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A.8

Measure 2- and 4- point resistance

Plug in the 4 probes in certain sequence and use a Source and Measurement Unit (SMU,
here we use Keithley 2450) to measure the four-point resistance and two-point resistance
at the same time (left two photos).
The test leads can also be plugged into a multimeter (here we use a Fluke 177 True RMS
Multimeter) to obtain instant resistance values.
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A.9

CAD parts

CAD files are available online at pubs.acs.org/do/supp/10.102/acs.jchemed.7b00119.
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Figure A.1: Probe station front panel
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Figure A.2: Probe station left panel
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Figure A.3: Probe station middle panel
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Figure A.4: Probe station right panel
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Figure A.5: Probe station top panel
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Figure A.6: Probe station head support
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Figure A.7: Probe station trigger assembly
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Figure A.8: Needed materials for building a 3D printed probe station as in Chapter 6.
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Appendix B

Lasercut IR cell for thin films
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Figure B.1: Rendering of the perspective view of the IR cell

Figure B.2: Rendering of the front-view of the IR cell
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Figure B.3: Rendering of the side-view of the IR cell

Figure B.4: Rendering of the top-view of the IR cell
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Appendix C

3D-printed spectroelectrochemical cell
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Figure C.1: Rendering of 3D-printed spectroelectrochemical cell
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Figure C.2: Four-view diagram of the back plate
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Figure C.3: Four-view diagram of the cuvette lid
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Figure C.4: Four-view diagram of the cuvette
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Appendix D

Swagelok 2-electrode cell
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Figure D.1: Plungers for Swagelok pressure cell

Figure D.2: Fasteners for Swagelok pressure cell
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Appendix E

EVPP flow reactor

415

Figure E.1: Rendering of the perspective view of an EVPP flow reactor designed for Wang, H.
et al. Self-woven nanofibrillar PEDOT mats for impact-resistant supercapacitors. Sustainable
Energy & Fuels 2019, 3, 1154–1162
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